FREE INSIDE
1 RESISTOR COLOUR CODE CALCULATOR
2 24-PAGE BOOKLET GUIDE TO VALVE CIRCUITS

THE 208 BANDSPREAD PORTABLE
For quick, easy faultless soldering

Ersin Multicore 5-core solder is easy to use and economical. It contains 5 cores of non-corrosive flux, cleaning instantly heavily oxidised surfaces. No extra flux is required. Ersin Multicore Savbit Alloy considerably reduces the wear of copper soldering iron bits.

- **Handy Solder Dispenser**
  - 12 ft. of 18 s.w.g. Savbit alloy in a continuous coil, used direct from free-standing dispenser.
  - 2/- each.

- **Low Temperature Solder**
  - Size 9 pack contains 24 ft. of 90/10 high tin quality 22 s.w.g.
  - 2/6 each.
  - Size 10 pack 212 ft. 2/- each.

- **Savbit**
  - Size 1 carton contains approximately 30 ft. of 18 s.w.g. Savbit alloy. Also available in 14 and 16 s.w.g.
  - 5/- each.

- **Bib Wire Stripper and Cutter**
  - Strips insulation, cuts wire cleanly.
  - Adjusts to any size.
  - 4/- each.

Available from all Electrical and Hardware shops. If unobtainable write to:

Ersin Soldering Solder Ltd.
Multicore Works, Hemel Hempstead, Herts. Hemel Hempstead 3636
TRANSMITED GUARANTEED TOP QUALITY

Bugs reduced. Red spot shifts now only 1/6.

White Spot R.E.

2/-.

Moulded Matched Output

96.

Barr & Stroud R.V. Elna OC44, OC45 (5)

3/10.

GERMANIUM DIODES

General Purpose miniature detector A.V.O. etc. 8d & 8s.

Gold Bonded highest quality individually tested 8d &

SILICON RECTIFIERS


150 ma. (2 for 5/6) 3/9 (3 for 1/6)

CERMAL, CERMAL Special bulk purchase prices available. All tubes at this low price (arr. 9/11).

25 WATT BASE SPEAKERS

No heat generated on 100% output chassis.

There is nothing to teach it for power handling and cost at the price. Plus 5/- p.p.

CONNECTING WIRE

Copper and bronze, Five sizes only.

$4.19/0.

HI-TACHI PORTABLE TAPE RECORDER

Latest Hitachi. Fabulous quality reproduction. "S-Track" type, 3-tracks, 4-speeds. Output 500 mV high gain speakers, Push forward record start and stop. Battery level and record level meters. Precise synchronous drive, 1/10000th inch. 16mm. Genuine normal sales of 50.

19 Gns.

HI-TACHI 4 TRACK MODEL TRA-5053

This superb 48 gns. recording machine is on limited very special offer. Two channel recording. Plays stereo tapes, 11m. and 21m. per sec. One track can be listened to on an earphone while recording on the second track, and during playback both tracks pace simultaneously through the loudspeaker. Excellent reproduction, single ended speaker connection. Stereo Dimension: 13in. x 131/2 in. x 41/4 in. Weight 101bs. Dynamic range from 44 to 180 db. Toolage included.

29 Gns.

MODEL TRA-722

Large 2-track semi-professional model with AC/DC response 40-15,000 c.p., 7m. reels with mike 'tape' large speaker, high level professional controls, Reliabale. Weight 50lbs.

29 Gns.

STEREO PORTABLE CABINETS

Latest black and silver metal finish. Consists of centre cabinet size 16inx. 13inx. in deep with lift top lid together with two 10 in. and 2 speaker cabinets which flip on each side cabinet size 48inx. 13inx. in size, making overall size of 35inx. 11inx. in height. Weight 210lbs. AllImportant fittings. Will take any administrative tape decks. Halid priced.

$3.19.

TRANSISTOR CAR RADIOS

Latest Atollux fully transistorised complete with speaker and fittings. Large purchase enables us to sell these superb sets normally approx. 9 Gns. 14/2 is the amazing price of

9 Gns.

GELOSO 100W AMPS.


42 Gns.

STEREO AMPLIFIERS

AC356 vs.6 watts per channel, excellent control panel, excellent quality finish. AC mains. Valve at

6 Gns.

SPEAKER CABINETS

Superior Gold/Brown Vynyle with small 42in. sq. or

12 sq. ft. (4 x 3)

$19.-
CAMBRIDGE RELAY STATION

The BBC's new television and v.h.f. sound relay station to serve Cambridge was brought into service on 7th March. It transmits BBC-1 television on Channel 2 with horizontal polarization, and the three sound programmes on v.h.f., also horizontally polarized, on the following frequencies: Midland Home Service 93·3 Mc/s, Light Programme 88·9 Mc/s, Third Network 91·1 Mc/s.

RECORDING EQUIPMENT DEMONSTRATED IN AMERICA

Sound recording equipment developed by EMI Electronics Ltd. aroused wide interest among leading sound engineers during recent demonstrations in the United States and Canada.

EMI senior sales engineer S. G. Griffiths held the demonstrations during a four-week sales and market evaluation tour of the two countries.

Mr. Griffiths visited major television companies in New York and the leading film studios in Hollywood. In Canada he met sound engineers in the major broadcast centres of Toronto and Montreal.

“Everywhere I went the interest shown in our equipment was tremendous,” said Mr. Griffiths. “Our new L4 professional portable tape recorder received particular attention and one Hollywood studio has taken an option on 40 of the machines.”

MARCONI COMPUTER FOR SAUDI ARABIA

This photograph shows one of the new Marconi Myriad computers of the type which will be used in the radar data handling systems for the Saudi Arabian defence system.

This computer which has been designed by Marconi for radar data processing and other on-line applications, features the latest techniques in microelectronics.

The complete machine is housed in this single desk unit which measures 6ft. x 3ft. x 2ft. 9in. high. All controls and indicator lights are mounted in the low superstructure of the desk top, which provides the operator with full facilities for machine operation and programme checking.

Good Old Henry

I am now what many people regard as an “oldster” and you and your colleagues are what Ibsen described as “Youngsters knocking at the door”.

So I feel that I must congratulate you on the wisdom, the balance and the up-to-dateness of the article by “Henry” entitled Oh, but it Hertz! This is what I call technical journalism at its best.

So, as a westerning planet, I salute the dawn of a new dispensation.

Percy Wilson.

Headington, Oxford.

We are grateful for this tribute from veteran technical journalist Percy Wilson who, as many readers will know, was for many years Technical Editor of “The Gramophone”. He has now established a Consortium of Audio Consultants, in which endeavour we wish him every success.—Editor.

Tapespondent Wanted

I would like to tapespond with anyone, anywhere of my own age (15) who is interested in amateur radio, short wave listening and radio construction generally. My tape recorder is a National 2 track 1½ and 3½ i.p.s. All tapes will be answered.

John Adams.

74 Spring Street, Sandringham, Victoria, Australia.

Ham or Sham

What type of person is worried about the “Radio Amateur”—why the concern? If a person is sufficiently interested in radio communications then he would not ask the “Ham or Sham” question. He would know that in amateur radio “Sham” cannot exist, because the operator is fully qualified to operate any equipment he may own, whether it be home constructed or commercial. This “amateur” tag may have been all very well in the far distant past when capacitors and all other equipment had to be hand-made, but of course even when an operator builds his own home-made gear, the components are all commercial.

I say to the Citizens band agitators and the like; put in some hard work and try for the R.A.E. and long before you pass, the “Ham or Sham?” will have disappeared from your minds.—You will know better!

E. W. Phillipson, G3NVE.

Yorkshire.

More News and Comment on Page 44.
FULLY GUARANTEED

INDIVIDUALLY PACKED

WELL PROVEN RELIABLE COMMUNICATION RECEIVER P.C.R.3

THERMAL PLUS MECHANICAL CIRCUIT BREAKER FOR A.C. & D.C. Current 1 amp. Protects against shorts (instantaneous cut out at approximately 8 amp.) and against overloads: 1.8 amp. 30 seconds, 2.1 amp. 15 seconds, 2.5 amp. 8 seconds. Delayed cut off may be adjusted to different currents and times. Separate pair of contacts to indicate device. Dimensions 3 x 1 x 3/4 in. Price £21. £1. 10/-.

CONNECT AND FORGET, CANNOT OVERCHARGE "ESTRON" MARK 1 AUTOMATIC BATTERY CHARGER. Initial charging rate 6-7 amp. The charger automatically adjusts itself to the charge in the battery. Automatic current and voltage control. Prewired and ready for connection to battery charging. Indicator lights show battery fully charged. Fully guaranteed both as new and at approximately "as new" condition. Weight 1 lb. Price £7.19.6.

MARCONI SIGNAL GENERATOR TYPE TF 103B3. S. Frequency range 12-45 Mc/s. in five stages. Provides accurately calibrated frequency, 10 Hz. Output: a. continuously variable directly calibrated from 0.1 µ-0.5 v. b. high: up to 1 v. modulated or 2 v., low: 2 v. amplitude sine waves, max. output 400 m.v. Fine frequency tuning control, carrier on/off switch, built-in crystal calibration for 2 Mc/s. and exceeds all others in quality and value. Excellent "as new" condition. Fully checked and guaranteed. £115. CARR. £50.

P. G. RADIO LTD.
170 GOLDFAWK RD., W.12
SHEpherd's Bush 4946
Open 9-5.30 p.m. except Thursday 9-1 p.m.

PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME
**FIRST FOR QUALITY, PERFORMANCE AND PRICE!**

**NEW ROAMER SEVEN Mk IV**

7 WAVEBAND PORTABLE OR CAR RADIO

**FABULOUS PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION**

Now with PHILCO MICRO-ALLOY R.F. TRANSISTORS
- 9 stages—7 transistors and 2 diodes

Covers Medium and Long Waves, Trawler Band and three Short Waves to approx. 15 metres. Push-pull output for room filling volume from rich toned 7 x 4in. speaker. Air spaced ganged tuning condenser. Ferrite rod aerial for M & L waves and telescopic aerial for S waves. Real leather look case with gilt trim and shoulder and hand straps.

**MELODY SIX**

...amazed at volume and performance... has really come up to my expectations... S.G. Stockton-on-Tees.

- 8 stages—6 transistors and 2 diodes

Push-pull output. Wonderful reception. Ferrite Rod Aerial. Size 5½ x 7½ x 3in. approx.

**POCKET FIVE**

- 7 stages—5 transistors and 2 diodes

Covers Medium and Long Waves and Trawler Band. A feature usually found in only the most expensive receivers. On test Home, Light, Luxembourg and many Continental stations. Case with red speaker grille. Size 4½ x 3½ x 2⅓in. approx. UK. (Uses 1209 battery available anywhere.)

**NEW ROAMER SIX**

Now with PHILCO MICRO-ALLOY R.F. TRANSISTORS
- 6 WAVEBAND!!!

- 8 stages—6 transistors and 2 diodes

Listens to stations half a world away with this 6 waveband portable. Tunable on Medium and Long waves, Trawler band and two Short Waves. Sensitive ferrite rod aerial and telescopic aerial for short waves. Top grade transistors. 3-inch speaker, handsomely case with gilt fittings. Size 7¼ x 5½ x 1½in. Carrying strap 1/- extra.

**NEW TRANSONA FIVE**

"Home, Light, A.F.N., Lux., all at good volume."

- 7 stages—5 transistors and 2 diodes

Fully tunable over Medium and Long Waves and Trawler Band, incorporates ferrite rod aerial, tuning condenser, volume control, new type fine tone super dynamic 2½in. speaker etc. Attractive case. Size 6¾ x 4½ x 2⅓in. (Uses PP4 battery available anywhere.)

**TRANSONA SIX**

- 8 stages—6 transistors and 2 diodes

This is a top performance receiver covering full Medium and Long Waves and Trawler Band. High-grade approx. 3½in. speaker makes listening a pleasure. Push-pull output ferrite rod aerial. Many stations listed in one evening including Luxembourg loud and clear. Attractive case in grey with red grille. Size 6½ x 4½ x 2½in. (Uses PP4 battery available anywhere.)

**SUPER SEVEN**

- 9 stages—7 transistors and 2 diodes

Covers Medium and Long Waves and Trawler Band. The ideal radio for home, car or can be fitted with carrying strap for outdoor use. Completely portable—has built-in ferrite rod aerial for wonderful reception. Special circuit incorporating 2 R.F. Stages, push-pull output. 3½in. speaker (will drive large speaker). Size 7¼ x 5½ x 1½in. (Uses 9V battery, available anywhere.)

**RADIO EXCHANGE CO.**

61 HIGH STREET, BEDFORD

Telephone: Bedford 52367

Callers side entrance Bartratt’s Shoe Shop open 9-5 p.m. Sats. 10-12.30 p.m.
QUALITY RECORD PLAYER AMPLIFIER

A unique design. The amplifier (which is used in a 29 cm. record player) employs heavy duty double wound transformers, ECCOS, and E50 valves. Separate Bass, Treble, and Volume Controls. Complete with all necessary parts for 20 cm. speaker. Sizes 72 mm. x 35 mm., & 72 mm. x 45 mm. Ready built and tested for efficient operation. Will be shipped complete with instructions and circuit diagram 1/6 (Free with Kit). All parts sold separately.

SPECIAL PRICE 6/-, & P. 6/- each. Also ready built and tested for 15 cm. speaker. P. 3/-.

QUALITY PORTABLE R/P CABINET

User's motor board. Will take above amplifier and B.S.R. or GARRETTON Ambioger or Single Record Player Unit. Complete with knobs and instruction. Price 14/-.

Order 8/-.

4-SPREAD UNIT PLAYER BARGAINS

All brand new in original packaging.

SINGLE PLAYERS

B.S.R. TU110. Carr. 6/-

GARRARD SP3-21 De Luxe 12/10.6.


AUTO CHARGERS

Latest B.S.R. UAG superb slim. £6.6.

GARRETTON Autogenic (4 pole motor) plug-in. £10.10.6.

B.S.R. AP6... Carr. 7/-.


BRAND NEW CARTRIDGE BARGAINS!

BONNIE'S STEREO 100 CARTRIDGE. Stereo L.P./F. complete with brushes. Original list price 67/-.

Our price £5/- 6/- P. & P. 1/-

BARGAINS GARRARD ŠP25.

Complete. List price £6.13. Our price £4.13/-

BRAND NEW 3 OHM LOUDSPEAKERS

GU76. (16 ohm) 12/-

RU2X. (16 ohm) 6/-

DC9. (16 ohm) 4/-

RU2XIF. 3/-

GU76I. 2/-

31XOM. 1/-

1216. 4/-

GU76F. 3/-

3/6 each.

BRAND NEW HEAVY DUTY 20X SPEAKERS

Kapton 48 ohm 12/- each. Best voice coil. Available in 3 to 15 cm. Guaranteed heavy duty. Fast cast aluminium frame. These are current production components. Each speaker is made and tested to very high standards. Will be sold at a price we are not permitted to disclose the name.


BRAND NEW TUNER TRANSFORMER, GRID AND OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS.

Station size 14 x 11 x 34 in. Overall transformat size 28 cm. x 12 cm. x 12 cm. output 4000 w. at 8000 volt. £15.6/-

AUXILIARY SPEAKER AND CABINET FABRIC.

Approx. 54 in. wide. Usually 85/- our price £11/6 per yard. P. & P. 1/6 (min. one yard) B.A.E. for samples.

MAINS TRANSFORMER

For transistor power supplies. Tapaged to 250/400 v. Sec. 40/40 at 1 amp. with Electrostatic screen and 6.5 at 5 amp for d.t.c. converter. Drop down mounting. Station size 14 x 11 x 34 in. £15.6/-

BRAND NEW TUNER TRANSFORMER BAR.

GU75F MATCHED PAIR 20X TRANSMITTER TRANSFORMER.

Station size 14 x 11 x 34 in. Overall transformer size 28 cm. x 12 cm. x 12 cm. output 4000 w. at 8000 volt. £15.6/-

AUXILIARY SPEAKER AND CABINET FABRIC.

Approx. 54 in. wide. Usually 85/- our price £11/6 per yard. P. & P. 1/6 (min. one yard) B.A.E. for samples.

MAINS TRANSFORMER

For transistor power supplies. Tapaged to 250/400 v. Sec. 40/40 at 1 amp. with Electrostatic screen and 6.5 at 5 amp for d.t.c. converter. Drop down mounting. Station size 14 x 11 x 34 in. £15.6/-

BRAND NEW TUNER TRANSFORMER BAR.

GU75F MATCHED PAIR 20X TRANSMITTER TRANSFORMER.

Station size 14 x 11 x 34 in. Overall transformer size 28 cm. x 12 cm. x 12 cm. output 4000 w. at 8000 volt. £15.6/-

AUXILIARY SPEAKER AND CABINET FABRIC.

Approx. 54 in. wide. Usually 85/- our price £11/6 per yard. P. & P. 1/6 (min. one yard) B.A.E. for samples.

MAINS TRANSFORMER

For transistor power supplies. Tapaged to 250/400 v. Sec. 40/40 at 1 amp. with Electrostatic screen and 6.5 at 5 amp for d.t.c. converter. Drop down mounting. Station size 14 x 11 x 34 in. £15.6/-

BRAND NEW TUNER TRANSFORMER BAR.

GU75F MATCHED PAIR 20X TRANSMITTER TRANSFORMER.

Station size 14 x 11 x 34 in. Overall transformer size 28 cm. x 12 cm. x 12 cm. output 4000 w. at 8000 volt. £15.6/-

AUXILIARY SPEAKER AND CABINET FABRIC.

Approx. 54 in. wide. Usually 85/- our price £11/6 per yard. P. & P. 1/6 (min. one yard) B.A.E. for samples.

MAINS TRANSFORMER

For transistor power supplies. Tapaged to 250/400 v. Sec. 40/40 at 1 amp. with Electrostatic screen and 6.5 at 5 amp for d.t.c. converter. Drop down mounting. Station size 14 x 11 x 34 in. £15.6/-

BRAND NEW TUNER TRANSFORMER BAR.

GU75F MATCHED PAIR 20X TRANSMITTER TRANSFORMER.

Station size 14 x 11 x 34 in. Overall transformer size 28 cm. x 12 cm. x 12 cm. output 4000 w. at 8000 volt. £15.6/-

AUXILIARY SPEAKER AND CABINET FABRIC.

Approx. 54 in. wide. Usually 85/- our price £11/6 per yard. P. & P. 1/6 (min. one yard) B.A.E. for samples.
**EXCLUSIVE TO PRACTICAL WIRELESS READERS**

MORE TERRIFIC OFFERS FROM CONCORD!

**TRANSPORTABLE POCKET RADIOS WITH LOUDSPEAKER**

**BULK PURCHASE ENABLES US TO MAKE THIS FANTASTIC OFFER**

ONLY 28/6

NO MORE TO PAY

_PAY 6/- ONLY_ into your pocket or handbag. Works for months on 12/- battery. Should last a lifetime, anyone can assemble it in a home, or two with our complete plan. Miniature speaker—everything, only 28/6. With 6/- it can be boxed and sent, so rush your order before it's too late.

**SAVE YOUR LEGS!**

**INTERCOM OUTFIT & BABY ALARM** Ready Built

LIMITED QUANTITY

ONLY 49/6

Robustly made, brand new current models. You get 2 separate fully transistorised intercommunicating sets—each can speak or listen to the other with absolutely no connecting wire. Fixed in a flush. Ends talking worry. Ideal for Workshop and Home. Sickness room, hundreds of uses. Hangs on wall or stands up. As new. 49/6 (4/6 and 1/- extra). Post, etc, 3/-6. Money refunded if not 6 guineas value!

**MAKE 5 DIFFERENT TRANSISTOR RADIOS for 35/-**

**NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.** No Soldering. Only 8 connections for first radio to work. Just look, you get Easy, A.C. Plan, Cabinet, Loudspeaker, Plans 1760, Barneys, S.G. 4. Semi-conductors, Coils, Condensers, Resistors, Turret, Switch, Screws, etc. **YES—EVERYTHING!** Loud clear English and Foreign reception. All supplied to the latest standard with British specifications. H.M. Forces, etc. TESTIMONIALS GALORE. Mr. R. O'D. Londonderry, writes: "I received your complete and it is already set up—COMPLETE HOME RADIO COURSE. Originally £6 SEND ONLY 35/- plus 6/- post, etc.

**UNIQUE NEW FULLY TRANSISTORISED PORTABLE RADIO**

NOW A FRACTION OF THE NORMAL PRICE ONLY 35/-

**WHY PAY MORE?** All the latest refinements are packed into this brilliant new MULTI-STATION ALL transistor radio. The internal design picks up all the transmissions and the powerful built-in speaker gives room filling volume. Ideal for the home, first-class reception. Purchase with confidence—packed in original manufacturer’s cardboard carton, and battery 4/-9. Send 35/- plus 4/- P. & P.

**NEW RADIO NO SOLDERING VOLTS radio can build in 54 HOURS**

19/6

**EVEN THE OLDER CHILDREN BUILD THEM!**...no soldering—only 19 connections...then build it reach our brkening in station after station, loud and clear. Palm-of-hand size 4 x 2 1/2 x 1 3/8. Many Testimonials M. H. of Bradford, writes: "...I have just completed one of your sets successfully, it is the first time I have ever tackled anything like a radio, and I must state here and now, I am amazed every day it is as a dream like me. Your instructions and plan have obviously been very carefully thought out and you can be proud of them. Direct from Manufacturers to You send 19/- plus 1/- P.

**PARTS AVAILABLE SEPARATELY**

**NO SOLDERING AMAZING CIGARETTE LIGHTER—DISPENSER**

18/6

**AUTOMATIC POCKET CIGARETTE LIGHTER—DISPENSER**

Adding and Subtracting up to 999,999 at your finger tips for

ONLY 8/- plus 6/- P. & P.

This superb, lightweight calculator is simple to operate and fascinating to use. Precision engineered by craftsmen and battery tested for reliability. Ideal for use in offices, shops, stores, playing games, etc. Complete with case. Slip easily into the jacket pocket or purse. Decimal tables, included for engineers—A terrific bargain that you're sure to love.

**MAKE A FANTASTIC OFFER**

Read what just a few of our satisfied customers say—

R.C. of Harringay writes Received with thanks Skyscans...very pleased. Working well...B.M. of Harrogate writes...I would like to thank you...it was a real bargain...L.S. to London W.8 writes even it a good try out and I am very pleased with the results...S.B. of Somerset writes...delighted with this radio...T.F. of Stevenage writes...I would just like to say how pleased I am with this radio...

**CONCORD ELECTRONICS LTD**

(Mail Order Only)

(Dept. P.W.30) 77 New Bond St., London, W.1

**PRACTICAL WIRELESS READERS**

35/-

**MORE OFFERS FROM CONCORD!**

(Note: The text contains many promotional offers and descriptions of various electronic devices.)
FOR THE FINEST VALUE TO HOME CONSTRUCTORS

We consider our construction parcels to be the finest value on the home constructor market. If on receipt you feel not completely built to the standards you may return it as received within 7 days when the sum paid will be refunded less postage.

TAPE RECORDERS

MAGNAVOX-COLLARO
363 TAPE DECKS

The very latest 3-speed model—11, 31, 71 in. b.p.c.a., available with either 3-speed or 4-speed truck head. Features include: pace control, digital clock, fast forward and rewind; new 4 pole fully screened induction motor; interlocking keys; size of top plate 13x x 21/2 x 27/2, shelf below only plate.

For 500.00 s. & £2.00 stamp. For full details, applications, and parts list, please write.

Lasky's Price £10.10.6

Lasky's Price £13.9.6

Console and Packing 7/6 extra.

CONSTRUCTORS BARGAINS
TRANSMITTER RADIO CHASSIS

JUST ARRIVED—THE NEW GARRARD TAPE DECK

Fitted with 3 heads—1 track Stereomono; three speeds; takes 1/2, 3 and 4 speed, and 3 and 4 speed tape control etc., 6d.

For further details, please contact us.

Lasky's Price £9.6.6

TRANSMITTERS

ALL BRAND NEW AND GUARANTEED


TRANSMIT FILTERS

By BRUSH CRYSTAL CO. Available from stock.

SINCLAIR SUPER MINIATURES

THE MARK ONE S.T.P.A. F.M./V.H.F. TUNING

INTERNATIONAL TAPES

FUSS.Parcel Post

GOLPER UT 340 FM/VHF TUNING HEART

U.H.F. TUNERS

Brand new at lowest ever prices

GARRARD AUTOCHANGERS

GARRARD AUTOCHANGERS

GARRARD AUTOCHANGERS

GARRARD AUTOCHANGERS

LASKY'S PRICE £9.6.6

LASKY'S FOR SPEEDY MAIL ORDER SERVICE
TO AMBITIOUS ENGINEERS = THE LATEST EDITION OF ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

Have you sent for your copy?

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES is a highly informative 156-page guide to the best paid engineering posts. It tells you how you can quickly prepare at home for a recognised engineering qualification and outlines a wonderful range of modern Home Study Courses in all branches of Engineering. This unique book also gives full details of the Practical Radio and Electronic Courses, administered by our Specialist Electronics Training Division—the B.I.E.T. School of Electronics, explains the benefits of our Employment Dept. and shows you how to qualify for five years promotion in one year.

SATISFACTION OR REFUND OF FEE

Whatever your age or experience, you cannot afford to miss reading this famous book. If you are earning less than £30 a week, send for your copy of "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" today—FREE.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
(Dept. 344B), 29 Wright's Lane, London, W.8

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD
POCKET MULTI-METER

Size 2½ x 2½ x 1½ in. Meter size 2½ x 1½ in. Sensitivity 1,000 O.F.V. on both A.C. and D.C. volts. 0-10, 0-100, 0-1,000. D.C. current 0-100m.A., 0-10mA. Resistance 0-100,000Ω. Complete with test prods, battery and full instructions, 5/6d, P. & P. 3d. FREE GIFT for limited period only, 30 watt Electric Soldering Iron value £1-5/- to every purchaser of the Pocket Multi-Meter.

“MAYFAIR” 5-Transistor TAPE RECORDER


40W FLUORESCENT LIGHT KIT

Incorporating GEC choke size 6½in. x 1½in. x 1in. 2 pin-holden, starter and starter holder. Similar to above: 30W. Fluorescent Light Kit incorporating GEC choke size 5½in. x 1½in. x 1½in. Weighs only 7½lb. Takes 1½in. spools plus 7½d. P. & P.

CYLDON A.M./F.M. PERMEABILITY TUNER FOR ALL TRANSISTOR OPERATION


MAGNAVox COLLARO

Set of three Tape Deck Motors. These are made for 1½ in. but adaptable to 1 in. or more, by actual makers of certain brands. They are supplied with three motors. 3½d, P. & P.

Fixed Frequency SIGNAL GENERATOR

Crystal control in metal case, size 10in. x 5in. x 3½in. Incorporating 2 ECL7 valves, tuned transformer, out put transformer, volume and tone controls, rectifier, condensers, etc. $50, EXC plus and metal rectifier. Circuit lines free with kit. 7½d plus 3½d. P. & P.
MUSETTE 6 TRANSISTOR SUPERHET PORTABLE RADIO

PRICE

39'6
P. & P. 3/6
Circuit diagram 2/6.
Free with parts.

INCLUDING CARRYING STRAP.

NEW TRANSISTORISED SIGNAL GENERATOR

Elegant Seven
Mk II

The Radio with the STAR features

★ 4½" Speaker.
★ 6 Transistors Superhet Output 200mw.
★ Plastic Cabinet in red, size 4½" x 3" x 1½" and gold speaker louvre.
★ Horizontal Tuning Scale.
★ Ferrite Rod Internal Aerial.
★ IF 470 Kc.
★ All components, Ferrite Rod and Tuning Assembly mounted on printed board.
★ Operated from PP3 Battery.
★ Full comprehensive instructions and point-to-point wiring diagram.
★ Printed Circuit Board.
★ Tunable over medium and long wave band.
Car aerial and ear piece socket.

SIZE 5½" x 3½" x 1½". For IF and RF alignment and AF output 700 c/s frequency coverage 460 Kc/s to 2 Mc/s in switched frequencies. Ideal for alignment to our Elegant Seven and 39/6" & P Musette. Built and tested.

COMBINED PORTABLE AND CAR RADIO

POWER SUPPLY KIT
To purchasers of "Elegant Seven" parts, incorporating mains transformer, etc. A.C. mains 200-250v. Output 9v. 50mA. 7½ extra.

ALL ENQUIRIES STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE

RADIO & TV COMPONENTS (ACTON) LTD
21C HIGH STREET · ACTON · LONDON · W.3

OPEN 9 a.m.-6 p.m. INCLUDING SATS. EARLY CLOSING WED. GOODS NOT DESPATCHED OUTSIDE U.K.
TERMS C.W.O.
The new magazine for the experienced amateur and the beginner

To tackle all those home woodworking jobs you need PRACTICAL WOODWORKING—the great new practical monthly packed with ideas and instructions on the whole field of working in wood. Make sure of the May issue with this invaluable FREE Booklet and extra features inside!

FREE ! 16-PAGE BOOKLET
GUIDE TO WOOD SECTIONS & SIZES

All you want to know to select the right wood from timber yard ranges for any woodworking project. Sections on Machined Mouldings — Hardboards — Wallboards — Flooring — Door Styles — Fencing — Rough-Sawn Wood.

Fold-out Sheet to build
★ Saw Sharpening Clamps
★ Hop-up Steps and Decorators’ Trestles

DATA SHEET for BOLTS, FASTENERS and HINGED FITTINGS

PRACTICAL WOODWORKING SELLS OUT FAST
GO FOR YOURS NOW!
FULLY TRANSISTORISED 200/205V, A.C. Main Operation.
Output 68 1/2 WATTS R.M.S. into 15 ohms.
15 WATTS R.M.S. into 8 ohms.
Maximum instantaneous peak power output 38 watts.
PRINTED CIRCUIT CONSTRUCTION.
LATEST MULLARD TRANSISTORS. AD5, AD6, BC3, BC5, BC7.
AC Output.
POSITION INPUT SELECTOR SWITCH
EQUALISATION to Standard R.I.A.A., and 45/50 rpm for Gramophone or Disc Head.
TAPE MONITORING FACILITIES, SENSITIVITY: Magnetic P.U. 4 mV. Crystal 50 mV. Tape 2.5 mV. Radio/Aux or Ceramic P.U. 10 mV. Similar to that of British Standards.
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 20-20,000 c.p.s.
TONE CONTROL: Bass range 40-3000 c.p.s.
BASS CONTROL: +40 dB to -50 dB at 50 c.p.s.
RATED INPUT: 600 ohms.
Input impedance 1000 ohms.
D.C. LEVEL: -75/-.
NEGATIVE DEPENDENCY: 556.

R.S.C. SUPER 15 S.I.F. Hi-Fi Amplifier.

COMPLETELY NEW UNITS WITH TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS COMPLYING WITHOUT FAIL TO PERFORMANCE STANDARDS OF SIMILAR AMPLIFIERS AT 34 TIMES THE COST.

IMPORTANT NOTE:
Rated output figures are given in B.M.S. and not speech, and material for current, and may be obviously quite much higher outputs.

R.S.C. SUPER 30 S.T.R. AMPLIFIER.

CROSS-TALK: -58db at 1,000 c.p.s.
CONTROL regain Position Input Selector, Bass Control.
Two Mic. Inputs, Volume level, R.F. Stabiliser.
Stereo Switch, Tape Monitor Switch, Mains On Switch.

SOUND OUTPUT QUALITY CAN BE OBTAINED BY USING WITH FIRST RATE ANCIILLARY EQUIPMENT. All required parts, p.c.b. diagrams, layout, and test circuits are available.

R.S.C. SUPER 15 S.T.R. AMPLIFIER.

COMPLETELY NEW UNITS WITH TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS COMPLYING WITHOUT FAIL TO PERFORMANCE STANDARDS OF SIMILAR AMPLIFIERS AT 34 TIMES THE COST.

IMPORTANT NOTE:
Rated output figures are given in B.M.S. and not speech, and material for current, and may be obviously quite much higher outputs.
R.S.C. STEREO 20/HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER

Providing 10/6 WATT ULTRA LINEAR PUSH-PULL OUTPUT ON EACH CHANNEL SUITABLE FOR "HI-FI" GRAM, RADIO OR TAPE

1. Full Muirall design, and uses the latest valves ECC83, ECC88, EL84, EL15, ECC81, ECL81. Send 2.a.e. for leaflet.
2. Tuning 50/500K Hz, Level 60/90 dB. Sensitivity: 5 millivolts maximum, Harmonic Distortion: 0%, Frequency Response: 30-20,000 Hz, Sensitivity: 3-5 SV, Bass Control: 3-120 or 5-450 o.p.s. Treble Control: 6.3v. Suitable Power Pack $1.50 or ready built $2.50.

$18.99

R.S.C. COLUMN SPEAKERS
Covered in black-tape embroidered for finish. Ideal for vocalists and Public Address. Normally supplied as 15 cm (6") matching but can be supplied for 10 cm (4") extra costs.

Type GP, 15-30 watts, Fitted 5 inch. High flux speakers, fitted to a size from 35 to 30 cm (12 to 12") £12 12 Gns.

Type CGH, 40 watts. Fitted 4 inch. 15.01 line 10 watt speakers. Overall size 5 x 4 x 5 in. approx. 19 Gns.

6 inch. 50 watt EXTRA HEAVY DUTY LOUDSPEAKERS

Famous name. Normal price over £25. Very limited number to draw on, with full guarantee. Terms available. Carr. 20/-

30 WATT HI-FI AMPLIFIER FOR Lead, Rhythm, Bass, Guitar, Vocal or Instrumental Groups

A Four input, two volume control Hi-Fi unit with 'phase in- phase-out' and 'cut and boost' controls. Latest type valves. Suitable for small 'on stage' type cabinets with twin carrying handles. Attractively finished in metal or wood cabinet. Mains operation. Suitable for $-300-500. A.C. mains. Output for $5 for 15 cm, £192 for 15 cm, 8 in. Each, 15-40 watts, Fitted. £12 5 Gns.

INTEREST CHARGES REFUNDED

On H.P. and Credit Sale Accounts settled in 6 months.

LINEAR TAPE PRE-AMPLIFIER, Type LP11. Switched Equalisation.

Priced at £13 6/- includes Mains operation. Suitable for one Magnavox Tape Deck and Hi-Fi amplifier. Contains almost any Tape Deck. S.A.E. £4 3 Gns.

CORNER CONSOLE CABINETS

Strongly made. Beautiful polished walnut veneered finish. Pleasing design. Junior Model. For up to 6 in. speaker. £9 9 Gns. Carry. 9 5/6

Standard Model. To take up to 12 in. speaker. Size 27 x 18 x 16 ins. £17 5 Gns.

Senior Model. To take up to 12 in. speaker and with Speaker-cut out. Size approx. 30 x 18 x 16 ins. £20 9 Gns. (Special order recommended.)

(Audiotpine speaker system.)

2 in. HIGH QUALITY LOUDSPEAKERS

In walnut veneered cabinet. 10 Watt Model. £12 10/6, 20 Watt Model. £16 15/6. Retail Price £20 10/-, Speech corn 5 or 15 ohms. £4 19 6.

Term. Deposit £4 6/6 and £5 10/6 (Total £11 6/6)

For addresses see page 11
**R.S.C. BASS-REGENCY 50 WATT AMPLIFIER**

An exceptionally powerful high quality all-purpose unit for lead, rhythm, bass guitar and all other musical instruments. For vocalists, gramophone, record and general public address.

- **UNUSUALLY POWERFUL LOUDSPEAKER COMBINATION** consisting of a Fane High-Flux 15in. 30 watt unit plus a Fane 12in. 20 watt unit with extended frequency response. 50 / 50 watt output within test parameter, matched to a tube. 4 valve input stage and two volume controls for simultaneous use of up to 4 pick-ups or "mikes".
- **4 Jack Input Points** and separate bass and treble controls. A.P.T. type input transformers. Used in our many branches and compare the R.S.C.-Regency with units at more than three times the cost.

49 Gns.

**Price £7.19.9**

---

**R.S.C. B20 MULTI-PURPOSE AMP.**

Especially suitable for Bass Guitar, incorporating massive 15in. high-fid loudspeaker, Radiating 35 watts. Individual bass and treble controls. Two jack inputs separately controlled. Substantial cabinet attractively finished in Rexine and Vynair. Size approx. 24 x 21 x 11ins. Send S.A.E. for leaflet. Or Deposit 24 x 1.6 and 3 monthly payments of 6 x 1/2.

29 Gns.

---

**R.S.C. G15 15 WATT AMP for Lead or Rhythm Guitar, Mike, Gram or Radio**

High quality input and two volume controls. With separate bass and treble controls to suit both of these instruments and "mike" and pick-ups can be used at the same time. Heavy Duty 15-watt Speaker. Cabinet covered in attractive Realine/Rexine. Size approx. 16 x 11ins. Or Deposit 8 gns and 3 monthly payments of 4 x 1/3.

19½ Gns.

---

**R.S.C. BATTERY CHARGING EQUIPMENT**

All for A.C. Mains circuits 200-250 v. 50 c/s Assembled 4 amps 6/12v. Fitted Ammeter & variable charge rate selector. Also selector plug for 6v. or 12v. Charge. Marked steel case with stored grey hammer finish. Fused and ready for use with mains and output leads and clips. Or Deposit 1 x 9 and 4 monthly cents 10 x 1/1.

50/9

---

**GUARANTEED RUSSIAN TRANSISTORS**

Includes mixing of up to 4 standard jack inputs. i.e., microphone, tape, gram, tuner, etc., into single output. Compact and completely self-contained. Uses standard 9v. battery 49/9

---

**LINEAR TREMOLO PRE-AMP UNIT**

Suitable for use with any of our Amplifiers. Controls are Speed (frequency of interruptions), Depth (for heavy or light effect) Volume and 4 Gns.

---

**HI-FI 12 WATT AMPLIFIERS**

**BRAND NEW AMPLIFIERS**

Assembled on 12v. 1a, 2v. 3amps. Offered at 12v. 1-5amps. 6/6, 6v. 2amps. 6/6, 6v. 3amps 3/6. Offered at 12v. 1-5amps. 6/6, 6v. 2amps. 6/6, 6v. 3amps 3/6. Offered at 12v. 1-5amps. 6/6, 6v. 2amps. 6/6, 6v. 3amps 3/6.

**PRICE £7.19.9**

---

**R.S.C. MAINS TRANSFORMERS**

**FULLY GUARANTEED**

Interchangeable priamaries. Primaries 300-220-250 6 v c/s. Screened.

- **MIDGRT Clamped Type**
  - Type A1, 4 x 1.65 x 3 6v. 2a
  - Type A2, 4 x 1.65 x 3 6v. 2a
  - Type A3, 4 x 1.65 x 3 6v. 2a
  - Type A4, 4 x 1.65 x 3 6v. 2a

- **MIDGRT TUNED DROP THROUGH**
  - Type A1, 4 x 1.65 x 3 6v. 2a
  - Type A2, 4 x 1.65 x 3 6v. 2a
  - Type A3, 4 x 1.65 x 3 6v. 2a
  - Type A4, 4 x 1.65 x 3 6v. 2a

- **MIDGRT SHROUDED DUAL**
  - Type A1, 4 x 1.65 x 3 6v. 2a
  - Type A2, 4 x 1.65 x 3 6v. 2a
  - Type A3, 4 x 1.65 x 3 6v. 2a
  - Type A4, 4 x 1.65 x 3 6v. 2a

- **MIDGRT 100 Amplifier**
  - Type A1, 4 x 1.65 x 3 6v. 2a
  - Type A2, 4 x 1.65 x 3 6v. 2a
  - Type A3, 4 x 1.65 x 3 6v. 2a
  - Type A4, 4 x 1.65 x 3 6v. 2a

- **MIDGRT 100 Amplifier**
  - Type A1, 4 x 1.65 x 3 6v. 2a
  - Type A2, 4 x 1.65 x 3 6v. 2a
  - Type A3, 4 x 1.65 x 3 6v. 2a
  - Type A4, 4 x 1.65 x 3 6v. 2a

- **MIDGRT 100 Amplifier**
  - Type A1, 4 x 1.65 x 3 6v. 2a
  - Type A2, 4 x 1.65 x 3 6v. 2a
  - Type A3, 4 x 1.65 x 3 6v. 2a
  - Type A4, 4 x 1.65 x 3 6v. 2a

- **MIDGRT 100 Amplifier**
  - Type A1, 4 x 1.65 x 3 6v. 2a
  - Type A2, 4 x 1.65 x 3 6v. 2a
  - Type A3, 4 x 1.65 x 3 6v. 2a
  - Type A4, 4 x 1.65 x 3 6v. 2a

- **MIDGRT 100 Amplifier**
  - Type A1, 4 x 1.65 x 3 6v. 2a
  - Type A2, 4 x 1.65 x 3 6v. 2a
  - Type A3, 4 x 1.65 x 3 6v. 2a
  - Type A4, 4 x 1.65 x 3 6v. 2a

- **MIDGRT 100 Amplifier**
  - Type A1, 4 x 1.65 x 3 6v. 2a
  - Type A2, 4 x 1.65 x 3 6v. 2a
  - Type A3, 4 x 1.65 x 3 6v. 2a
  - Type A4, 4 x 1.65 x 3 6v. 2a

**FULL-TIME COLLEGE COURSE IN RADIO AND TELEVISION**

Our Course has now been extended to sixteen months' duration to include theoretical and practical instruction on transistor television receivers, U.H.F. television receivers and colour television.

Next course commences 19th April, 1966.

This Course is recognised by the Radio Trades Examination Board (R.T.E.B.) for the Radio and Television Servicing Certificate examinations.

Provides excellent practical experience on valve and transistor radio receivers and all well-known makes of television receivers.

To:
The Pembroke College of Electronics (Dept. P11) 34a Hereford Road, London, W.2.

Please send, without obligation, details of the Full-Time Course in Radio and Television.

Name ____________________________

Address ____________________________

To: ________________________________________________________________________

CHIEF
THE SUPERB VERITONE VEGA

Solid-state Stereo Amplifier with integrated Pre-amplifier control unit. The Vega is a high-output transformerless amplifier that provides great purity of sound — comparable with the best valve amplifiers. It uses all the advantages accruing from semiconductor design, such as improved reliability, absence of high working temperatures, lack of valve noises, elimination of the troubles of valves layout within an optimum overall size to suit modern installations requirements. And the Vega is styled and finished in impeccable taste — totally enclosed in a handsome case with colour and finish matching the cabinet. The speakers are fitted with 15% 5.5 in. and 15% 3.5 in. type transducers to give 35 watts at 8 ohms. A 6.3 in. autochanger is also included. For 500/200 volt mains operation.

THE BEST OBTAINABLE ANYWHERE. GUARANTEED

Compact lightweight crystal stick microphone in machined aluminium body with integral flexibility. Size overall 5 in. long x 1 in. diameter. Finished in a lustrous satin black finish. Completely with stand adapter and 4ft. detachable screened lead.

2/69.0. Price: £40.0. Free Case.}

SPECIAL OFFER OF 12 INCH LOUD SPEAKERS

High quality, all-British units with built-in tweeter cones and a high flux magnet that ensures wide range response. Finished in silver grey, mottled in appearance. Make up to 4 pairs. Available for 15 ohms or 3 ohms impedance.

GARRARD 3000 AUTOCHANGER

Intended for use with high compliance cartridges and featuring a low mass arm that minimizes record wear. Four speeds included with dark green vinyl record changer. Complete with cartridge, arm and Stylus. For 120/240v AC. Complete with OTI/BO cartridge.

Compact all-purpose tester with 12 specially selected ranges for all home and motor car wiring and servicing, amplifiers, radio, TV, tape, electronic hobby work, etc. Extremely robust construction employing recorded range scales and blue-tinted blue tinted largest size to suit modern installations requirements. And the Vega is styled and finished in impeccable taste — totally enclosed in a handsome case with colour and finish matching the cabinet. The speakers are fitted with 15% 5.5 in. and 15% 3.5 in. type transducers to give 35 watts at 8 ohms. A 6.3 in. autochanger is also included. For 500/200 volt mains operation.

THE REMARKABLE VERITONE 300

Only £6.0-£6.0. A small size, quality constructed amplifier with a big 4 hole output that is adaptable for all domestic use. Features include extra large dial, 90 watts, variable pitch EQ, Noise Limiter, extra loud receiver to suit all but most distant stations. Extras include phone output, Standby switch, etc. Uses all metal multi valve stages. Available in the output in 30 watt rating. Only 15% x 6 in. deep. Ideal for all serious listeners yet cheaper than many commercial sets. For 200/200 volt mains operation.

EXCLUSIVE OFFER OF TOP QUALITY RECORING TAPE

New American branded tape by world renowned manufacturers and equal in quality to the best obtainable anywhere. Guaranteed splice-free, red oxide coated, with full frequency response and uniform output. Resistant to moisture, heat, and cold and abrasion. Available in a wide range of Austel and Polyester qualities, each distinctively boxed and cellophane wrapped in colour coded variants showing recording times at 1, 2, and 4 in. per minute. Compare the prices!

Range available:

- Polyester
  - 15 in. - 12.00/12.00
  - 20 in. - 15.00/15.00
  - 25 in. - 20.00/20.00
  - 30 in. - 25.00/25.00

- Austel
  - 15 in. - 12.00/12.00
  - 20 in. - 15.00/15.00
  - 25 in. - 20.00/20.00
  - 30 in. - 25.00/25.00


TUNE INTO THE WORLD WITH THIS COMPACT PROFESSIONAL STYLE RECEIVER 20 Gns.

Carr. & free 20G.

New, highly developed communications receiver outstanding immunity from unwanted hum at all broadcast bands, shipping, world-wide short wave and amateur bands. Built in super features include extra large dial, 90 watts, variable pitch EQ, Noise Limiter, extra loud receiver to suit all but most distant stations. Extras include phone output, Standby switch, etc. Uses all metal multi valve stages. Available in the output in 30 watt rating. Only 15% x 6 in. deep. Ideal for all serious listeners yet cheaper than many commercial sets. For 200/200 volt mains operation.

HI-FI WITH PRICES!

New Hi-Fi and Tape to be launched at prices lower than American branded tape with guaranteed quality. Available in 1% in. and 56 in. lengths. Size 5 x 12 in. dia. Complete with stand. Screened cable. Complete with stand and adapter. Size overall 57/6 in. x 11 in. x 20 in. 500 x 250 x 500mm. Complete with stand and clamp. Finished in black, satin black and satin silver finish. Complete with stand and clamp. Size 57/6 in. x 11 in. x 20 in. 500 x 250 x 500mm. Complete with stand and clamp. Finished in black, satin black and satin silver finish. Complete with stand and clamp. Size overall 57/6 in. x 11 in. x 20 in. 500 x 250 x 500mm.
Superb new six valve unit covering long and medium waves on AM/FM and all Hi-Fi VHF transmitter on FM. High-sensitivity AM circuit provides most sensitive reception. Integral aerial, separate FM input employs famous 'Gingerbread' tuner heart. Uncluttered face covers whole front panel and simplifies adaptability to existing cabinets or building into contemporary bookshelf units. Extra large components allow massive free-air convection for volume, tone selection, and tuning sensitivity area. Offers precise limits that permit recording and tape playback to the highest standards set by the music industry. Single sub-miniature tube employs a single high-duty motor with heavy flywheel. Features include fast wind on and rapid rewind, pause control, 'taped-in selection with inter-tune, built-in revolution indicator, peak key controls. Sockets 12, 24 and 74 I.P.S. Wow and flutter 0.1%. On 74 I.P.S. Max. spool speed 7m. Playing time up to 120 minutes per track from 1m. Taped units. Size 8 x 11in. plus 41in. below mounting hole. Delivered in case. £11.10.0. With 4 track leads. £13.10.6. Add 10/- carriage and insurance.

Exceptional offer of AM/FM Radiogram Chassis

Manufactured to precise limits that permit recording and tape playback to the highest standards set by the music industry. Single sub-miniature tube employs a single high-duty motor with heavy flywheel. Features include fast wind on and rapid rewind, pause control, 'taped-in selection with inter-tune, built-in revolution indicator, peak key controls. Sockets 12, 24 and 74 I.P.S. Wow and flutter 0.1%. On 74 I.P.S. Max. spool speed 7m. Playing time up to 120 minutes per track from 1m. Taped units. Size 8 x 11in. plus 41in. below mounting hole. Delivered in case. £11.10.0. With 4 track leads. £13.10.6. Add 10/- carriage and insurance.

TVRAVER 2

Fit your own transistorised car radio at a fraction of the usual cost

Built-in radio to your car radio obtainable. Robust, all British manufacture with stylin, unobtainable looks that present a neat, 1-shot control and push-button change for medium and long wave. Heavy chrome sash-baron and illuminated dial in black and gold trim. Overall size 12 x 2 x 3in. Fitting a fixing permits simple installation in almost any car. Improved circuit design unites best features of valves and transistors to ensure high efficiency with tremendous power output. 36-20,000 c/s. £12.12.0. Add 6/- carriage and 10/- insurance. £14.0.0. Add 10/- carriage and 10/- insurance.

DE LUXE INTERCOM

Superb professional style, compact trans- mitter intercom for executive desk and office or home. Compact master unit and Melodical sub-stations, magnificently finished in pear wood and black gloss plastic case with black and gold anodised trim. Powerful two-transistor amplifier has 250W output, and 250W output at 75 to 90 volts. Power pack and mixer amplifiers have 90W output, and operate 4 months on 22 V.F. master battery. Station has Volumes, Mute, and 'Transmission on' and 'Transmission Off' control. 500ft. cord with phone plugs each end for immediate installation, stapler, cable hook-up and instructions, and attractive gift carton. £45.0. Post & Packing 5/-.

GUARANTEED BY STERN-CLYNE—Value for money, Quality Facility. Merchandise offered by Stern-Clyne is critically selected and exhaustively tested before it is offered for general sale; where suitable equipment does not exist, certain items are exclusively manufactured to fit our own rigid specifications. In all cases, Stern-Clyne offers value and quality selected. Satisfaction guaranteed.

HIRE PURCHASE? CERTAINLY!

Easy payment terms available on all kits and assembled equipment value £5 or more. Let us have your enquiry.

MAIL ORDER & ALL INQUIRIES TO:


DEALERS: All Quality Centres

LEARN ELECTRONICS — AS YOU BUILD

over 40 CIRCUITS EXPERIMENTS TEST GEAR

including...

- CATHODE RAY OSCILLOSCOPE
- Valve Experiments
- Transistor Experiments
- Electro-magnetic Experiments
- Basic Amplifier
- Basic Oscillator
- Basic Rectifier
- Signal Tracer
- Simple Counter
- Time Delay Circuit
- Square Wave Generator
- Morse Code Oscillator
- Simple Transmitter
- Electronic Switch
- Photo-electric Circuit
- Basic Computer Circuit
- Basic Radio Receiver
- A.C. Experiments
- D.C. Experiments

The full equipment supplied comprises valves, transistors, photo-tube, modern type chassis board, printed circuit board, full range resistors, capacitors and inductors, transformers, potentiometers, switches, transistors, valves, all hardware, wiring and every detail required for all practical work plus CATHODE RAY OSCILLOSCOPE for demonstrating results of all experiments carried out. All practical work fully described in comprehensive PRACTICAL MANUALS. Tutor service and advice if needed.

This complete practical course will teach you all the basic principles of electronics by carrying out experiments and building operational apparatus. You will learn how to recognise and handle all types of modern components; their symbols and how to read a completed circuit or schematic diagram. The course then shows how all the basic electronic circuits are constructed and used, and HOW THEY ACTUALLY WORK BY USING THE OSCILLOSCOPE PROVIDED. An application is given in all the main fields of electronics, i.e. Radio; control circuits; computers and automation; photo-electrics; counters, etc., and rules and procedure for fault finding and servicing of all types of electronic equipment.

- NO PREVIOUS KNOWLEDGE NEEDED
- NO MATHS USED OR NEEDED
- REASONABLE FEE—NO EXTRAS REQUIRED
- SENT IN ATTRACTIVE BOX
- COMPLETE ADVICE SERVICE
- EVERYTHING REMAINS YOUR OWN PROPERTY

A completely NEW up-to-date home study experimental course by

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL — Britain’s Leading Electronic Training Organisation.

POST NOW FOR FREE BROCHURE

To BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL, READING, BERKSHIRE. Please send free Brochure, without obligation, to

NAME ........................................
ADDRESS ...................................

Block Capitals Please

OR WRITE IF YOU PREFER NOT TO CUT COUPON

PW 5.66
TOPIC OF THE MONTH

Face Lift

WELL, here it is! A newly styled and, we hope, improved Practical Wireless. The larger page size will not only allow a more attractive layout of articles but will also make for easier reading. The better quality paper will permit far better reproduction of photographs, which will be of great benefit in constructional articles. In order to carry out these improvements it has been necessary to slightly increase the cost of the magazine, but this is, we trust, a small price to pay for the considerable advantages reaped.

Regular readers need not feel anxious that this face lift will reflect on the general structure of the magazine. All the popular regular features will be retained and we will continue to balance the magazine with a good selection of material contrived to appeal to all the various interests in our hobby. The basic policy will remain as before and there will be no shifting of emphasis except where considered necessary from time to time in the light of our own experiences and the wishes of readers as expressed in correspondence.

Since 1932, Practical Wireless has held a unique position in the realm of amateur radio and through the years has served faithfully the interests of those who are interested in this absorbing hobby. At times, during these eventful 33 years, Practical Wireless has had, for some reason or other, to take stock of the existing situation and, where desirable, to initiate changes.

Such a time has recently passed. And as we start off on Volume 42 we are safely launched on another stage of the development of the magazine. And yet, in essence there is no division, for the fundamental objectives of the present staff are the same as those of the pioneers in the early 1930's—to present each month in the best possible way a magazine dedicated to the interests of all who derive enjoyment from one or more of the facets of amateur radio.

W. N. STEVENS, Editor
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Were Pre-War Sets Better?

MR. L. WELCH complains of poor quality sound from sets he has made and also from high priced commercial sets he has heard (P.W. March, 1966).

Most modern sets use inadequate speakers and the cases are undersized and flimsy. Pre-War sets with larger speakers and heavier cases were much better, although they were generally "boomy".

For high quality reproduction, our friend must forget about a "set" and keep the radio equipment separate from the speaker enclosure. The speaker should be of good quality and mounted in a properly designed enclosure placed where it gives the best possible results. The output, as Mr. Welch realises, must be large enough to deal with peaks without distortion.

He writes that no commercial set offers the kind of specification he asks for. Although I would not wish to put him off building such equipment, I must point out that several makers produce tuner-amplifiers which give all he asks for and more. Connected to good speakers, they give results that are really something.

R. E. Barker.
Stockton-on-Tees, Co. Durham.

R220 MODS

There are a lot of R220 crystal-controlled v.h.f. receivers about and radio friends and myself have spent many hours trying to modify this set to make it tunable in the range 120-140Mc/s.

If any readers have managed to do this, we would be most grateful to learn the secrets of their success.

S. M. Giblions.
77 Windlehurst Road, High Lane, Stockport, Cheshire.

How About a Swop?

I REQUIRE the March 1962, December 1963 and January 1964 issues of PRACTICAL WIRELESS, and in order to obtain them, I am willing to exchange some 42 old copies of PRACTICAL WIRELESS, PRACTICAL TELEVISION and WIRELESS WORLD, all between 1949 and 1951.

If any readers are interested, would they please write to me first before sending copies, enclosing a stamped addressed envelope.

J. Currie.
156 Hillhead Road, Kirkintilloch, Near Glasgow, Scotland.
This is a six-transistor receiver with high frequency end bandspread, car aerial, tape output and personal phone facilities. A ferrite rod aerial is fitted, tuning long and medium wavebands. With ordinary 2-waveband circuits, many popular and well-received stations are heard over a small section of the high frequency end of the medium waveband. To simplify tuning these stations, a bandspread range is provided (covering about 185-215 metres), this being extended over almost the whole rotation of the tuning capacitor. As a result, it is easy to select Radio Luxembourg and other transmissions in this range.

Bandspread

The bandspread is achieved, without any particular ganging difficulties, by switch section S4, which places the 1 per-cent capacitor C4 in series with the oscillator section VC2 of the ganged tuning capacitor. S1 introduces the trimmer TC2 in series with VC1 for bandspread aerial tuning. Because of the low capacitance present, the bandspread range extends to a somewhat higher frequency limit than the medium wave range.

S2 selects separate base coupling windings, provided on the medium and long wave coils. S3 shorts the l.w. section for m.w. reception, and brings in C3 for l.w. reception, to obtain suitable oscillator coil coverage. The switch thus has three positions, "Long", "Medium" and "Bandspread".

Normal reception is by means of the internal ferrite rod aerial, but an external aerial can be connected to the "car aerial" socket, which has a coupling winding on the aerial rod. An external aerial is often used with a portable in a vehicle, to overcome screening and directive effects of the ferrite aerial.

AF117 transistors are used in mixer and i.f. stages, and need no neutralising. (It should be noted that the oscillator coil and i.f. transformers must be of the type intended for AF117's.) The audio signal obtained from the diode D1 may be taken to a tape recorder through the "tape output" sockets. This gives high quality, and an audio level suitable for the usual recorder. The usual automatic gain control bias reaches Tr2 through R5.

VR1 is the 5kΩ volume control, with on/off switch. The OC81D drives two OC81's, having base bias and feedback resistors R15 and R16. This gives excellent volume and quality from a large number of stations.

For personal listening, earphones or a personal phone can be plugged in, thereby automatically disconnecting the speaker. A low impedance type of phone should be used.

Construction is on a circuit board, with VR1, tuning and switch controls on a small panel, so that the finished receiver can be inserted in a cabinet from behind. With this arrangement, the actual positions of VR1, VC1/VC2, and the switch can be modified without any alteration to the circuit board, so that in some cases an existing cabinet can be used. It also gives plenty of latitude for positioning of the speaker.

Unless very small size is important, a 3½in. diameter (or equivalent oval) speaker unit is recommended, as these usually give slightly better results than midget speakers. Some notes on possible alternative transistors, etc., are given later.

The Circuit Board

This is 8 x 2½in. of 1/16in. thick paxolin, and is drilled as in Figs. 2 and 3 first. All wire ends can pass through 1/16in. holes. The oscillator coil and i.f.t.'s require clearance holes for the pins and can tags, and six holes are needed for T1. T2 is held with two 6BA bolts. Three small right-angle brackets hold the panel, but this is not fitted until the circuit board is wired. Complete as much drilling as possible, before inserting any components.

The i.f.t.'s will only fit one way, and are held by spreading the can tags. The oscillator coil P50/1AC has a coloured spot between pins 1 and 6 and this must face the i.f.t. P51/1 so that pins 1 to 6 fall in the positions in Fig. 3.

The driver transformer T1 has a green spot, placed as in Fig. 2, so that its tags emerge correctly (Fig. 3). T2 has three tags on its primary side, and two on the speaker side.

All the resistors may be placed either way round, but check the values because an error in reading them will probably completely upset results. Small capacitors may also be connected either way. But the electrolytic capacitors C6, C8, C13 and C14 must be placed with positive and negative ends as shown. This also applies to C12, running from R10.
Fig. 1: The Circuit

Fig. 2: Wiring of Circuit Board
The circuit layout has been arranged so that no wires cross under the board (Fig. 3). The identification of connections and components is much easier if 1mm, red sleeveing is placed on the “earth” or positive line, with black on the negative line, and capacitors having markings upwards. The can tags are earthed. Solder all joints rapidly but well, and snip off excess wires.

Transistors

These are added when the circuit board is otherwise finished. Identification of the leads is greatly eased by placing lengths of coloured 1mm. sleeveing on them. With the AF117’s, yellow is suggested for emitter, black for base, and red for collector, the screen wire being left bare. With the OC81D and OC81’s, use yellow for emitter, and red for collector. All the pieces of sleeveing can be 1/2 in. long.

There is then no difficulty identifying the leads, as they are threaded through in the positions shown in Fig. 2. Small pieces of sleeveing of the appropriate colour can also be slipped on the leads as they emerge as in Fig. 3. The transistor leads should be soldered rapidly, the iron being removed as soon as the joint is made. This also applies to the diode D1.

Panel

This is drilled for the switch, VR1, and ganged tuning capacitor. The latter is fixed with three 4BA bolts. These must be very short, or have washers, so that they do not protrude behind the capacitor plate, as this will short circuit or damage this component. Small brackets hold the circuit board and panel together.

VR1 is connected as in Fig. 2. Lead X from the positive line runs to the upper tag metal casing, and switch. Lead Y is from diode positive. R10 and C12 are closely in series, negative on C12 going to R11 and R12.

VC1 is the front section of the capacitor, and has more plates than VC2, the rear section. The frame (moving plates) is connected to the positive line of the circuit board.

Switching

This is quite straightforward, but it is also easy to test the receiver temporarily without the switching, to guard against errors. To do this, take green on the aerial to Tr1 base, white to R1 and R2, blue to VC1, and yellow to positive line. Normal medium wave reception should then be obtained, after rough trimming as described later. If all is well, the switch wiring can then be undertaken.

Connections to the ferrite rod aerial and switch will be greatly eased if leads are of the appropriate colours. These coloured wires are then soldered to the same coloured tags of the aerial. Suitably coloured wire is easily obtained, or leads can be marked with paint, sleeveing or any other means.

Switch positions are L, M and B, for Long, Medium, and Bandspread. The switch has four poles, S1, S2, S3 and S4. Connections are shown in Fig. 2, and can be checked as follows:

VC1 to S1, M and L tags to blue; TC1 and TC2.
B tag to TC2.
TR1 base to S2. M and B tags to green. L tag to red.

Earth line to S3. M and B tags to C1 and yellow.
L tag to C3.

The three trimmers have their tags and adjusting screws through holes in a small piece of paxolin, which is secured to the tuning capacitor by a short bolt. Use a soldering tag for frame leads. C3 and CP are soldered together, and sleeving placed on the lead passing near R3, through a hole, to pin 3 of the oscillator coil. The specified padder is 215pF, but this value may be difficult to obtain. A 1 per cent 220pF capacitor is suitable, and can be readily obtained.

Connections to the switch should be reasonably short and direct, with oscillator circuit leads clear of aerial wiring. The trimmers can be reached from behind when the receiver is in a cabinet.

Aerial

The specified aerial has coloured tags, connected as in Fig. 2. A 1½ in. bracket, cut from aluminium, is bolted vertically near R7, Fig. 2. A 6BA bolt secures the aerial rod to this, using the fitting provided.

The tags should face the rod centre, as in Fig. 2. The white tags of I.w. and m.w. sections are joined together. Yellow on the I.w. coil also goes to yellow on the m.w. coil.

Testing

A test and approximate alignment should be made before fitting the receiver in its case. Note that if the mixer and i.f. sections are working, good ‘phone reception of many stations should be possible from the tape output sockets. This test can be made before the audio section is wired, if necessary. Again, if an audio signal is fed in at the tape output sockets, good speaker results will be obtained, if the audio section is working.

The i.f. transformers should be adjusted first. If no signal generator is available, tune in any stable signal, and carefully turn the cores for best volume. Use a properly shaped insulated trimming tool. For final adjustment, use a very weak signal, with VR1 near maximum.

If a signal generator is to hand, apply a modulated signal for all alignment adjustments, and include a meter in one battery lead. Correct alignment then corresponds to an increase in current, though continuous running with a high current should not be allowed. With an unmodulated signal or programme, correct alignment corresponds to minimum current shown on a meter in series with R13. Once the IF’s are touched up for maximum sensitivity, they can be left.

Initially place the aerial coils so that their card tubes are about level with the ends of the rod. Fully unscrew the trimmers. If the tuning capacitor has trimmers, also unscrew these.

TC3 governs the frequency at the h.f. end of the m.w. band, so is adjusted until readings correspond with the tuning dial. Then adjust TC1 for best volume.

Afterwards, tune to the low frequency end of the m.w. band (gang capacitor nearly closed) and, if necessary adjust the oscillator coil core to obtain agreement with the dial. Then slip the m.w. coil along the ferrite rod for maximum sensitivity.
Switch to long waves, tune in a station with the capacitor nearly closed, and move the l.w. coil on the rod, for best results.

After repeating these adjustments, alignment should be roughly correct. Final trimming is then carried out in this order:

1. Switch at B. Adjust TC3 for correct position of Luxembourg.
2. Switch at M. Adjust TC1 for best volume.
3. Switch at B. Adjust TC2 for best volume.

When the receiver is finally in its cabinet, repeat the above until there is no improvement.

**Maximum Efficiency**

With values as specified, satisfactory results should be obtained at once. But transistors vary somewhat, and in commercially-manufactured receivers it is not unusual for certain resistors of best value to be fitted individually. It is not suggested this be done until the receiver is working correctly, and it may be quite unnecessary.

Should battery drain be under 8mA or so with no signal, and results sound a little distorted, R17 can be increased slightly. This will increase the OC81's collector current, and battery drain should be about 10—12mA with no signal, peaking up to about 20—30mA with good volume. R17 may be about 47, 56 or 68Ω, to achieve this. The receiver must not be switched on with R17 disconnected, or of such a high value that a heavy collector current flows.

R4 is occasionally modified slightly, to obtain best sensitivity to weak signals, with low background noise. No confusion about the source of any fault in the tuned circuits should arise if the set is first tested with the m.w. coil only, as explained, VC2 then being wired directly to the padder, which goes to pin 3 of the oscillator coil.

If to hand, popular transistors such as OC71 driver and OC72's for output may be used (maximum power handling capacity is somewhat lower than with OC81's). If so, resistor values in these stages must be those usual for the transistors fitted.

**Car Aerial**

A coaxial socket is most suitable, so that a screened coaxial lead can be used from an external aerial. No extra licence is needed for a portable used temporarily in a vehicle. Telescopic aerials may be obtained to clip on a window. Such an aerial increases signal strength, which is reduced by the

---

**Fig. 3: Layout of components on circuit board and wiring to wavechange switch, ferrite rod aerial and trimmer bank**
vehicle screening, and is not directive in the same manner as the ferrite rod.

If a telescopic or other short extended aerial is used merely to boost strength of weak transmissions (e.g., not in a vehicle) then it is better not to screen the connection to it.

**Tape Output**

These sockets supply an audio signal directly from the diode, at about 5kΩ impedance. Most tape recorders have an input circuit suitable for this, and permit direct recording at high quality. The best method of connecting here is to make up a short screened lead, fitted at one end with a plug to suit the recorder, and at the other with a small audio-type coaxial plug, to fit the receiver; or with separate plugs, if a 2-pin socket strip is provided. The screened lead outer braiding forms the earth circuit return.

The receiver should not be connected to a midget a.c./d.c. type amplifier or any apparatus live to the mains.

**Earphone**

The actual impedance is not very important, but is best not higher than about 50Ω. The jack and plug may be ordinary size, or miniature. The circuit from the secondary of T2 to the loudspeaker is completed through the jack contacts. These are closed when the plug is out. When the plug is inserted, it opens the contacts, disconnecting the speaker to silence it. Signals then reach the earphone from the sleeve and tip contacts of the plug.

**H.T. Whistles**

After dark, some inter-channel whistles or interference may occasionally arise, particularly around 200 metres. If necessary, it may be possible to orient the receiver so that directive effects of the aerial reduce this.

Should actual oscillation arise around 200m, it is in order to place a 100-—390Ω resistor between pin 6 of the oscillator coil and pin 3 of the i.f. transformer, or to connect a capacitor of about 0.01μF across R1.

---

**Components List**

**Resistors:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R1</th>
<th>56kΩ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>6.8kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>2.2kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>56kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>6.8kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6</td>
<td>1kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7</td>
<td>22kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8</td>
<td>4.7kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9</td>
<td>1kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R10</td>
<td>2.7kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R11</td>
<td>68kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R12</td>
<td>22kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R13</td>
<td>1kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R14</td>
<td>1kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R15</td>
<td>8-2kΩ 5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R16</td>
<td>8-2kΩ 5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R17</td>
<td>37Ω 5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R18</td>
<td>4-7Ω</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Capacitors:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C1</th>
<th>150μF 1% or 3%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>0.02μF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>175μF 1% or 3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>22pF 1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP</td>
<td>215μF 3% or 220pF 1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>0.02μF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6</td>
<td>10μF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7</td>
<td>0.04μF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8</td>
<td>100μF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C9</td>
<td>0.1μF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C10</td>
<td>0.04μF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C11</td>
<td>0.01μF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C12</td>
<td>2μF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C13</td>
<td>100μF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C14</td>
<td>100μF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Variable Capacitors:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VC1/2</th>
<th>208/176μF, Jackson type 00 slow motion, with screen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCI, 2, 3</td>
<td>50μF trimmer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Transistors and Diodes**

| Tr1  | AF117 |
| Tr2  | AF117 |
| Tr3  | AF117 |
| Tr4  | OC81D |
| Tr5  | OC81  |
| Tr6  | OC81  |
| D1   | GD9, OA70 or OA81 |

**Inductors:**

| Tr7  | LFDT4 |
| Tr8  | DFTI  |
| Tr9  | Weyrad P50/IAC |
| D10  | Ferrite rod aerial—Weyrad RA2W |

**Other Components:**

3Ω p.m. loudspeaker. 4-pole 3-way rotary switch. Paxolin (1/4 in.). 8 x 2½ in. (two pieces). Coaxial aerial socket. Output socket. Closed-contact jack socket and plug. Knobs, sleeving, etc.

---

![Fig. 4 (left): Details of a suggested cabinet](image1.png)

![Fig. 5 (below): Calibration of dial](image2.png)
Albania: Radiodiffusion et Televison Albanaise (Rue Ismail Qemal, Tirana) has new English transmissions at 1200—1230 on 7,265 and 1630—1700 on 9,520. The 0630—0700 transmission is now on 7,265/9,390.

Czechoslovakia: Ceskoslovensky Rozhlas (Prague 2, Vinohradská 12) using 5,930/7,345 for English 1900—1930 to Europe. To Africa 1730—1830 on 5,930/7,285/7,345/9,795/11,990. English to North America is carried at 0100—0200 and 0330—0430 on 5,930/7,115/7,345/9,795/11,990. Also on Sundays 1400—1500 on 15,285/15,448/17,825.


Luxembourg: Radio Luxembourg (Villa Louvigny, Luxembourg) may be heard very faintly around 2200 on 15,350 carrying a relay of the 233 kc/s long wave French programme.

Monaco: Radio Monte Carlo (16 Boulevard Princesse Charlotte, Monte Carlo) now has a long wave transmitter. Frequency is 215 and power 1,250 kW. On air from 0500—0100 with same programme as 1,466/6,035/7,135.

Portugal: Emissora National de Radiodifusao (Rua Sao Marcal, 1-A Lisboa) now uses 7,130/9,645 for the 0730—0900 English transmission.

Spain: Radio Nacional de Espana (General Yague 1, Madrid) has English 2020—2050 on 9,360.

U.S.S.R.: Radio Dushanbe may be heard around 1900 on 4,640 carrying the programme of Moscow I. Radio Frunze heard around 1600 on 4,008. Relays Moscow I at 1700. Radio Kiev (Ukrainske Radio, Radio Centre, ul Khreshchatitk 24, Kiev, Ukrkian S.S.R.) has formed a Dx club. To qualify for membership listeners must send in three reception reports. Transmits in English Mondays and Thursdays, 1900—1930 on 6020/9,640 and 2230—2300 on 1,241. Also Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Fridays at 0030—0100 on 7,120/7,140/7,280/7,310/7,330/9,680 and 0430—0500 on 7,180/7,290/7,310/7,330. The 1900 transmission on 6,900 seriously interferes with transmissions from Radio Nederland. Radio Moscow (Moscow) now has a 75 m.b. home service transmitter on 3,990. The 2300 English transmission can be heard surprisingly on 4,860 as this programme is intended for North America. The transmission does not appear to be a harmonic of 9,720. Radio Petropavlovsk may be heard with relay of Moscow I on 4,055 around 1930. Radio Vilnius (Lietuvas T.S.R. Radijas, ul Kanarskio 49, Vilnius) has English, Sundays and Fridays, 2230—2300 on 7,113. Also believed to use transmitters in 51, 50, 41 and 40 m.b.s. Radio Yerevan (Armenian Radio, Marvian Street 5, Yerevan 25) has Arabic 1900—1930 on 4,040.

Algeria: La Voz de la Libertad (F.P.L.N., 3 Rue Aubier, Algiers) on air Sundays and Thursdays in Portuguese, 0015—0100 on 6,080.

Angola: Radio Comercial de Angola (Casilla Postal 269, Sa de Bandeira) has replaced 3,995 by 4,795. The station is on the air 1700—2400.

Ascension Island: B.B.C. relay station is expected to begin operations in June. Four 250kW transmitters are being installed.

Bechuanaland: B.B.C. relay station beams programmes to Rhodesia 0400—0730 and 1015—1145 on 7,295 and 1545—2015 on 4,842. Power is 10 kW.


Morocco: Radiodiffusion Television Marocaine (I Rue Pierre Parent, Rabat) has English 2130—2230 on 11,735/15,410.

Nigeria: Nigerian Broadcasting Corporation (Broadcasting House, Lagos) has replaced 11,900 by 11,915. Other frequencies used for English 1700—1900 and 2100—2200 are 7,275/9,690/15,255.

Zambia: Radio Zambia (Broadcasting House, P.O. Box RW15, Ridgeway, Lusaka) can sometimes be heard between 1730—2000 on 3,270 in English.

China (People’s Republic): Radio Peking (Peking) has English 2030—2130 in 58-51-48-42 m.b. and 2130—2230 in 51-48-42 m.b.

China (Republican): Broadcasting Corporation of China (Voice of Free China) (New Park, Taipeh, Formosa) has English 0250—0350 7,130/11,825/11,860/15,345; 1000—1045 7,130/9,655/9,685/11,825/11,860; 1530—1610 7,130/9,685/9,720/11,725/11,825/15,125/17,890.

Indonesia: Radio Republik Indonesia (P.O. Box 157, Djakarta) has news in English on 9,555 from 1000—1010.

Japan: N.H.K. (Tokyo). Results of a poll held among its listeners by N.H.K. to find the station they listened to most apart from N.H.K., were 1: Radio Australia, 2: B.B.C., 3: Voice of America, 4: Radio Peking, 5: Radio Nederland, 6: Radio Canada, 7: Radio Moskow, 8: Swiss Broadcasting Corporation, 9: La Voz de los Andes, 10: Deutsche Welle.

THE good openings on the Lf. bands continue as some of the logs received show. Top band has been particularly good and has produced many W's for those who “listened with intent”. Eighty has been noisy with a bit of the long distance “stuff” creeping through the chinks now and again. Forty—even noisier with fewer chinks! Twenty, wide open at times and staying open until quite late. Europeans still audible at 2200 hrs!

Fifteen metres, described by one SWL as the Yo-Yo band. One minute half the world and the next minute—
the proverbial Miss Adams.

Ten metres getting better but still a bit patchy, though those do come through usually do it loud and clear and nearly always on a.m. too. W's are reported at 5 and 9 plus on one or two occasions. All in all and with a bit of luck the summer looks like being a “good ‘un” from the amateur bands point of view. If conditions hold it should be a very lively NFD this year.

Low Frequencies

Steve Wilson went on safari into the wilds of 160. Armed only with an HRO/MX, a BC348R and a dipole cut for 1830 kc/s he captured DJ6TK, DL1FF, DL8AM, DL9KRA, E19J, G, GI, GM, GW, HB9CM, IS1FR, OH0NI (Aaland Is.), OLI1AE, OL8ACC, PA0DC, VE1ZZ, W1BB/1, W2IU, W2GGl, W8RRH, K8MGW, ZB2AM, ZB2AJ, 4U1ITU, 9HI1AE, 9LI1HX, 9M4LP (Malaya).

R. Ball (Worksop), SX28+PR30, 80ft. l.w., K10YB/1, K2DGT, K8HKB, OE5CR, VE2ATU, VO1FB, W1BB/1, W1HTG, W2FYT, W2GGL, W3ELS, W8FGK, W9HGW, W9WEC, W6VXO, 4U1ITU, all c.w. On 80 metre phone Alan Lattimore (Darfield), CR100, 20ft. whip raised many G’s plus CT1MS, KP4AST, K9JWV, YU2NZ, James Brown (Cardiff), 19 set and a dipole logged EA4GZ, 10FGM, K4AP, K4X3L, OY7ML, many VE's including VE6ALQ, VP5AB, VP9DW, many W’s, YV5AFH, ZB2AJ. James would like to know the location of V53EA (so would I). No reports for Forty this month—sacrilege, so a new heading and on to the h.f. bands.

High Frequencies

K. Evans (Shetpperton), HE3O, 132ft. l.w., 20 metres s.s.b., KR6UL, VK2JZ, VK3ALB, VK4SB, VK6SA, VK7SM, VP5GU, YV5AF, ZL1AS. Congratulations on passing the RAE Keith.

Colin Morris (Tenbury Wells), Electronique front end into homebrew 9 valve s/het. 330 l.w., BV1USA, CN8BB, CP1FOF, CR6AC, EP3AM, FR7ZB, H8XMT, HK2QQ, HP9FC/MM, JA6NG, KG6APS, KL7EBK, KP4AXC, KR6UL, KV4AB, KZ4PW (no connection with the magazine!), LUSDBS, OX3LP, PY2BFO, PZ1BW, TF2WJK, UA9HA, VE1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, Ø, many VK's, VS9HQ, VS1JRD, ZD8JPL, ZS1VT, ZS6IK, ZL2BE, 7Q7PS, 7X2BG, 9J2AB, all s.s.b. D. Howell, 7 valve receiver, 66ft. l.w., KR6QL (Okinawa), KL7EBK (Alaska), MP4BB (Bahrain Is.), VK2NN, VK5NJ, W0NNI, W7ADS, ZS2NV, ZD8ARF, ZL3U, ZL4BX, 4X4JU. A rare one from Frank Viedean (St. Albans) who reports hearing WA3BYG/AM on twenty, the /AM meaning aueronautical mobile and giving his location as 35N, 78W.

On Fifteen, A4378 (Cardiff), 9v. s/het, 95ft. l.w., heard CN8AD, K2EYG, K9WEZ, W1DUJ, W1BYA, WA2FQG, W3GTL, YO3TL, 9HI1. A. Trickey (Bristol), 9R-59+PR30, 100ft. l.w., KP4CNF, W1JRY, W2BLQ, W3TDY, YV4BG, 5A1T5, XG1FL, YH1IAL, Louis Baker (Pantyagaseg), HE3O, 61ft. l.w., CN8’s, CR4AB, CR6CZ, CR7FM, CR8AT, FW8BJ (Wallis Is.), KP4AXC, KZ5AM, MP4BBA, O4A4Y1, PY1, 2, 3, 5, 9, PZ1BE, SV0WB (Rhodes), SV0WO (Crete), VE1S, VO1, VP9, W1-Y, YV1D, ZB2AG, ZC4AK, ZE2KL, ZE6JL, ZS1BV, ZS6IN, 4X4HB, 5A1TK, 5N2FEL, 5X5FR, 6W8BG, 7X2WW, 9HI1, 9J2DL, 9K2AD, 9Q5GG, 9US8, 9X5MW. Paul queries a 9Y4RS claiming his QTH as Trinidad.

Ten metres, Chris Clarke (Farnham), sends in a colossial list which includes K1, 3, W1, 2, 3, 4, 8, WA4, plus 52 G’s. A4378 again reports GW’s, and ZE3JU, ZS9G.

What and Where

Reports from readers and over the air say the following are to be had for the listening. 4S7W (Ceylon), around 14200, ZL4CH (Campbell Is.), VK0 (Macquarie Is.) still at it, also around 14200. VK9PL (Papua) on 14 Mc/s, CEØAC (Easter Is.), c.w. end of 20, FUS8G (New Hebrides) ditto, TT8BS (Chad) on 15 c.w. and a TY3 ditto (Dahomey). Contests include May 8th, 144 Mc/s Portable contest, 22nd, D/F qualifying event, 28-29th, 420 Mc/s open contest, 29th 1296 Mc/s contest. June 4th and 5th National Field Day.
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It is a strange fact that a very great percentage of people tend to spoil the ship for a "ha'porth of tar". This, unhappily, is all too true in amateur radio. The ham with nice new shiny transmitter, home-built or commercial, will usually have a pi-tank output circuit.

The pi-tank offers many advantages. For instance, it gives good harmonic discrimination against TVI and it will match a variety of impedances. This is another way of saying that it will often tune or load up anything from a dipole to any random length of wire which happens to be to hand. Although this is true, there are drawbacks.

Component values in a pi-network are calculated very carefully and the capacitors and inductor cannot merely be selected to resonate at the desired frequency. As will be appreciated, there are a great number of combinations of L and C which will tune to a given wavelength. How then do we decide which is the correct combination?

Pi Configuration

The pi configuration is often used in low pass filters and again exactly the same problem is present—which combination of inductance and capacitance to use. Fig. 1 shows the circuit in question, and you will notice that, in addition to the two capacitors and inductor, two resistances are shown \( R_\text{in} \) and \( R_\text{out} \).

These are the flies in the proverbial ointment. \( R_\text{in} \) is calculated from the valve anode voltage and current in the case of transmission, and \( R_\text{out} \) is the impedance of the antenna. A dipole, and indeed most beams and quads etc., are commonly fed with 75\( \Omega \) coaxial so that pretty well all pi-networks are designed to feed into 75\( \Omega \).

If we now stick the odd length of wire in the output terminal it is highly probable that we can still load it, but it is almost certain that it will not present an impedance of 75\( \Omega \). Any transmitting amateur will tell you that a low pass filter will only work efficiently if it is set up correctly and is terminated in the correct impedance.

Although perhaps not generally realised, this is also true of the pi-tank. If you use it to load odds and ends it does not follow that it is working efficiently, or that it will give the same harmonic discrimination, the very thing for which it is often used.

In the case of a parallel tuned circuit Fig. 2, it will be seen that \( R_\text{in} \) is shown as a link coupling. Unfortunately optimum coupling will vary from band to band, so that if any degree of constant efficiency is to be maintained this link will need to be variable not only in the degree of coupling, but also its inductance.

The Solution

In the case of matching an aerial to a receiver or transmitter it is found that no one circuit will suit every single need. Some aerials are very high impedance and might require a parallel tuned circuit while others are low impedance and would require a series tuned circuit.

Some time ago the writer wrote an article on a S.W.R. bridge (PRACTICAL WIRELESS, Feb., 1965), and contained in the same case was a coil and a capacitor. If high impedance was desired, then the circuit was wired in parallel, if low impedance then it was altered to series tuned with the aid of a soldering iron.

After a short time it became obvious that some form of switching would be a great saving of opening and closing the case at each change of antenna not to mention the "frigging" about with the link coil at each change of band. Accordingly back copies of various magazines were scanned but the same problem came up again and again.

One a.t.u. was fine for tuned feeders but not long wires. Another tuned only three bands or else no
 provision was made for varying the link winding. Others had link winding with no alternative input. In short each design, although doing its intended job very well had limitations and the most serious one was lack of flexibility. After writing down all the different desirable properties of the perfect a.t.u. (for the writer) the following was arrived at.

It should be switchable to almost any configuration, and it must match anything from low to high impedance from the longest long wire to the shortest and everything in between. (Yes, even end fed coat hangers and base loaded cufflinks too!) It must have an optional and variable link which should be controllable from the front panel, and be usable with the three main antenna inputs single wire (any length), coaxial feed and tuned feeders. It should also be usable in any of the popular configurations, parallel tuned, series tuned, pi-network, L network, transmatch, balanced transmatch etc.

This unit will do just these things from 1.8Mc/s to 30Mc/s continuous, and it even peaks some of the medium wave band as well. It will also give added discrimination against unwanted harmonics on transmission, and give an extra stage of quite sharp selectivity on reception. NOTE: It will not give any gain. However it will match impedances and the difference for the prototype between tuned and untuned peaks up to something like three to four S points.

A six foot length of lighting flex draped across the bench was loaded up on all bands while OK’s have been heard on topband. The same set up raised East Coast American stations, plus W6 and W7 and PY.

It will, of course, peak signals on all frequencies between 1.8 and 30Mc/s and is therefore entirely suitable for listening to the commercial bands as well as the amateur bands.

SWL’s or those intending to use the unit for reception only can use small Yaxley switches and receiving type capacitors, this will also result in a smaller and more compact unit. The coil too is not critical and some may like to use an inductance which is to hand or wind one themselves. As a guide the inductance of the coil specified is 41µH.

The Circuit

The complete circuit in Fig. 3 shows two coils, three capacitors, eight switches and ten terminals, together with a coaxial socket. The link coil L2 has a variable capacitor VC3 which gives variable loading. Also the link coil itself can be switched to vary its inductance by turning S5.

---

Fig. 4: Mounting details of L1 and L2.

Fig. 3: Complete circuit diagram of the unit.
THE NEW 1966 CR.70A COMMUNICATION RECEIVER

This completely new receiver sets a new high standard for performance and finish unequalled at the price, and is a worthy addition to the outstanding range of CODAR and its communication equipment.

Frequency range: 560 Kc/s-30 Mc/s (50-10 metre) in four ranges; 600 Kc/s-1 Mc/s; 4.2 Mc/s-11.6 Mc/s; 11.5 Mc/s-30 Mc/s. Slide rule scales for each band calibrated in frequencies plus improvement scales in decades. Two speed variable tuning control with reverse slide action. Unique serial input stage exclusive to the CR.70A employing High q Air-spaced CODAR-4011 Inductor giving extremely high gain with low noise figure. AGC trimmer for peaking when required. Double tuned 1.8 Mcm cored transformers; 40 Mcs with FB-03 frame grid valve for maximum gain and selectivity. 6 valves including two twin triodes giving 7 Valve line-up. Separate R.F.O. stage for CW and SSB reception. Calibration signal strength 1 meter, illuminated. Automatic Volume control. Panel phone jack for "private" listening. 2-3 cm output for external speakers. Rubber moulded metal cabinet in the new Orgonoid Satin lustre finish. Size: 13" x 9" x 7½". For A.C. 200/250V. Ready built. £10.0. New Kit at the fantastic low price of £10.10.0. Carriage 7/6.


CODAR "U" MULTIPLIER MODEL R.U.10. For use with any superhet receiver with an I.F. between 300 and 500 Kc/s. Provides considerable increase in selectivity for either peaking or selecting a signal on AM, CW, or SSB, I.F.O. Size 8 x 5 x 4½. Power requirements: 150-250 volts D.C. H.T. 8 mA. 3 amp L.T. Ready built, complete with cables, plugs and instructions. £5.15.0. Carriage 3/6. MODEL R.U.1X. Self-powered version for 150-250 volts D.C. and also provides 6 mA at 100-150 volts D.C. and 4.5 mA, 1 amp L.T. for other accessories £3.6.0. Carriage 3/6.

CODAR A.T.S. IS WANTY'S 5-WATT MULLS BAND TRANSMITTER. The newest most compact transmitter for fixed or mobile use on 100-30 metres. The tiny 7" x 5" x 4½" unit. Output power: 5 watts. Size only 7 x 5 x 4½. (L.T) 12 pins. (H.T) 8 pins. Price £3.15.0. Carriage 3/6. Available with exciter. £5.15.0. Carriage 3/6.


SEND 6d. IN STAMPS FOR ILLUSS. LEAFLETS OF THE CODAR RANGE • H.P. TERMS AVAILABLE • WORLD-WIDE MAIL ORDER SERVICE

CODAR RADIO COMPANY
BANK HOUSE, SOUTHWICK SQUARE
SOUTHWICK, SUSSEX.
Tel. 3149
G3JRE
G3HQG

Canada: Codar Radio of Canada, Tweed, Ontario
COILS & TRANSFORMERS FOR CONSTRUCTORS

Special versions of our P50 Series are now available for AF117 or OC45 Transistors. They can be used in the standard superhet circuit with slight changes in component values, details of which are given in the latest edition of the Constructors' Booklet Priced at 21p.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>P50/1AC (For OC45)</th>
<th>P50/1AC (For AF117)</th>
<th>5/4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oscillator Coil</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st I.F. Transformer</td>
<td>P50/2CC (For OC45)</td>
<td>P51/1 (For AF117)</td>
<td>5/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd I.F. Transformer</td>
<td>P50/2CC (For OC45)</td>
<td>P51/2 (For AF117)</td>
<td>5/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd I.F. Transformer</td>
<td>P50/3CC (For OC45)</td>
<td>P50/3V (For AF117)</td>
<td>6/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rod Aerial</td>
<td>RA2W</td>
<td></td>
<td>12/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver Transformer</td>
<td>LFDT4/I</td>
<td></td>
<td>9/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Transformer</td>
<td>OPTI</td>
<td></td>
<td>10/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printed Circuit</td>
<td>PCAI</td>
<td></td>
<td>9/6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I.F. TRANSFORMERS & COILS FOR VALVE CIRCUITS

Production of Tuning Coils (Type "H") and I.F. Transformers is being continued and details of these and our other components are given in an illustrated folder which will be forwarded on request with 4d postage please.

WEYRAD (ELECTRONICS) LIMITED
SCHOOL STREET, WEYMOUTH, DORSET

KITS WITH A FUTURE

The Martin Audiokit assembly you own today can become part of an even better hi-fi system tomorrow. No other system allows you to enlarge your installation stage by stage in the way Audiokits do. They comprise a wide range of very well made prefabricated units in which the connections are standardised throughout. Each is rigorously tested to stated specification before despatch. NEW KITS FOR ADDING ON ARE IN COURSE OF PREPARATION NOW—so by starting with Martin today, you insure yourself for still better listening tomorrow.

Choose Martin for quality

- Build for 3 or 15 ohm system
- Start with Mono and add Stereo or start completely with Stereo
- Power packs available
- Professionally styled escutcheon plates
- Assembly is easy by following the well presented instructions

MARTIN ELECTRONICS LTD., 154-155 High Street
Brentford Middlesex

Full details of Martin Audiokits please

NAME .................................................................
ADDRESS ............................................................
(Block letters) P.W.5

MARTIN AUDIOKITS

Send for leaflet describing entire range

5 stage input Selector £2.7.6
Pre-amp. and vol. control £1.17.6
Pre-amp. with tone controls £2.2.6

Send for leaflet describing entire range

10 watt amp. (3 ohms) £6.12.6
10 watt amp. (15 ohms) £6.12.6
Mains power supply £2.15.0

Martin Audiokits and Recordokits are obtainable from good stockists everywhere. In cases of difficulty please write direct.

MARTIN ELECTRONICS LTD., 154/155 HIGH ST., BRENTFORD, M'SEX
Phone: ISLeworth 1161/2
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With S5 acting as a sort of coarse loading and VC3 a fine adjustment a great range of control is available over the link winding and the amount of coupling can be varied between wide limits. R.F. currents circulating in the unused portion of both the link and the main coil were found to have negligible effect on performance.

L2 is wound on a 2in. dia. former and mounted inside L1. This avoids the awkward method of winding it around the outside of L1, a rather difficult task because of the tapping points and numerous lead-off wires coming from L1. Details of the mounting and positioning of L1 and L2 are shown in Fig. 4. VC3a, shown in dotted lines in Fig 3, is an unused gang of a 500pF twin gang and is only included for completeness.

Coil L1

This is the main tuning coil and takes time and patience to wire up. The tapping wires are all lengths of 18s.w.g. tinned copper wire threaded with sleeving. Great care should be exercised as a dry joint or a poorly soldered connection here can prove disastrous later on, especially when the coil is mounted in position and all the taps are soldered on. Fig. 5 gives all relevant information on L1.

One word of warning before passing on. Ensure that none of the taps, i.e. the lead off wires from L1 touch. Failure to observe this will result not in an a.t.u. but a first-class arc welding unit.

Other Components

VC1 and VC2 must be insulated from the chassis and front panel. In the prototype they are large transmitting types and are mounted off the chassis with small Eddystone stand-off ceramic insulators. The holes in the front panel for their spindles were cut with a B7G chassis cutter to allow ample clearance.

The switches are as shown and are straightforward switches obtained from the "surplus" market. If the unit is to be used for transmission then these should be ceramic. If, however, it is only to be used for receiving then ceramic or ordinary Yaxley type switches will suffice.

The coloured terminals at the top are arranged in groups of five, the centre one of each bank H and J being earthed. There is also a coaxial socket mounted centrally or if preferred terminal I together with one of the earth terminals may be used. The terminals may be used as either input or output and by this factor alone a large number of permutations are possible without recourse to any switching at all.

S8 allows the coil to be shorted out equally from either end thus the link coil is always at the centre of the main coil. This would not be so if the inductance were varied by shorting out from one end only. As the switch tapped up the coil the link would, in effect, move down towards the tapping point automatically and once the tap had gone above the link there would be very little coupling at all.

Also, of course, in the case of certain aerials it is desirable to tap in equidistant from the ends of the coil. In this instance with S7 in position 1 and the aerial input on terminals F and G, S8 will perform this function.

S6 is provided to short out L1 from one end only. This is useful when the unit is switched for a pinetwork or L network or wherever the inductance is to be tapped or varied. It is also possible to use the tap as an input or output point by using terminal A and switching S3 to position 1.

Configuration

The different configurations possible appear to be almost limitless so no claim is made as to the maximum possible number. However some of the circuitry available is shown in Table 1, together with the position of the switches, the terminals to use, and which capacitors are in or out of circuit. With most
Above—Table 1 shows some of the configurations possible.

Below—Switching and I/P-O/P connections for configurations shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Switch Numbers</th>
<th>I/P</th>
<th>O/P</th>
<th>One</th>
<th>Two</th>
<th>Three</th>
<th>Four</th>
<th>Five</th>
<th>Six</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diagram Number</td>
<td>I/P</td>
<td>O/P</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>See text</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>See text</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>SKI, I/J</td>
<td>B/D</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>SKI, I/J</td>
<td>B/C</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>SKI, I/J</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>SKI, I/J</td>
<td>B/C</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>SKI, I/J</td>
<td>E/C</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>SKI/A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A KIT FOR EVERY INTEREST . . . HOME — SERVICE WORKSHOP — LABORATORY

TEST & SERVICE INSTRUMENTS

- 9in. OSCILLOSCOPE, 10-12U Kit Assembled
- 1616 Headphones £35 17 6 £45 15 0
- 3in. OSCILLOSCOPE, OS-2 £22 18 0 £30 8 0
- 8in. VALVE VOLTMETER, Y-7A £13 18 6 £19 18 6
- 10-12U RF and HV probes available as extras

REGULATED POWER SUPPLY. 1P-21U (Transistor), 0-5V, 50 V.D.C. to ±5A... £35 8 0 £47 8 0

TY ALIGN, GENERATOR, HFW-1, 3-622 Mc/s... £37 18 0 £47 10 0

RF SIGNAL GENERATOR, FP-1U, (Up to 100 Mc/s fund.) £13 8 0 £19 18 6

MULTIMETER, MM-1U (V, A, Res, dB)..... £12 18 0 £18 11 6

REGULATED POWER SUPPLY. 1P-21U (Transistor), 0-5V, 50 V.D.C. to ±5A... £35 8 0 £47 8 0

ELECTRONIC SWITCH, S-3JU Scope Trace doubler... £12 18 0 £18 10 0

AUDIO SIGNAL GENERATOR, AG-9U 10 c/s—100 kc/s... £22 10 0 £30 10 0

SINE/SQ GENERATOR, AA-1U, 5a wave 20 c/s—25 kc/s... £14 15 0 £21 5 0

SINE/SQ GENERATOR, IG-42U Freq. range, 20 c/s—1 Mc/s... £24 10 0 £36 10 0

AUDIO VALVE MILLIVOLT METER, AV-6... £16 10 0 £22 18 0

HAR. DISTORTION METER, IM-12U... £24 15 0 £34 0 0

AMERICAN HEATHKIT MODELS

A wide range available including:
- DELUXE AM/FM PORTABLE TRANSISTOR RADIO, GR-43.
- SHORT-WAVE RECEIVER, GR-44E.

For short-wave listening at low cost...

Send for American Catalogue, £1-1 incl. Post.

TRANSPORTABLE (OXFORD) LW/MW RECEIVER, UX-2 Kit £14.18.0, incl. P.T.

6 TRANSISTOR PORTABLE, UX-6L, LW/MW Kit £21.12.0, incl. P.T.

MOHICAN" GENERAL COVERAGE RECEIVER, GC-1U... Kit £37 17 6 Assembled £45 17 6

ELECTRONIC WORKSHOP, EW-I (Experimental Kit) £7 13 6 incl. P.T.

JUNIOR RADIO, UJR-1 £2 7 6 incl. P.T.

Headphones 30" extra. Additional amplifier stage (will work speaker), 16/6 extra.

A WIDE RANGE OF BOOKS ON ELECTRONICS AND RADIO, PLEASE SEND FOR LISTS AND PRICES.

- All prices quoted above are Mail Order prices.

WELCOME TO OUR

LONDON HEATHKIT CENTRE

In response to the request of many customers, we have opened a showroom and retail stores at 233 Tottenham Court Road. Tel. MUSEUM 7349.

WHEN YOU ARE IN TOWN, WE HOPE THAT YOU WILL VISIT US THERE.

AUDIO Hi-Fi

- F.M. TUNER (in two parts), 88-108 Mc/s.
- 9-9W STEREO AMPLIFIER, 5-99.
- 5W MONO AMPLIFIER, MA-5.
- 10W POWER AMPLIFIER, MA-12.

For use with Control units, UMC/USC.

SPEAKER SYSTEMS

- BERKELEY slim-line-2L-5S, Cabinet, fully finished... £18 10 0 £23 0 0
- COTSWORD standard, 3-L5, Cabinet (in the white)... £25 12 0 £33 17 0
- COTSWORD MFS, 3-L5, Cabinet (in the white)... £25 12 0 £33 17 0
- SSU-I Low-priced System, 2-L5 Cabinets (in the white, less logs)... £11 17 6 incl. P.T.

AMATEUR EQUIPMENT

A wide range of models including:
- AMATEUR BANDS RECEIVER, RA-1 (160-10m). The ideal fixed station, portable or mobile receiver. Many features incl.: "S" meter. Kit £39 6.6, Assembled £52 10.0

COMMUNICATIONS TYPE RECEIVER.

RA-1000 100-1500 kc/s, 1-2 Mc/s... £39 16 0 £53 0 0

100-1000 TRANSMITTER, DX-100U... £79 10 0 £104 15 0

50-1000 TRANSMITTER, DX-40U... £33 19 0 £45 8 0

Other kits in range include: 55B Adaptor, £26 0 0


Also wide range of American models. Please send for details.

To: DAYSTROM LTD., Dept. P.W.-S, GLOUCESTER, ENGLAND

Please send me FREE BRITISH CATALOGUE (Yes/No)

Full details of model(s)..........................

NAME ..........................................................

ADDRESS ......................................................
Sub-miniature Electrolytics for Transistor Circuits

Operating Temperature Range. —20°C. to +60°C.

Connection wires are welded for low resistance contact, and solder-coated for ease of assembly, the standard length being 1½" for the horizontal range, cropped to ¾" long for the vertical range.

The capacitors are in insulated seamless aluminium cases, and sealed with a synthetic rubber bung.

Cap. Tolerance. The standard tolerance of all capacitors is —20% + 100% of the rated capacitance.

Leakage Current. CE.2-7 may be determined from the following: (µA) = 0.1 C.V. + 10 at applied working voltage and at 20°C. CE.8-9 may be determined from: 0.2 C.V. + 20 at applied working voltage and at 20°C.

THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO. LTD.
Electronics Division • NORTH ACTON • LONDON • W.3 • Tel. ACOrn 0061 • Telex: 261383
also at CHESSINGTON, SURREY and BATHGATE, SCOTLAND

RETURN - OF - POST
ON CASH OR C.O.D. ORDERS

R S G B AMATEUR RADIO LOG BOOK
A new R S G B publication for recording radio contacts, based on the earlier Webb’s Radio Log Book. 10 x 8in.

Price 10/- (by post 10/8)

TECHNICAL TOPICS
for the RADIO AMATEUR

By J. Pat Hawker, G3VA

238 circuits and diagrams with associated text, from the very popular R S G B Bulletin series “Technical Topics”, have been collated into this 104-page book. Subjects range from fault-finding and accessories to transmitters.

Price 6/6 (by post 7/-)

WATTS RADIO (Mail Order) LTD
54 CHURCH STREET, WEYBRIDGE, SURREY
Telephone: Weybridge 47556
Please note: Postal instructions only from this address.
of the arrangements shown the input side is optional. For instance in 3 the input may be either the link or at terminal D. This is so in a number of other instances.

Conclusion

A number of antenna have been successfully loaded up. These include dipoles and odd lengths of wire, also some very unlikely ones have been used with marked success. American stations have been worked using the garden fence, and the house guttering also loads up very well on all bands.

There is a strange fascination and also a great satisfaction in plugging in all sorts of things into the unit and watching the s.w.r. go down to 1:1 indicating a near perfect match. Originally the unit was designed to present 75Ω to the transmitter and receiver regardless of the type of antenna used.
Pickup output is given in terms of root-mean-square (rms) volts for a certain stylus velocity. A typical specification is 1mV/cm/sec. This means that for each cm/sec of stylus velocity the output is 1mV. As the velocity imparted from the groove to the stylus is continuously changing, so also is the output voltage—to the pattern of the audio signal.

Broadly speaking, the amplifier's sensitivity voltage should be about five times the V/cm/sec output of the pickup. Thus, to cater properly for a pickup of the above specification, the amplifier should have a sensitivity of 5mV. It rarely happens, of course, that the amplifier's sensitivity exactly matches the signal voltage in this way. Often the signal voltage is above the input sensitivity of the amplifier.

This is fair enough, for a preamplifier can usually cater for a signal a number of times above its sensitivity voltage before overloading starts to cause significant trouble. This has to be so to handle the dynamic range of music.

When the signal voltage is far above the amplifier's sensitivity voltage, there is not a great deal of trouble involved in attenuating the signal prior to its application to the input. All that is generally required here is a simple resistive attenuator to match the source and amplifier impedances.

The biggest problem is when the signal voltage is considerably below the sensitivity voltage of the amplifier input. Say, for example, that we have a magnetic pickup with an output of 5mV/cm/sec, and that the sensitivity of the amplifier is 100mV. For full drive conditions the amplifier sensitivity should be around 25mV so the effect of connecting this pickup to the 100mV input would be a serious lack of drive.

Actually, some sort of reproduction would be possible by turning the amplifier's gain (volume) control full on, but even then full power would not be delivered by the amplifier, and the signal/noise ratio would be bad.

The problem would be resolved either by using a pickup with an output of about 20mV/cm/sec, or by using a booster between the pickup and the amplifier. This article describes such a booster, which can have one or two channels for mono or stereo pickups.

**Equalisation**

The majority of amplifiers that will be used in conjunction with this booster will possess an equalised pickup input circuit. It will be understood, of course, that all magnetic pickups require an equalising circuit because the output voltage from this kind of pickup rises approximately at the rate of 6dB per octave, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Actually here is shown the relative velocity of the cutter stylus over the frequency spectrum. On playing back with a magnetic pickup, therefore, the signal output follows a similar curve.

If nothing is done about this at the amplifier the reproduction sadly lacks bass, and treble has predominance. Pickup equalisation simply means that the pickup channel of the playback amplifier should have a gain/frequency response which is the reciprocal of that of the pickup output. This is shown in Fig. 1(b). The curves in Fig. 1 are in reality associated with the recording characteristics of the disc. These differ from the basic 6dB/octave characteristic.
in that at about 1,000 c/s the output rise is checked and controlled treble lift is applied (a) as a means of improving the signal/noise performance of the reproducing system.

Crystal Pickups

Now, how about piezo or crystal pickups? Well, the output from these is not specifically affected by frequency. That is, when they are loaded to a high impedance of about 2MΩ. The output then is proportional to the level of the recording.

In practice, this means that the output from the pickup is substantially "flat" over the normally recorded frequency spectrum. Such a pickup, then, can be connected direct to an unequalised input, and this, indeed, is necessary to preserve correct balance over the spectrum. If, for instance, a crystal pickup were connected to a high impedance equalised input, there would be far too much bass and too little treble.

However, an output very similar to that from a magnetic pickup is produced by a crystal pickup when it is connected across a relatively low impedance input circuit. This output, incidentally, is often referred to as "velocity", as the output rises with rise in velocity of the stylus.

Now, on some amplifiers the crystal pickup input is of an impedance below that required for true "piezo" pickup action, meaning that the amplifier incorporates some kind of equalisation on the piezo input as well as on the magnetic. Other amplifiers, on the other hand, utilise an "unequalised" crystal input, loaded to a high value of impedance or resistance.

Moreover, the voltage from a "high-loaded" crystal pickup is considerably above that from the same pickup loaded to a relatively low value for velocity operation. To reconcile all these factors in terms of a pickup booster is not impossible without a great deal of complexity, which is what the author set out to avoid.

To provide all facilities would be little different from designing an entirely new preamplifier or control unit to cater for a pickup with an output below that of the sensitivity voltage of the existing preamplifier or control unit.

Compromise

Nevertheless, a reasonable compromise has been created in the booster unit now to be described. The circuit of one channel of this is given in Fig. 2. For stereo operation, of course, a pair of identical amplifiers are necessary. The circuit board and unit design are such that two channels can easily be accommodated, as we shall see.

There is nothing particularly new about the circuit which employs a pair of OC75 transistors in common emitter mode and which is used in all kinds of audio applications. The two transistors are directly coupled. This means that the collector of Tr2 is in d.c. connection with the base of Tr2. The avoidance of a coupling capacitor here improves the low-frequency response and the phase characteristics.

The pickup signal is applied direct to the base of the first transistor, via the electrolytic capacitor C1. Appearing across the collector load R4 is thus the amplified signal which is fed to the base of Tr2. Again, further amplification takes place and the processed signal appears across Tr2 collector load R6. The signal is then passed out of the unit, via C4, and applied to the input of the amplifier which is insufficiently sensitive for direct connection of the pickup in use.

Now, there are several interesting aspects of the booster. Firstly, it arranges the signal from either a magnetic or piezo pickup so that at the output it appears as of "velocity" characteristics. This means that the booster must normally be connected to an equalised pickup input of the parent amplifier.

Secondly, the overall gain is adjustable by the negative feedback applied from the collector back to the base of Tr1, via R2. The small value of this resistor, the greater the feedback and the smaller the overall gain.

Thirdly, the first transistor is arranged for a current input from either a magnetic or a crystal pickup. Transistors, of course, are current-operated devices, so the more current that can be injected efficiently into their emitter/base junction the better the noise performance.

Pickup Coupling

Fig. 2 shows a resistor R1 connected in series with the pickup signal. Actually, this resistor is used only with a magnetic pickup. Its value is arranged in conjunction with the inductance of the pickup to provide high-frequency roll-off. In effect, the resistor tends to endow the input towards constant-current operation. The greater the inductance of the pickup, the greater should be the value of R1. For the best results it may be necessary to experiment a little here with resistors from about 2-7k to 10kΩ.

When a piezo pickup is used (either a crystal or ceramic) the input is coupled direct to C1, and R1 is deleted. The source impedance of a piezo pickup is capacitive, and because of this the signal current into the emitter/base junction of the first transistor increases with increase in frequency. It is this effect that provides the basic "velocity" characteristics. Moreover, it ensures that all the available signal current from the pickup passes into the emitter/base junction.

The signal passing into the first transistor does not match perfectly the requirements of equalisation, but it is fairly close and slight modifications to the settings of the amplifier's tone controls should provide the final tailoring to the response.
The frequency response is also affected to some extent by the value of R2, for since this applies the feedback via C1 there is a tendency towards a rising bass response due to the reducing feedback at the lower frequencies. This is countered, however, by the rising degenerative feedback across the emitter resistor R4, for here C2 progressively has less signal bypassing effect towards the lower frequencies. A further, smaller amount of correction in this respect is given by C3 in Tr2 emitter circuit.

A degree of feedback is purposely introduced into Tr2 by the unbypassed emitter resistor R7. Apart from reducing the stage gain, the action of this increases the impedance at the bases of Tr2 and thus provides improved signal transference from Tr1 to Tr2 due to the resulting improvement in matching.

With the booster and pickup connected to the parent amplifier, the value of R2 should be adjusted to produce the correct output with the amplifier’s volume control about half on. Of course, any required gain conditions can be achieved by altering the value of R2. There is rarely any possibility of the booster being overloaded by a too strong pickup signal, for if the pickup signal is that strong then a booster would not be needed anyway!

**Booster Coupling**

It is possible, however, to overload a low-level input on the parent amplifier by the booster delivering too strong a signal, but—as already mentioned—this can be corrected by decreasing the value of R2. This can be set initially at 10kΩ.

Fig. 2 shows a resistor R10 in series with the output signal. This may not be required, depending on the characteristics of the parent amplifier’s equalised pickup circuit. Sometimes the equalisation is sensitive to load impedance (or load inductance). This may then make it necessary to put a resistor in R10 position. This usually requires to be about 47kΩ when the equalised magnetic pickup of the amplifier is used.

The booster runs on a 9-volt PP4 or similar type of battery, and the current consumption is approximately 2mA per channel (4mA when a pair of stereo channels are adopted).

The idea has been to produce a booster that is completely self-contained with its own internal battery. A piece of Veroboard was prepared to take both channels and to fit snugly into a 2-oz. tobacco tin, which makes an excellent housing for transistor devices of this nature.
Veroboard Circuit

Veroboard Circuits Limited make available through the retail trade four standard sizes of Veroboard, and the piece chosen was 16-way board of approximately 3½in. long. About half an inch was cut from the length of the board, giving 21 holes along each metal strip. Thus, the total number of holes in the board is 16 times 21, or 336.

Each amplifier section is accommodated along the length of ten holes over the 16 strips. Thus, the length is divided by 16 holes not employed for either section.

The layout of one amplifier section of the board is given in Fig. 3. The 16 strips are marked "A" to "P" inclusive, while the lines of holes on the other axis are numbered 1 to 10 inclusive. By this means each hole in the board can be identified. The line of holes separating the two sections is marked "O" and then, of course, the numbering starts again to 10 to cater for the other amplifier section, both sections being identical.

The circuit on Veroboard is created by using the metallised strips as the conductors. Thus it is necessary to break some of the strips and interconnect others with external wire links to form the required circuit. A special tool is available for cutting the strips cleanly and without tearing the metallic foil from the insulated laminate.

The reverse of the Veroboard with the holes and strips identified as in Fig. 3 is shown in Fig. 4. This reveals exactly how one section of the board must be processed. Here is shown the foil cut-outs and the external links. The Veroboard should be processed exactly in this way for one section of 10 holes by 16 strips for a single-channel mono amplifier or for two sections of 10 holes by 16 strips for a two-channel stereo amplifier.

It will be seen that there are three strips common to both sections, they are two strips for battery plus and one strip for battery negative. These strips are not severed at the line of holes corresponding to "O" in Figs. 3 and 4. The "X" marks on the component layout plan in Fig. 3 indicate the foil cut-outs on the reverse side of the board, and these, of course, correspond with the cut-outs indicated on the strip side of the board in Fig. 4.

* components list

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resistors:</th>
<th>Capacitors:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1, R2 see text</td>
<td>C1 4µF electrolytic 6V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3 10kΩ</td>
<td>C2 4µF electrolytic 6V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4 27kΩ</td>
<td>C3 50µF electrolytic 6V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5 33kΩ</td>
<td>C4 0.1µF, 160B or less.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6 33kΩ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7 150Ω</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8 220Ω</td>
<td>Transistors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9 680Ω</td>
<td>Tr1 OC75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All ½W or ½W high stability type.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other Parts:
S1—SPST toggle on-off switch.* Veroboard—see text.*
One phone socket. One 2-oz. tobacco tin.* One rubber grommet. One 9V battery (PP4 or equivalent).* Length of screened signal output cable. Wire, cork, etc.

Note: The above list is for the mono version; for the stereo version, two of each part mentioned will be required, except for those marked.*

Fig. 5: The arrangement of the Veroboard and other components in the 2-oz. tobacco tin.

The full lines (dotted underneath the components) in Fig. 3 show how the circuit is formed from component to component, and a little study will reveal that this physical circuit follows exactly the theoretical circuit in Fig. 2.

Assembling in Box

Fig. 5 shows how the Veroboard and the remaining components are mounted in the 2-oz. tobacco tin. Phono sockets are adopted for channel A and channel B signal inputs, while screened leads—taken out of the tin through rubber grommets—transfer the boosted signals to the equalised pickup sockets of the parent amplifier.

The positive battery clip wire is soldered direct to the inside of the tin, beneath the Veroboard. The tin box is made common with the supply positive line, this being accomplished by the connection of short lengths of wire from strip "P" on the board to the side of the tin box. Two connections are made here, one to hole P2 and the other to hole P9 on channel B section of the board.

These wires also serve to suspend the Veroboard in the tin box, and balancing suspension wires are soldered on the other side of the board, to the opposite side of the tin box at holes C2 (channel A section) and C9 (channel B section). The strips associated with these two holes are not concerned with the circuit and are thus isolated.

To avoid the circuit side of the Veroboard and the channel A edge from shorting to the tin box, a thin piece of cork is glued to the inside base of the tin, of a size equal to that of the Veroboard, and to the left-hand edge of the tin and corner.

Note also that the outer conductor (braiding) of the signal output leads is soldered to the side of the tin box, the inner conductor being terminated at holes B10. If R10 is not required a wire link is connected between holes B5 and B9.

The "earthy" side of the phono sockets is automatically connected to the tin box and the "live" side of each channel is connected to the strip corresponding to hole O1.
I have been building radios and electronic equipment for a good number of years now and I find, as I am sure a lot of readers do, that the most difficult stage of construction is the cabinet.

I pride myself that I am "mechanically minded" but when it comes to working with wood my skill is very limited indeed. Evening classes on the various arts of woodwork were out of the question (I work shifts). "D.I.Y." books are very good but I found very little of value even in the excellent shelves of the local library. Space in my "den" is very limited, as also is cash for the purchase of expensive carpentry tools. My friends were envious of my first transistor radio because it worked so well but were amused at the cabinet which almost housed it. The stabilised power pack which has worked so perfectly right from the initial first "plug in", remains unmoved on the bench: the cabinet will not stand the strain of being lifted. Without "plastic wood" and modern adhesives some of my earlier attempts would, I fear, not even be dustproof.

However, all that is now in the dark past, I am pleased to say. I have reorganised my thinking and my methods to produce some examples of cabinet building which has astounded me no less than my friends.

There is, of course, no magic formula, just an application of common sense and the judicial use of a few of the products of the wonderful age in which we live.

I began by reorganising my thinking thus:
1. Keep design strictly simple, this is the modern trend anyway.
2. Be meticulous with your measurements at all stages of construction.
3. Use only new timber. (I found that by careful buying, the extra expense was not large and the results were very much easier to obtain.)

My altered methods consisted of:
1. Using no conventional joints, i.e. dovetail, tenon, butt or mitres. (This was of course my main point.)
2. Keep tools to an absolute minimum, but choose them with care. My basic tool kit consists of: One good quality rip saw, not too coarse and regularly sharpened; one hammer; one fretsaw and good supply of blades; one wheel brace or electric drill with a few twist drills say from \(\frac{1}{4}\)in. down to \(\frac{1}{8}\)in. and a "rosebud" type countersink; screwdriver and a good selection of screws. Sandpaper or sanding discs; sharp knife; good ruler and metal set square; panel pins and nails.

The main material used in all my cabinets is "blockboard". This is a material consisting of blocks of softwood sandwiched between two layers of plywood and can be obtained usually in three thicknesses, \(\frac{1}{8}\)in., \(\frac{3}{8}\)in. and 1in. It is easy to saw, never splits when nailed or screwed, extremely strong and has a very smooth finish. If, when buying timber, the...
sizes of the pieces required are accurately known, then you may find, as I did, that the shopkeeper will saw them for you and save a lot of effort and sawdust on your part.

Let us consider the construction of a radio cabinet of average size to house a 3 plus 1 set with a 5in. speaker and covering long and medium wave, in fact a typical constructor’s piece often discussed in the pages of this magazine. The cabinet would need to be about 18in. by 12in. by 8in.

Saw four pieces accurately of blockboard, two 18in. by 8in. and two 12in. by 8in. and nail them together with long nails (Fig. 1). Countersink all nails slightly and fill the holes with plastic wood or putty. Sandpaper the edges to make them level (a high finish is not necessary) and check that all angles are true with the set square.

From a length of ½in. by ½in. softwood now saw four pieces 16in. long and four pieces 10in. long. These are panel pinned into the cabinet after carefully drawing a line 1in. on both front and rear of the four sides of the inside of the insides of the rectangle formed.

Two pieces of softwood 6in. by 2in. by 1in. are now cut and screwed, after countersinking, on to the bottom of the cabinet about 1in. This raises the cabinet up and a piece of felt glued on to these two pieces make them virtually scratchproof to furniture.

The two sides and top of the cabinet are now covered with “Con-tact” self adhesive plastic finish to your own colour requirements. This very attractive form of finish can be bought in a variety of colours and either in gloss or matt finish.

The back and front are of hardboard and should fit easily in to rest against the four wooden strips inside the cabinet. The back is “vented” to allow for heat dissipation and suitably drilled for aerial, earth, mains lead, etc. The front will of course be cut to suit the position of dial, knobs, speaker and so on and for this the fret saw is used. The front is finally to be covered with “Con-tact” adhesive but before this is done, a word about how the front and back are held in place. I decided against screwing or nailing for two reasons, as I wished to be able to dismantle any piece of equipment easily and quickly for the purpose of repairs or modifications and, for the fact that hardboard does not take easily to being drilled near the edges, I decided to use springs. The type of springs used can be obtained very easily and cheaply from most hardware shops or even from car accessory shops. In the case of our example, a fairly “soft” spring, 4in. long (when closed) will do nicely. Two are usually sufficient, and placed near to the edges of the cabinet can, as a rule, be kept well clear of the radio chassis. Make two small holes in the front piece and thread a loop of stiff tinned copper wire through as shown in Fig. 1. A groove cut with the knife between the two holes allows the wire to lie flat under its final covering of plastic. The wire is now twisted tightly and soldered, it will now be self supporting in a horizontal position which is ideal for our purpose. The fixing for the spring on the back can be one of the holes which were cut for ventilation.

The front panel can now be covered with the plastic adhesive (preferably in a contrasting colour) and with the knife cut out the shapes already in the hardboard. If two diagonal cuts are made in each of
the shapes it will be found that the edges can be turned back very neatly.

Attention can now be turned to the front edge of the cabinet which, up to now, has been left unfinished. This edge I cover very carefully with glossy black or black and gold plastic strip. This can be obtained in quarter inch, half inch or three quarter inch widths and is flat on the back and rounded on the front. It is usually fastened with a good quality contact adhesive and if desired can be mitred at each corner. To complete the job, a suitable handle can now be screwed on top for the purpose of making the set “portable”. All that remains now is for the radio to be housed in its new and shiny cabinet, the springs to be fastened and the knobs pushed home.

It needs very little imagination to see that almost any type of cabinet can be made in this manner and as there is no paint or varnish involved, no awkward “waiting period” between stages. Blockboard is obtainable in all sizes and I have seen sheets 10ft. square. It has little or no grain to worry about and therefore can be safely sawn and used in any direction. Radio chassis can be screwed directly to it and it does not appear to warp with heat.

After a few trial runs on cabinets of this sort I attempted my most ambitious piece a stereogram. Here as in the other designs, the shape was kept as simple as possible and I carefully measured each piece to be purchased. The pieces were cut for me by the shopkeeper and this ensured a right angle cut on each edge (he used a circular saw). It is essential that the edges are accurately sawn if only nails and screws are to be used. (See heading, page 40.)

The main construction proceeded very quickly and was remarkably easy, long screws were used and each screw hole was drilled and countersunk to give maximum strength to the whole assembly. Screw and nail heads were hidden by plastic wood and sanded flat as were any imperfection in the sawn edges of the blockboard.

The door for the record cabinet (right hand side) was hung on two brass hinges and is held closed by a magnetic catch. The door itself is blockboard and is slightly larger than the opening, when closed it is “proud” of the door jamb and gives a very attractive appearance as well as being easy to make.

The front and back are held in by springs in exactly the same way as previously described.

The two speaker cabinets are in blockboard of two thicknesses, three quarter inch for the baffles and half inch for the sides. Again, screws and nails were used throughout. The inside of each is lined with thick felt (carpet underlay) and the back is quarter inch hardboard panel pinned and stuck with contact adhesive. Connection to each speaker is by standard jack plug. The finished product is covered, as explained, in glossy “Con-tact”.

The equipment was bought on a strict budget and was selected for a maximum outlay of under £40. This I just managed to do by being fortunate enough to purchase the speakers second hand. Here is a brief description of the rest of the equipment used. Amplifier, “Heathkit” S33 Stereo/Mono. Turntable, Collaro type RP594 but the original arm has been replaced by one built to my own design by an engineer friend. It has jewelled bearings and a tracking weight of 2 to 8 grammes. Tracking error is negligible and adjustment is possible in all directions to correct stylus error. The speaker “line up” consists of one 10in. and one 5in. in each column capacitor connected. A jack is fitted to allow for headphone listening and the speakers are switched out when this is used.

Results are much better than most commercial models of the £80 to £100 range that I have heard and compares favourably with a few very expensive models.

Fig. 2: Some suggested cabinet designs.
To allow the use of manageable figures in radio and electronics, the basic units are often subdivided or multiplied, providing such terms as megacycle (one million cycles) and millivolt (one thousandth part of a volt).

While the terminology may be quickly recognised, complications may result when the beginner is faced with calculations involving values other than the basic or quoted units, and errors can quite easily be made by dropping or adding the odd nought.

The use of mathematical indices provides a simple and, once properly understood, infallible solution to this problem. It also allows any particular calculation to be carried out from one basic formula, irrespective of what pre-fixed values are employed.

Indices

Consider the expression \( a^x \); \( a \) may be any number and \( x \), the index, may be any number. Basically, it means that \( a \) is multiplied by itself \( x \) times. For example, \( 4^3 \) (four cubed) is \( 4 \times 4 \times 4 = 64 \).

The index \( x \) need not be a whole number. If it is a simple fraction a root is indicated, e.g. \( 4^{\frac{1}{2}} \) is \( \sqrt[2]{4} \) (the square root of four) = 2. Extending this a little, \( 4^{\frac{1}{4}} \) (or \( 4^{\frac{1}{64}} \)) is \( \sqrt[4]{4 \times 4 \times 4 = 8} \).

Reciprocals are expressed by a negative index; thus—

\[
\frac{1}{a^x} = a^{-x} \quad \text{or} \quad \frac{1}{a^{-x}} = a^x.
\]

Calculations involving indices could not be simpler.

In multiplying, the indices are added:

\[a^x \times a^y = a^{x+y} \quad \text{and} \quad a^x \times a^z = a^{x+z} \ldots\]

Note that when dividing or dealing with reciprocals, the signs of the indices must be observed: e.g.—

\[
\frac{a^x}{a^y} = a^{x-y} \quad \text{and} \quad a^{-x} = a^x
\]

The expression \((a^x)^y = a^{xy}\), i.e. the indices in this case are multiplied. For example \((a^2)^3 = a^{6}\).

Note that \( a = a^1 \) and not \( a^0 \).\( \text{(a}^0 = 1, \text{whatever the value of } a) \). Generally the index is omitted in the expression \( a^1 \), but the 1 must be included when adding the indices.

Multipliers

In applying multipliers to basic units, multiples of 10 are invariably used; these may be applied directly (as in megacycle) or inversely, by dividing (as in millivolt).

We therefore have the case where \( a = 10 \) and \( a^x = 10^x \). Now \( 10^2 \) is 100, \( 10^3 = 1,000 \), \( 10^4 = 10,000 \) and so on. It will be seen that the number of noughts in the resulting number corresponds to the index value.

Similarly \( 10^{-1} = \frac{1}{10}, \quad 10^{-2} = \frac{1}{100} \) etc.

It is now apparent that any of the prefixes or multipliers used in electronics can be simply represented by the figure 10 with an index, or \( 10^x \) where \( x \) is a whole number. The following table gives prefixes commonly used with their corresponding numerical values:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prefix</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Multiplier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TERA-</td>
<td>T-</td>
<td>( 1,000,000,000,000 ) ( (10^{12}) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIGA-</td>
<td>G-</td>
<td>( 1,000,000,000 ) ( (10^9) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEGA-</td>
<td>M-</td>
<td>( 1,000,000 ) ( (10^6) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KILO-</td>
<td>K-</td>
<td>( 1,000 ) ( (10^3) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HECTO-</td>
<td>H-</td>
<td>( 100 ) ( (10^2) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECA-</td>
<td>DECA-</td>
<td>( 10 ) ( (10^1) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deci-</td>
<td>d-</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{10} ) ( (10^{-1}) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>centi-</td>
<td>c-</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{100} ) ( (10^{-2}) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>milli-</td>
<td>m-</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{1,000} ) ( (10^{-3}) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>micro-</td>
<td>( \mu )-</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{1,000,000} ) ( (10^{-6}) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nano-</td>
<td>n-</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{1,000,000,000} ) ( (10^{-9}) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>micro-micro-</td>
<td>( \mu \mu )-</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{1,000,000,000,000} ) ( (10^{-12}) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Applying this to actual values, 13Mc/s may be written \( 13 \times 10^6 \) c/s, 2mA as \( 2 \times 10^{-3} \) A and 8mgF as \( 8 \times 10^{-6} \) F. Going a little further, 300pF may be written as \( 300 \times 10^{-12} \) F, but 300 is \( 3 \times 10^2 \) and by adding the indices we obtain the value \( 3 \times 10^{-10} \) F.

To resolve the result of a calculation in terms of a prefixed unit, just subtract from the index in the answer. Any remainder will normally be incorporated in the value figure. For example

\[
4 \times 10^6 \Omega = 400k\Omega \\
3 \times 10^{-11} \text{F} = 30\text{pF}
\]

A decimal may be eliminated or modified by means of a multiplier. Moving the point to the left introduces a positive index corresponding to the number of digits the point is moved. Conversely, moving the point to

---continued on page 49---

An explanation of Indices, Multipliers and Roots

by B. L. BURROUGH
Mods for Modulated Light

After reading your article on the Modulated Light Telephone link (Feb., 1966, issue of P.W.) I would like to put forward an idea.

There are certain times when one person in a household may need a bit of peace and quiet and another may want to watch the television. Surely this can be overcome without the use of bothersome wires and equipment by connecting a modulated light transmitter to the sound, together with a switch for normal listening. The receiving unit could be completely transistorised and compact enough to stay unobtrusively on a coffee table. Actual listening would, of course, be by means of an earpiece.

J. Douglas.
Newcastle upon Tyne

⭐⭐⭐⭐

Just over two years ago, I carried out similar experiments to those described in the February issue of Practical Wireless.

Although I was only able to obtain a range of up to about 20 yards I would like to offer the following hints to anyone thinking of experimenting in this field.

An ordinary household torch with the minimum of alteration (i.e., breaking the circuit and connecting in the output of the transmitter amplifier), makes an almost ideal transmitter, especially if it is of the type that can be focused. Instead of mirrors (which may be difficult or expensive to obtain) the reflectors from car headlamps, obtainable for a nominal fee from scrap merchants, can be used with great success. For short range experiments, both amplifiers can be simple battery-operated transistor types having an output of about 1W.

B. M. R. Green.
Ripon,
Yorkshire.

U.H.F. and V.H.F. Designs

I enthusiastically echo the request by S. Peat (P.W. March 1966) for designs on u.h.f. and v.h.f. receivers, though not for the same reasons.

Having built the t.r.f. version he mentions, I feel that the next step is a portable switched band a.m. superhet covering 70-160Mc/s, this covering the amateurs, broadcast and a host of other interesting stations.

How much longer must we put up with the superregenerative hiss?

P. M. Thacker.
Morley,
Yorkshire.

NEWS AND...

IEEETE LONDON MEETING


The outline of the lecture was that the digital computer is the tool that provides the Auto in automation. The whole technology of computers, not only their electronics, but even more their application, is new.

The power of the computer comes from its quite unique method of operation - the stored programme techniques. The profession of programming is new and offers a completely new career line.

As a control tool, the computer’s flexibility holds out a new dimension of “power” in control systems. The ever decreasing size and increasing capability made possible by transistor and microelectronic development opens up new fields of application in every walk of life.

1966 PHYSICS EXHIBITION

Mullard Ltd. Educational Service was on stand E5 at the 1966 Physics Exhibition held at Alexandra Palace, London, from March 28th-31st.

Several experiments designed by the Mullard Educational Service for use in schools, technical colleges and other training establishments were shown. They included a computer demonstration unit, an electronic very high voltage generator, a 1c/s sinewave oscillator, an oscilloscope, a simple timer and a binary adder/subtractor.

NEW LABORATORY PREMISES FOR MULLARD

Many of the 3,000 employees at Mullard Southampton Works—the principal establishment of Associated Semiconductor Manufacturers Ltd., the joint Mullard/GEC manufacturing and development company for Mullard transistors—work in the plant’s extensive laboratories.

Two important sections of these laboratories are now moving to new premises on the N.E. outskirts of Southampton. These sections are the reliability and quality laboratories. Both of which form part of the 200-strong team under the technical direction of Mr. L. B. Johnson.

When the move is completed, well over £1 million worth of technical equipment will occupy the 25,000 square feet of space in the new premises.

The West End unit is planned to have a direct link with the new ICT computer at the main factory, which is on Southampton’s Millbrook estate. This will enable scientists in the reliability and quality laboratories to feed their problems directly into the new computer.

SELF-ADHESIVE INITIALS

From Convex Ltd., 41 Brecknock Road, London, N.7, come the sets of Myrogram self-adhesive gold coloured plastic initials 6½ in. high. These are especially useful for putting that “finishing touch” to front panels of receivers, equipment, etc. The price is 5s. per sheet (26 letters and various ornamental shapes). Further details from the above address.

HEATHKIT CATALOGUES AND BROCHURES

In addition to the distribution of their normal catalogue, which is published quarterly, Daystrom Ltd., Gloucester, now send—to those people interested—special brochures covering the Electronic Instrument field, and the Amateur Radio market. Copies of the latest Heathkit Catalogue may be obtained by writing to Daystrom Ltd., Gloucester.
A Challenge

I refer to the letter published in the March 1966 issue of Practical Wireless. Perhaps few people have noticed one unfortunate fact. In 1935, fifteen pounds represented a fair sum to pay for a radio of sturdy build, excellent cabinet work and a good technical design. Unfortunately, fifteen pounds now is only equivalent of about three pounds ten then. No one, manufacturer or home constructor, can give you three bands, three watts, an 8in. speaker and a good solid wood cabinet for three pounds ten!

However, give the constructor his chance with sixty pounds, he might produce a valve receiver of comparable performance; with f.m., perhaps slightly better musical reproduction.

Why Mr. L. Welch should want this set to be a transistor type working from the mains, I cannot imagine. I have heard of built-in obsolescence, but please do save us from built-in inferiority. As the Homburg hat is an inferior substitute for a fine head of hair; so is the transistor an inferior substitute for a valve, as far as the matter of music reproduction is concerned.

My 1936 Aerodyne is not as good as it once was, but I could not replace it musically with a transistor set. Snakes are said to hiss, but transistors do hiss. If we were really music lovers, we would have hissed the transistor off the audio stage by now.

A. Biddlecombe.

Ickenham,
Middlesex.

To Build or Not to Build

I completely endorse a letter in one of your recent issues where the writer states that the cost of building one's own equipment works out more than buying the finished article.

Admittedly I, as a radio experimenter, obtain much pleasure from building my own gear. But let us face it, sooner or later finance must be the deciding factor. Although I consider myself at least average at making a decent job of construction, there is still a lot to be desired when surveying the end product, especially as to a neat and professional-looking front panel which is so often a let-down.

I think that the time is rapidly approaching when price and appearance will count for a great deal and radio construction as such, will be a rich man's hobby.

A. J. Simmonds.

Welling,
Kent.
JUST before the war considerable interest was aroused by volume expansion devices in radio receivers, the idea being an attempt to reproduce the loudspeaker the range of volume level produced in the studio. As is well known, both in the recording and broadcasting studio, the range of audio volume is compressed, low levels being boosted and high levels attenuated so that a fairly constant output is achieved.

**Simple System**

If this was not done low-volume levels would insufficiently modulate the carrier or impress the record groove, as the case may be, while loud signals would cause over-modulation or a break through from one record groove to its neighbour.

However, in the interests of good-quality reproduction, which aims to make the speaker output a copy of the original in volume range as well as freedom from distortion, there is much to be said for schemes for restoring, if only partly, the orchestra’s wide range of sound output.

Within the confines of the average living-room it would probably be impossible to reproduce, say, a solo artist at adequate strength for comfortable listening and, at the same time, reproduce in full proportion the sound output from the full accompanying orchestra composed of up to 100 players. But undoubtedly there is a case for some degree of volume expansion, adjustable at will.

The simplest device of all, used by Pye in many pre-war models, was the switching in of a small dial bulb across the speaker itself. On loud passages the bulb would light up and as its hot resistance is higher than its cold resistance it would impose a heavier load on low signals than peak signals and thus expand the volume range.

This simple system had great disadvantages, of course. The loading created by the bulb effected a mismatch between speaker and valve, it absorbed power, transient loud passages of duration shorter than the thermal delay of the bulb failed to create effect and the arrangement did not have a linear input/loading curve. But it was simple and it did work.

For experiment in this direction it is advisable to use a tapped speaker transformer so that various types of bulb can be tried. Ideally the bulb should fully light at peak volume and be completely extinguished at about quarter to one-third of this value. Obviously any bulbs should be of low current consumption and with a fine filament for rapid heating up.

**Negative Feedback**

By incorporating negative feedback with this simple arrangement its range of operation can be greatly increased. Instead of shunting the bulb directly across the transformer a resistor is placed in series with it of value about equal to the resistance of the bulb when half-lit, and a voltage will be then developed across the resistor which will not rise proportionately with increase of output but will tend to fall off at high volume.

With the bulb half-lit an equal voltage will be developed across bulb and resistor, but as the signal rises the greater fraction of the voltage will be fed across the bulb and less across the resistor. If the resistor voltage is then fed back as a negative feedback signal to the valve grid it will be apparent that the greater the volume the less the feedback.

This circuit lends itself well to adaptation and experiment to suit individual tastes and receiver characteristics. However, the use of a bulb imposes an undue load on the valve and does not provide anything like an ideal device to satisfy the requirements.

Much more satisfactory are voltage dependent
COMMUNICATIONS

LAFAYETTE HA-63 COMMUNICATION RECEIVER

LAFAYETTE HA-230 AMATEUR COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER

MAIN LONDON AGENTS FOR CODAR EQUIPMENT
C.R.G.A. Communication Receiver £16.10.0
K.B.S. Frequency Counter £8.15.0
R.G. 19 " Q Multimeter £6.15.0
A.T.S. Amalgamated Test Set £6.15.0
Postage exclude. Full details on request.

SINCLAIR TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS

TRANSMITTED TWO-WAY TELEPHONE INTERCOM
Operative over amazingly long distances. Separate call and press to talk buttons. 2-way communication. 100% of applicability. Beautifullly finished in ebony. Supplied complete with batteries and cable leads.

MAGNAVOX 363 TAPE DECKS
New 3-speed tape deck, superdeco Corder. Oak finish with plastic cover. Brand new. £10.10.0.

CHAMBO PADDED M/C HEADPHONES
Cushion noise extinguishing type. Complete with M/C microphone. New and boxed. £5.0. P. & P. 5.0.

CAMBRIDGE UNIPOT CALYOS
50-0-50 Microvolt 20.0. P. & P. 4.0.

AMERICAN TAPE

2m. 200ft. L.P. acetate 6.0,
3m. 500ft. T.P. mylar 10.0
2m. 500ft. std. plastic 9.0
2m. 500ft. L.P. acetate 10.0
1.25m. 1.000ft. T.P. mylar 26.0
1m. 1.250ft. L.P. acetate 32.0
1.25m. 1.000ft. T.P. mylar 26.0
7m. 1.000ft. std. plastic 12.0
2m. 500ft. D. paper 10.0
7m. 1.000ft. std. plastic 13.0
1m. 1.250ft. D. paper 12.0
7m. 1.000ft. std. plastic 12.0
2m. 500ft. T.P. mylar 7.0
7m. 1.000ft. std. plastic 12.0
2m. 500ft. D. paper 9.0
7m. 1.000ft. std. plastic 12.0
2m. 500ft. T.P. mylar 7.0
7m. 1.000ft. std. plastic 12.0
2m. 500ft. D. paper 9.0
7m. 1.000ft. std. plastic 12.0
2m. 500ft. T.P. mylar 7.0
7m. 1.000ft. std. plastic 12.0
2m. 500ft. D. paper 9.0
7m. 1.000ft. std. plastic 12.0
2m. 500ft. T.P. mylar 7.0
7m. 1.000ft. std. plastic 12.0
2m. 500ft. D. paper 9.0
7m. 1.000ft. std. plastic 12.0
2m. 500ft. T.P. mylar 7.0
7m. 1.000ft. std. plastic 12.0
2m. 500ft. D. paper 9.0
7m. 1.000ft. std. plastic 12.0
2m. 500ft. T.P. mylar 7.0
7m. 1.000ft. std. plastic 12.0
2m. 500ft. D. paper 9.0
7m. 1.000ft. std. plastic 12.0
2m. 500ft. T.P. mylar 7.0
Postage 11.0. Over 25 rolls paid.

CALLERS WELCOME!
Open 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday to Saturday. Trade supplied.

TEST EQUIPMENT
PORTABLE OSCILLOSCOPE CT.52

OS/B/U OSCILLOSCOPES

LSerie Type 13 DOUBLE BEAM OSCILLOSCOPE
Time base 2 c/s-750 c/s. Calibration at 100 kcs and 1 Mcs. Separate V1 and V2 amplifiers up to 7.5 Mcs. Operation 15/8/8/6 with A.C. supplied in perfect working order. £42.10.0. Carring 0.10.

TE-20 RF SIGNAL GENERATOR

LAFAYETTE NUVISTOR GRID DIP METER
Compact, true one hand operation. Frequency range 12-100 Mcs. 300V A.C. operation. Supplied complete with all coils and instructions. £12.10.0. Carr. 6/1.

CLEAR PLASTIC PANEL METERS

NOMBEX EQUIPMENT
Transistorised Audio Generator 10-100,000 c/s. 0.01 to 3000V. £15.10.0. Transistorised Signal Generator 150 kc. 200 Mils. £10.0.0. Transistorised resistance capacity bridge 10-200 Mcs. 1.5 Mcs. 200 Mils. 20.0.0. Transisterised Power Amplifier 10-200 Mcs. £10.0.0. For details of equipment from 11 to 100 Ma. £20.0.0. All above kits paid with battery.

TE-51 NEW, 20,000 VOLTS MULTIMETER
0-6 / 6 / 120 / 250 / 500 / 1,000 V. A.C. 15 / 5 / 120 / 250 / 500 / 1,000 V. D.C. 0-12-100-0-12-100 MA. D.C. 0-1 / 2 / 3 V.D.C. & 0-1 / 2 / 3 V.A.C. + 36 cts. £5.6.0. P. & P. 3.0.

MODEL PV-38 VALVE VOLTMETER
11 mag. input. 7 D.C. volt ranges 0-1,100 V. A.C. volt range, 125-1,000 V. Peak to Peak Resistance 2 ohm to 1,000 megohms. Decibels 10 to 1,050 db. Supplied brand new with instructions, leads and carry case. £18.12.0. P. & P. 3/6.

TI. 64-20,000 O.P.V. PUSH BUTTON MULTI-TESTER
Simple operation. D.C. volt up to 80V. A.C. volt up to 1,000 V. Resistance up to 10 Megohms. Current up to 250 mA. Decibels 20 to + 36 cts. £6.0.5. P. & P. 3/6.
**SNIPERSCOPE**

Famous war-time "nats eye" used for seeing in the dark. This is an infra-red image converter with a silver coated screen which lights up (like a cathode ray tube) when the electrons are released by the infra-red strikes it. A golden opportunity for some interesting experiments. 8p each, post 3d. Date supplied at only 14/6, plus 3/- post.

**Mains Power Pack**

Mains Power Pack designed to operate transistor sets and amplifiers. Adjustable overall 4s. to 10 volts for use without a transformer. Takes the place of any of the following batteries: PP6, PP7, PP9, PP10, PP12, PP15 and others. Kit consists: mains transformer, rectifying equipment and lead resistor, 2,000 and 600 mA condensers, meter diode and instructions. Special size at only 14/6d, plus 3/- post and insurance.

**Speaker Bargain**

15 in. high fidelity loud-front speakers. High first permanent magnet type with either 4 or 12 ohm speaker, £1 11s. Will handle up to 10 watts. Brand new, by famous maker. Price 2/6d, plus 2/- post and insurance.

**ACOS GP3 Turnover Pick-up Cartridge**

For Stereoto-LP and 78 records for use to two stylus. This is moulded and is standard replacement for most record players using Garrard, B.B.R., Columbia, etc., etc. The regular price of this cartridge is 10/- We offer these now and perfect for 15/- (less than the price of stylus), plus 2/- post and insurance.

**Stupendous Offer—£1 for £2**

The Princess trumpet described below is a very fine little set that has been carefully designed for high performance. Only recently (center another name of course) it was on offer in many radio shops, for £10-18-6, but we have been fortunate in obtaining the parts at a very low price and have pass this saving on to you. If you act quickly you can purchase this for only £9-15-6 plus 2/- post and insurance. Note these features: I. Long and Medical Wave. II. Long, clear dial with centre zeroing and slow motion drive. III. Push pull output approximately 130,000. IV. A.V.C. and feedback. V. Dust core 27/6, I.F. transformers. VI. High sensitivity Ferrosee serial. VII. Six tested and guaranteed transistors. VIII. Printed circuit board for best possible assembly. IX. Economy output circuit giving life from 7/5 battery. X. Permanent magnetic moving coil speaker. XI. Cabinet size 8in. x 3in. x 4/11. With carrying strap.

You get over 100 parts (list value over £10). In fact everything you need and easy to follow wiring and adjusting instructions. Don't miss this wonderful offer. Make up several while you have the chance. Use them as presents and you'll be loved for ever. Battery 11/- extra.

**Transistor Bargain**

With carrying handle size 10in. x 6in. x 5in. Strongly made from birch plywood and covered two-tone fabric—looks smart, easy to assemble. Suitable for exciting extension speaker etc.—originally listed at 39/6—but now this month at only 5/- plus 5/- post and insurance: also given free with it is a push-pull cradle, boards to suit and building instructions for four two-wave radios. Don't miss this great offer.

**Electronics (Croydon) Limited**

10/3 Tathworth Road, Croydon, Surrey (Opp. West Croydon Station)

243 London Road, Croydon, Surrey (Opp. ARC Centre, West Croydon)

For all orders to: Dept. PW, Springfield Road, Eastbourne, Sussex

**The New Picture-Book' Way of Learning**

**Basic Electricity (5 Vols.)**

**Basic Electronics (6 Vols.)**

You'll find it easy to learn with this outstandingly successful new pictorial method—the essential facts are explained in the simplest language, one at a time; and each is illustrated by an accurate cartoon-type drawing.

The series will be of exceptional value in training mechanics and technicians in electricity, Radio and Electronics.

**What this month's Enthusiastic Readers Say**

"I have recently had the pleasure of perusing your excellent publications on BASIC ELECTRICITY and BASIC ELECTRONICS, which are now available from our (ABZL) Service Libraries..." C.W.K., New Zealand.

"I have found BASIC ELECTRICITY and BASIC ELECTRONICS excellent publications and look forward to future publications as available..." P.J., Blackburn.

**Four-State Intercom**

Will save time and improve efficiency. Ideal in home—office—shop—wiring, etc. Complete outfit comprises Master unit and three sub-units each of which can call the master and have full two-way working. No wiring problems as sets fitted with 900s, twin flex and they plug into sockets. Also included is packet of staples and battery. Total price to buy—£7.15.6d, plus 4/- post and insurance.

750mW TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER

4 transistors including two in push-pull layout for crystal or magnetic microphone or pick-up; back box—sensitivity 5,000. Price 23/- Post and ins. 2/6. Speakers 8in. £3.6.6d; 10in. £4.6.6d.

**Our Free-for-3 Days**

The New Picture-Book' Way of Learning

**Basic Electricity (5 Vols.)**

**Basic Electronics (6 Vols.)**

The books are based on the latest research into simplified learning techniques. This has proved that the Pictorial Approach to learning is the quickest and soundest way of gaining mastery over these subjects.

**To Sellray Book Co.,**

60 Hayes Hill, Hayes Bromley, Kent

Please send me Without Obligation to Purchase, Basic Electricity/Basic Electronics on 7 Days Free Trial. All other orders sent, carriage paid, in good condition within 8 days or send down payment of 15/- (Basic Electricity) followed by 6 fortnightly payments of 15/-; Down payment of 15/- (Basic Electronics) followed by 6 fortnightly payments of 15/-. Alternatively, I will send 68/- (Basic Electricity—5 parts), 81/- (Basic Electronics—6 parts) post free. This offer applies in the United Kingdom only. Tick against set required (only one set allowed on free trial)

**Basic Electricity**

**Basic Electronics**

Signature

(name)

(full name)

(address)

(address)

(name)

(name)

(address)

(address)
resistors, since these small components have an internal resistance which decreases rapidly as the applied voltage is increased, have a long working characteristic and do not impose a heavy load on low inputs.

To fully take advantage of the characteristics of VDRs it is best to apply them across a high impedance so that there is maximum variation in applied voltage. In practice this means feeding them from the anode of the output valve via a d.c. blocking capacitor and series resistors.

The blocking capacitor should be sufficiently large to have negligible reactance to the signal compared with the ohmage of the series resistors to avoid any phase change, so a value of at least 0.5µF is indicated.

As shown in the circuit of Fig. 3 the ratio R3/R1+R2+R3, without taking into account the effect of the VDR, would determine the percentage of negative feedback. If R3 was 5,000Ω and it was desired to have 5% feedback, then R1 and R2 should have a combined resistance of 5,000×19 or 95,000Ω.

If R1 and R2 are made equal at 47,500Ω each the shunting of the VDR across R2 and R3 will lower their effective value and thus reduce the degree of voltage feedback, and as output voltage rises on peak volume the VDR's internal resistance will drop still further and decrease feedback accordingly. Thus the louder the volume handled by the output valve the less is the percentage of negative feedback supplied to the grid.

This is probably an ideal way to approach the problem and by making R1 and R2 variable the characteristics of the feedback can be varied to suit individual receivers and choice.

**Matching**

There are, of course, very many different types of VDR but practically any type will suffice for this purpose and undoubtedly those used in TV for line or field stabilisation will do. However, it is always necessary to match the VDR to R1 and R2, that is if tests indicate that the particular VDR to hand has a high impedance, so should the resistors and vice versa. Obviously if it was thought desirable to treble the value of these components it would be necessary also to treble the value of R3 if the same percentage of feedback was required.

Altogether this circuit offers many opportunities for experiment and by including a switch in the lead to the VDR normal non-expanded results can be readily obtained and contrasted with the modified output.

---

**Micro to Mega**

—continued from page 43

the right introduces a negative index. Thus 0.003 is 3×10⁻³ and 7.45 is 7.45×10⁻².

**More about Roots**

From the general expression (aⁿ)ᵇ = aⁿᵇ it will be seen that to find the square root of 10ⁿ, the x is divided by 2. Similarly to find the cube root, divide by 3.

One very important consideration in finding roots however. The result of dividing the index by the root divisor must be a whole number and any remainder must be considered separately as shown in the following examples:

\[ \sqrt{10^6} = 10^{6/2} = 10^3 \times \sqrt{10} \]

\[ a^{1/3} = 10^{6/3} = 10^2 \times \sqrt[3]{100} \]

**Examples**

The following examples show simple calculations involving Ohms Law for d.c.

1. \( R = 2k\Omega; E = 300V. \)
   \[ I = \frac{300}{2 \times 10^3} = 150 \times 10^{-3} = 150mA. \]

2. \( E = 9V; \ I = 300mA. \)
   \[ R = \frac{9}{300 \times 10^{-3}} = 3 \times 10^2 \times \frac{1}{10^{-3}} = 3 \times 10^1 = 30\Omega. \]

A typical example of a calculation involving a square root is that for determining the resonant frequency of a tuned circuit:

\[ f = \frac{1}{2\pi\sqrt{LC}} \]

if \( L = 7.8\mu H \) and \( C = 100pF \)

\[ f = \frac{2\pi\sqrt{7.8 \times 10^{-4} \times 100 \times 10^{-12}}}{1} = \frac{2\pi \sqrt{7.8}}{1 \times 10^{-6}} \times \frac{1}{10^6} = \frac{2\pi \times 0.057 \times 10^6}{17.55} \approx 5.7 \times 10^6 = 5.7\text{Mc/s}. \]

**Further Uses of Indices**

Multiplying base numbers by adding the indices is similar to the multiplication of numbers by adding the logarithms. This parallel is not without justification, for the common logarithm of a number \( N = 10^x \) is \( x \), i.e. if \( 10^x = N \) then \( x = \log_{10} N \).

Therefore \( \log 10 = 1, \log 100 = 2, \log 1,000 = 3 \) etc.

This principle is extended further to produce the slide rule, which in fact is only an adding device whereby logarithms are added together, the scales being logarithmic.

**Footnote**

A world of warning about the nomenclature of numbers. The term "million" is readily understood as being 10⁶, but there is sometimes confusion about the word "billion". A billion is, strictly speaking, 10⁹ although it is sometimes erroneously attributed the value 10⁶.
An ELECTRONIC GATE or TRACE DOUBLER

(Continued from page 1081 April)

The power supply requirements are quite modest and many oscilloscopes should be able to provide them without undue strain. There is no reason, however, why an integral power supply should not be incorporated, though this will almost certainly necessitate an increase in the size of the equipment plus, of course, some provision for ventilation, which was not found necessary in the present equipment, which generates very little heat. Where an external power supply, from the oscilloscope or otherwise, is used, thorough decoupling by means of C18, C19, R16 is essential, otherwise there is a very real danger of the high-amplitude gating waveform interacting with the ancillary equipment or with the oscilloscope’s vertical amplifier. It will be noted that two decoupling capacitors, C18 and C19, are used. This is desirable because high value electrolytics have an appreciable self-inductance which renders them less effective at higher frequencies. C19, being a paper component, is less affected and so continues decoupling where C18 leaves off. Some paper capacitors are marked with a band at one end. This is the outer foil and should be connected to chassis.

The gate operated satisfactorily at varying h.t. voltages, these extending from 150V to 350V. At the lower voltages the output was necessarily restricted, whilst the higher voltages only increased the current consumption, so that an arbitrary value of 250V was selected. This was a convenient value because it allowed a measure of decoupling to be effected from the oscilloscope’s h.t. voltage of 270V. The extra 20V was dropped by a 1kΩ 2W resistor R16 which may require some adjustment for differing h.t. voltages.

The metal work is quite straightforward and calls for little comment. The sides are made of aluminium and are 3in. x 5in., whilst the bottom is a piece of aluminium 5in. x 8in. The cover, which is U-shaped, measures 5in. deep x 3in, high x 8in, wide and is best made up after the front and rear panels are made up and joined together by the side pieces. Any errors or alterations can then be allowed for. It must also be borne in mind that components other than those specified may not fit in the available space. The potentiometers and S2 must not exceed 1¼in. diameter and the chassis must be spaced sufficiently far from the front panel to allow the valves to be easily removed or replaced. In the prototype a spacing of 2¼in. was found to be adequate. The front and rear panels and the chassis are attached to the sides by ¼ in. c/s 6BA screws (and nuts), which then allows the cover to fit snugly all round. This and the bottom are attached to the front and rear panels by small self-tapping screws, producing a strong and rigid assembly. In the prototype the chassis and front and rear panels were screwed to the sides, the bottom was screwed on and then the remaining edges of the panel were masked off, after which they were sprayed glossy black enamel. The top cover was sprayed black crackle after the inside edges were masked off. All mating surfaces must be free from paint so that the electrical continuity necessary for preserving electrical screening can be maintained.

Small transfers on the front and rear panels complete the “finishing” of a very presentable little piece of equipment. Note that the “separation” control has been labelled “trace height”. This was resorted to after it was found that the transfers did not include “separation” and attempts to make the word up from individual letters proved a dismal failure—except possibly as an exercise in time wasting!

The operation known as “wiring up” should not provide any difficulty to the experienced constructor, though the novice would be well advised to enlist the aid of an experienced friend, particularly when trying the gate out for the first time. A few notes, however, would not come amiss. C11 and C12 must be of small physical size in order to fit into the available space; 200V components, as suggested, should prove suitable, though it is undesirable to reduce their capacity any further unless R5, R6 are increased in proportion to a maximum value of 10MΩ.

Gating Capacitors

The gating speed capacitors C1-C5 and C6-9 are wired in series from tag to tag of S2a/b, whilst C5 and C10 go from the second last tags of both sections to pins 1 and 6 of V1. The switch S1 is wired so that the slowest speeds are obtained with the switch anti-clockwise looking from the front and the highest speeds with the switch rotating clockwise. The last position is connected to earth and puts the multi out of action, though two 47pF capacitors could be substituted if higher gating speeds were desired. This is an experimental suggestion which has not been tried with the prototype. The outputs from both halves of V4 are connected directly to the output sockets without the usual coupling capacitors since these are already in the oscilloscope. C15 and C16 are wired directly from the input sockets to S2 and are spaced away from the chassis. C14 and C17 are wired from
Mullard ‘3-3’ & ‘5-10’ Hi-Fi Amplifiers

-3” Amp. 3 valves. 3 watt H.C. quality at reasonable cost. Bass boost and treble controls as standard. output transformer, 40; QRI/40 D.C. 400 volts for 3W less than 1% distortion. Distortion: 300 millivolt output.

MULLARD ‘4-10’ Amplifier. 5 valves 10W 3 watt. Built-in neutralisation. Mullard’s latest circuit with heavy duty ultra-linear quality output transformer

Basic amplifier kit price £9.19.6d. $19.4.8. Cord and Ins. 7/6d.

CONTROL PANEL KIT. Bass, Treble and Volume controls with 4-position switch. High and low level sockets. Complete kit only 7/6d. Wired and tested 2/6d.

25g MULLARD VALVE-PRE-AMP UNIT. Based on Mullard’s famous 5-valve (RCA/PHILIPS) circuit with full equalisation, bass, treble and 4-position switch. Size 9 x 2 x 2ins. Ready Built 7/9.1. Carriage 3/9.6d.

26s TAPE RECORDER for ONLY £19.10.0

carr. 1/2d

Bargain of the Year Offer—cancelled Export Contract

Famous manufacturer’s brand new unused and factory tested 2 speed 25 and 71/4 ips. twin track tape recorder 2 Watt output. Input level from microphone or line level into a.c. and d.c. amplifier. Part output 250ma. 400 Hz. and 400kHz. 20% distortion. Input 45000v. 50/50000v. 1/9; 50/100000v. 1/9. Complete with leading dimensions. Bright case. For car. £10.0.0d.

6 VALVE AM-FM TUNER UNIT

Med. and VHF 1950-200m, 86 MHz-100 MHz. 6 valves and metal rectifier. Circuit weighted power unit. A.C. 240/250V operation. Micro-meter indicators and switch knobs. Complete kit. £9.6.6d. Wired and tested: 2/6d.

6 VALVE AM-FM TUNER UNIT

Med. and VHF 1950-200m, 86 MHz-100 MHz. 6 valves and metal rectifier. Circuit weighted power unit. A.C. 240/250V operation. Micro-meter indicators and switch knobs. Complete kit. £9.6.6d. Wired and tested: 2/6d.


THORP Radio and Portable Kit: £3.9.6d.

Mudel J.B. 455-855v. 3/6d.

RECORDING TAPE—Reduced Prices

We manufacture all types Radio Mains Trans., Chokes, Quality O/P Trans., etc. Requisites invited for Specials. Prototype for small production runs. Quotations by return. Send for detailed catalogue. 6d. stamp.

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS

70 Bristo Rd., Thornton Heath, Surrey. Hours: 9 a.m.-6 p.m., 1 p.m. Wed. THO 3188. Term C.W.O. or C.O.D. Post and packaging up to 6d. 1/2; 1 lb. 1/16; 2 lb. 2/10; 3 lb. 4/10. 4/9. 9/10.
Special 24 Hour Service

Please note our new address.

Undoubtedly, the finest range of tape equipment on the market from Kedoco.

Complete Hi-Fi Transistorised Tape Recording System from 12 Volts ideal for building a tape recorder in your car or a portable unit. Note these other star features: Low power consumption, small size, complete flexibility in design from seven basic units.

TAPE PRE-AMP SST/7
All silicon transistor. Zero hum. High gain and equalisation at 30" per sec. to give flat frequency response in simple model. Described in accompanying instructions allows equalisation to be changed for medium or high impedance heads. Collaro, B.S.R., etc.

MINICLASSIC PRE-AMP SSPA/50
Fone controlled high gain pre-amplifier designed specially for application with the SBS6. All silicon transistor. Zero hum. Requires 9v to 12v. High fidelity complete with tone and volume controls. Separate inputs for crystal ceramic cartridge and radio.

RECORD PRE-AMP SR/8
High gain pre-amplifier designed for use with SBS6. Record amplifier will work directly from radio, pre-amp matched to any ribbon or dynamic microphones.

ORDER FORM

Please supply...

Address...

Enclose Cheque/P.O. for...

All KEDOCO products are fully guaranteed and should you not be completely satisfied with your purchase we will gladly refund your money if returned within seven days of receipt.

RECORD AMPLIFIER SSBH/3
Fully transistorised. High voltage H.T. rail derives from recording circuit substantially independent of ground current record signal. 1 volt input sensitivity. Power consumption 1ma at 12 volts. 1ma at 76 volts. Latter derived from crystal oscillator. SBS6.

MINICLASSIC SSB3/10
High fidelity 5 watt main amplifier; ideal for use with SST7 and makes complete tape amplifier. 9v to 20v 50 vac to 200 vac. Requires 12v to 15v. Used with SST7 amplifier and for external speakers. 3 watts into 4 ohm speaker.

POWER SUPPLIES
12 volt 1 amp designed to supply complete tape system. 12 volt 3 amp designed for tape recorder. 12 volt 20 watt power amplifiers.

TAPE OSCILLATOR SSB13
Complete unit incorporating push pull transistor output stage and Topaz silk screen micro transformer. Ferrite pot core push pull oscillator, to provide frequency stability and silicon transistor to provide high signal voltage (75v) pure Q.O. Rail for operating record amplifier. Circuitry efficiency unit requires 12v. D.C. at 4mA. The only unit on the market at such an economical price.

KEDOCO ELECTRONICS also manufacture a range of hi-fi watt amplifiers, SSB61, SSB70, SSB103, SSB150, SSB200 model, and a complete line of transistor, tape, radio, TV, etc., equipment. See Price List for details of complete line of Kedoco Transistorised products or send S.A.E. for details.

Please send your order to...

Tutbury, Glos.

Mon-Sat 9 a.m.
5-9 p.m.
No Early Closing
Open Daily to Callers
Tel. STR 0199, 1469
the input sockets to VR2 and VR3 and should be pushed into their respective corners to minimise cross-coupling both mutual and with V4. It is desirable for each stage to have its own earthing point. R1, R2 and the two cathodes of V1 are connected to an earth tag adjacent to V1, to which is also connected the wiper of VR1. R5, R6 are earthed to a tag adjacent to V2, whilst the earthy ends of VR2 and VR3 are connected to a tag adjacent to V3. The centre spigots of V1, V3 and V4 are earthed to their adjacent tags, that of V2 being used as an h.t. tie point. This is contrary to commonly accepted practice and was adopted as a convenient way of wiring the various resistors that connect to the h.t. line. R7 is a 1.5 or 2W component and is spaced away from the other components in order that it may safely dissipate its heat. R11, R12 and R13 are connected end-on to the valveholder so that they point towards the sig. o/p socket to which their junction is connected. On the rear panel wiring C18 is held by a clip and has C19 wired across it. The earthy ends of both should be connected to an earth tag on the main chassis. R16, which generates some heat, should be connected between the live end of C18, C19 and a stand-off tag and spaced away from other adjacent components.

The wiring when completed should be checked over for mistakes (we all make them sometimes!) and the gate can then be tried out. The static voltages should be measured with a 20k/V meter and should agree reasonably closely with those given on the circuit. The voltages on V1 anodes were measured with VR1 at its central position and with S1 at the 1,750c/s position. All other voltages were measured with S1 at “off”. At no time was an external signal fed into the Y1 and Y2 input sockets. The gating square wave should be checked on the oscilloscope and should appear to be reasonably square. Some sag at the 50c/s position and some rounding off at 5kc/s may be evident but is not worth worrying about unless it is really severe. If the square wave does sag or round off to an excessive extent the oscilloscope can also be suspect unless it is known to have a first-class transient response. Rotating VR1 should cause the positive and negative peaks to transpose, the output being at or near zero

Above—25kc/s square wave, rise time 2μS. Lower trace, ditto reproduced at 1W by a 1OW amplifier

Below—200kc/s sine wave fed into both inputs. Gating speed 17kc/s approx.

with VR1 at its mid position. The fact that VR1 is at its mid position for this check shows that the two halves of V2 and V3 are reasonably equal in respect of gain.

If all seems in order the gate can be checked for correct operation. In order to do so the gate’s output should be coupled to the oscilloscope input using a short length of coaxial and not ordinary screened wire which has an excessive shunt capacity. The sync o/p should be connected to the “ext sync” input of the oscilloscope. For preliminary tests it is convenient to temporarily connect the Y1 and Y2 inputs in parallel, thereby feeding the same signal to both. This signal should be of fixed frequency and amplitude since this type is the easiest to display. It is most undesirable to experiment with varying or different input signals until some familiarity with the gate’s modus operandi has been gained, for too many inputs, particularly those varying in frequency or amplitude or both, such as an audio signal, will only tend to confuse.

The oscilloscope’s Y amplifier should be set for maximum sensitivity and the timebase adjusted to display a few complete cycles of the input signal. The Y1 and Y2 gain controls can be adjusted as necessary. By setting the oscilloscope’s vertical amplifier at its most sensitive position the chances of overloading the gate’s amplifier stage is avoided and, also, the separation control need not be used at the ends of its travel, thereby avoiding any possibility of introducing any distortion into the signal due to excessive over or under biasing. Rotating the separation control should cause the two traces to separate, to merge and to transpose without any distortion being evident. If it is the gate should be bypassed and the signal examined directly on the oscilloscope. The effect of the different gating speeds should be noted and then different inputs can be tried, S2 being used to select the input that provides the best sync. If a steady image is difficult to obtain it may be due to it having a direct harmonic relationship to the gating speed and a different gating speed should be tried.

The amount of advice that can be put into print is of necessity limited, whereas careful experiments on the part of the user are not. The operation of the gate is by no means difficult, though it may appear so to the novice. Obviously familiarity with an ordinary oscilloscope is of inestimable value, for then the gate is but an extension of it.
THERE used to be a fellow down our street who could never put a finger wrong. He was always in demand. Replacing washers, knocking up pelmets, changing tyres or gaskets, putting in windows; from electric bells to herbaceous borders, it was all the same to Mr. B.

He called at the shack to borrow a file, just as I was in the middle of a ticklish piece of amplifier building. "Your fuses—cor!" said Mr. B expressively.

Now it isn't that Henry cannot tackle a blown house-fuse. My wife had called in Mr. B to help with the constructional aspect—replugging the wall. Somehow, when Henry gets hold of a hammer the theory of Relativity takes a twist. I am happier with a soldering iron.

In fact, I was wielding that familiar instrument as Mr. B leaned against the shack door, scraping at the blade of his grub screwdriver. He watched my clumsy efforts for a while.

"Why don't you use a clothes-peg to clamp those bits together?" he asked. "Easier than burning your fingers," he added, as I sucked.

Like all the exasperating Mr. B types, he was quite right. Henry just hadn't thought about the simple expedient. Another case of Shute's Mr Honey and the dishmop. Yet Mr. Honey, faced with the prospect of having to resign from aeronautical research at Farnborough, had been sure of a job at the National Physical Laboratory.

Makes one wonder how many of these industrial computerised assemblies, with their sophisticated servo devices, could be supplanted by a part-time Mr. B, with Ready Reckoner in the back pocket of his overalls, and pencil stub behind his ear. Perhaps the boffins had not thought of the obvious.

A little while ago, the Automonomics Division of the N.P.L. told us that pattern recognition machines were still a long way short of the ability of the human eye. To quote: "The outstanding performance of the human brain underlines the gap between nature and cybernatic artefacts."

Well, our Mr. B wouldn't know a cybernatic artefact from a wooden leg! But even he could tell at a glance that Auntie Maud's postcard was all the Mephisto crossword can take. And her arthritis really meant she would not be coming to babysit next Friday—which is more than any computer could do, despite all its epitaxical semi-planar micro-module flip-chips.

It all comes down to practical know-how in the end. Down to Mr. B with his odd bits of wire and a dash of ingenuity. Soft-landings on the moon are one thing, but without some equivalent Comrade B-ski to polish the old solar cells, Lunik IX would hardly have got so far as a lift-off.

What I am getting at—hold your seats, lads. Henry is approaching the point—is that there will always be room for the capable technician. No matter how complex the design conception, some cost-conscious manufacturer is going to build in a few faults with his flap-happy printed boards and haystack-wired components.

In a recent review of a very expensive tape recorder, the remark was made that had it not been for the outstanding performance the machine would have been returned to the maker on account of its atrocious construction. Performance, for how long, Henry would like to ask?

One of our esteemed contemporaries has bemoaned the shortage of "skilled labour" coming forward to answer the adverts of some electronics giants. May we suggest they are aiming too high. Instead of recruiting graduates to refine even more sophisticated hardware, flashing their sliderules for brief spasms, then sitting over the Mephisto crossword while they wait for Mr. B to mend the fuses, we suggest they advertise in these pages for a few "practical types" with enough working knowledge of electronics to take the mysteries within those magic black boxes in their stride!
**RADIONIC PRODUCTS LIMITED**  
**STEPHENVSON WAY, THREE BRIDGES, CRAWLEY, SUSSEX**  
**Tel.: CRAWLEY 28700**  
**Trade Enquiries Invited**

---

**BUILD THESE**

- **TRANSISTORISED A.C. MILLIVOLT METER**
- **ECONOMY PARKING LIGHT CONTROLLER**
- **HOME OR OFFICE INTERCOM**

IN ADDITION many other first-rate constructional projects are included in the

**APRIL ISSUE NOW ON SALE**

**PRICE 2/3**

---

**AMATEUR RADIO**  
**CHAS. H. YOUNG LTD.**

**The Sensational ALL-TRANSISTOR! Communications Receiver**

EDDYSTONE EC10

for use in the home, caravan, car or boat, H.P. facilities. Only £48 Part exchanges.

Write for brochure

**170-172 CORPORATION STREET**  
**BIRMINGHAM 4**

**Telephone CEN 1635**
RESISTOR OFFER

100 GRADE I ASSORTED RESISTORS 5% TOL. 22Ω-2.4M, ¼ to 3 WATT. 11/- post inc.
200 AS ABOVE ........................ £1 post inc.
1,000 AS ABOVE ....................... £5 post inc.
UNREPEATABLE THIS MONTH ONLY
50 1% ASSORTED ............... 49/11 post inc.

Below are just a few of the many items listed in our Surplus Catalogue. Send us your name and address and we will enter you on our FREE Mailing List.

Cat. No. G12. SPRAGUE 0.5µF 6000 D.C. tubular condensers at your price .................. 80/-, p.p. 5d.
F3. METALMITE 0.1µF 380V D.C. tubular condensers—ideal for smoothing circuits ......... 7d., p.p. 6d.
G12 Ceramic 50µF pre-set variables, small type III Ceramic, 125F as above .......................... 5/-, p.p. 5d.
G5. One 65-145 mFd ceramic semi-variable capacitor plus 0-1.5µF compression panel transformer—mounted on right angle chassis bracket, ready wired—ideal for V.F.O.s-SSB—still in the boxes. 3/-19, p.p. 1/6.
HF 500µH general purpose I.F. transformers, brand new in boxes, for 348 each or two for 69/6, p.p. 1/-.
30+30µF metal-air spaced variables in magnificent condition. 3/-19, p.p. 1/6.

P20 10Ω wire wound variable resistors, suitable for speaker muting. 20/-, p.p. 5d.
Ceramic I.O. valve bases .................................. 5d., p.p. 6d.
Immediate valve bases—can take tubes up to 3µF. Multi-purpose DIMMER SWITCHES, perfect for lighting, motor starting and many uses in control circuits—special price 1/-6, p.p. 6d.

VF. LF. Transformer—small brand new, contains 3 x, 1-µF, 4-µF, ceramic, and 0-1µF. Aladdin formers with nips turns of both leads and modest of 150Ω individually screened, reduced price £2 6/-, p.p. 6d.
HF-3-METRE EQUIPMENT—Transmitter type 1065, with crystal and valves, as new condition—few only—a real bargain—conversational details have appeared in many popular magazines. £2/0/0 I.F. ..... 15/-, p.p. 6d.

Modulator Unit for above, almost new, miniature valves. Would make a good modulator on its own or with TX3055. £1 15/-, p.p. 6d.

Modulator Units as above—no guarantee—can be made to work. Parts worth more than our price of £1. p.p. 1/6; must clear. Single pole single throw switches with self return action, perfect for "test" or "net" switches £2 6/-, p.p. 6d.
Single pole single throw panel mounting switches, bakelite toggle, ceramic insulation. £2 15/-, p.p. 6d.
LAI FERROXCUBE ferrite pot cores at less than half the normal price 1/-6, p.p. 6d.
G30, 26-way tag boards, double edged, 2ins. wide—new—1/6, p.p. 6d.

OUR BEST BARGAIN YET—
Buy a Type 30 Twin Speed, Slow Motion Drive unit, originally intended to increase the bandwidth of the Service scope, but as efficient an oscillator as any receiver—easy mounting—finishes in attractive, polished black bakelite—already professional job—£8 ... £8 1/6, p.p. 6d.

BE WISE—DIOIDE!

ST14 is a semiconductor equivalent for valve series 5Z4, 5V4, 5Y3, 5U4, 5L4, 5W4, 55/-(c.w.o. inc. p.p.)

All our terms are strictly Cash with Order—Postage as indicated.

ST14 is one of the most efficient rectifiers ever invented.
ST14 will fit any rectifier circuit within normal 1% ratings.
ST14 will not gurgle but a standard production unit from the U.S.A. which is fast gaining popularity in this country.

K. L. DISTRIBUTORS

"Run by Enthusiasts for Enthusiasts."
6 WINDSOR ROAD TODMORDEN LANCS
THE Verulam Amateur Radio Club came into being towards the end of 1961 when a short wave listener, Brian Cockell, conscientiously, worked through the R.S.G.B. call book, extracted the names of and addresses of some 100 local “Hams” and wrote to each one individually inviting them to a rendezvous at the “Red Lion”, St. Albans, with the object of forming an amateur radio club, and partaking of wine in the process.

His efforts were most successful and a committee was duly elected under the steadying hand of C. F. Thomas, G3EKU, whose connection with radio goes back to World War 1, while at one stage he held an Artificial Aerial licence and was connected with airships. The Club membership, which is steadily rising, includes some 36 licensed operators. Meetings are monthly at Hedley Road, St. Albans, where visitors are always welcome and a quick word with the Secretary G3PAO, 6, Leggatts Wood Avenue, Watford, Herts. (WATford 25526) will bring full details.

Club finances are under the watchful eye of our lady treasurer Miss P. Connelly who incidentally is also licensed. Her “stirling” efforts include creeping across a dark meadow last year at three in the morning to operate in V.H.F. Field Day.

The Club’s “newspaper” consists of a monthly news sheet sent to all members, edited by G3LXP and dispatched piping hot from the press by our “printer” Wilf Whitehouse G3SKB.

A regular feature is the Club “Owls Net” on 1980kc/s, Saturdays. This usually starts up about 10.30 p.m. with everybody “having to cut it short tonight”, and finishing with a final ragchew around 2.0 a.m.

Most contests are entered including N.F.D. V.H.F.N.F.D., M.C.C., etc. Last year a small group of keen types went on safari to nearby Salisbury Hall to rig up a station and take part in the Top

Two hours to go and the coax on the Cubical Quad comes adrift, one of the many incidents on NFD.

Affiliated Societies Contest last year. Logging G3LXP, on the key G3JDG. Gear, “LXP” 10 watt Tx, s.w.r. bridge, Z match, B88A.

Continued on page 66
Oscillator Circuitry

R. Leyland

3 - A.F. Oscillator Networks

The only kind of waves that can pass through phase-shifting networks without distortion are sine waves. However, changes do take place in their amplitude and phase. The output wave is usually smaller in amplitude and shifted out of synchronism by a fraction of a cycle, or so many degrees.

It is convenient to represent a sine wave by an arrow called a complexor. The length of the arrow (see Fig. 1) is the peak amplitude of the wave, and by turning the arrow through the corresponding angle, the level at any other point of the wave is obtained.

Fig. 1: Method of representing the attenuation and phase shift of a sine wave by means of a complexor diagram.

Fig. 2: The frequency responses of (a) high pass; (b) low pass networks.

A vertical complexor represents the input to the network, and another tilted complexor, shorter in length, represents the output. The angle between them is the amount of phase shift.

There is no phase shift in a network containing only resistance, but a capacitor stores and releases energy, and this causes its current to lead the voltage by 90°. When the current from a capacitor passes through a resistance, the voltage across the resistor will be 90° ahead of the voltage across the capacitor. If, as in Fig. 2(a), the output is from across the resistor, it will lead the input voltage, although by less than 90°. On the other hand, if the output is from across the capacitor, the output voltage will lag on the input.

Frequency Response

The actual amount by which the output voltage wave is shifted relative to the input depends upon the frequency and, in many types of network, phase shift is accompanied by attenuation; i.e. as the phase shift increases, the output becomes smaller. The vertical arrow or complexor representing the input remains the same, but as the frequency is varied, the other complexor representing the output swings to a new phase angle and also changes in length.

In so doing, it will trace out a path or locus depending upon the type of network. Quite often the locus is circular, although in the case of the simpler networks (Fig. 2), only a semi-circle.

In the diagrams, the locus curve, dotted, shows how the alternating voltage of the output terminal marked S changes as the frequency is varied. At the points on the locus corresponding to a series of frequencies, the complexor is drawn in, giving the magnitude and phase of the output at these frequencies.

It will be noticed that the frequencies are shown as half, twice, etc., of a special frequency, \( f_1 \), which can be calculated from the values chosen for \( R \) and \( C \). The value of \( f_1 \) can be altered without changing the impedance of the circuit at \( f_1 \) by multiplying only the capacitance values, since this leaves the reactances unchanged. In the formula \( C \) is in farads,
SURBITON PARK RADIO

AMPLIFIERS • TUNERS

ARMSTRONG 221 10-10 watts Stereo, Mar PU and Filter. Cash £32.15.0
ARMSTRONG 222 10-10 watts Stereo Amplifier. (H.P. Price £60.0.0)
ARMSTRONG 224 F.M. Tuner. Cash £37.10.0
ARMSTRONG 225 A.M./F.M. Tuner. (H.P. Price £42.5.6)
ARMSTRONG 226 A.M./F.M. Tuner. Cash £39.10.0
ARMSTRONG 227 MONO 5W. (H.P. Price £23.1.9)
ARMSTRONG 231 MONO 5W. Cash £32.10.0
Or Dep. 12/- and 12 m. pymt. 42/- (H.P. Price £32.1.9)
ARMSTRONG 235 & Dep. 12 m. pymt. 38/- (H.P. Price £28.10.0)
ARMSTRONG 237 STEREO as above Stereo amp. Cash £37.10.0
ARMSTRONG 238 MONO 10W. Cash £30.15.0
Or Dep. 10/- and 12 m. pymt. 42/- (H.P. Price £30.1.9)
ARMSTRONG 239 & Dep. as above Stereo Amp. Cash £35.15.0
Or Dep. 12/- and 12 m. pymt. 42/- (H.P. Price £35.1.9)
ARMSTRONG 240 & Dep. 12 m. pymt. 38/- (H.P. Price £32.10.0)
ARMSTRONG 241 & Dep. 12 m. pymt. 36/- (H.P. Price £31.10.0)
ARMSTRONG 242 & Dep. 12 m. pymt. 34/- (H.P. Price £29.10.0)
ARMSTRONG 243 & Dep. 12 m. pymt. 32/- (H.P. Price £27.10.0)
ARMSTRONG 244 & Dep. 12 m. pymt. 30/- (H.P. Price £25.10.0)
ARMSTRONG 245 & Dep. 12 m. pymt. 28/- (H.P. Price £23.10.0)
ARMSTRONG 246 & Dep. 12 m. pymt. 26/- (H.P. Price £21.10.0)
ARMSTRONG 247 & Dep. 12 m. pymt. 24/- (H.P. Price £19.10.0)
ARMSTRONG 248 & Dep. 12 m. pymt. 22/- (H.P. Price £17.10.0)
ARMSTRONG 249 & Dep. 12 m. pymt. 20/- (H.P. Price £15.10.0)
ARMSTRONG 250 & Dep. 12 m. pymt. 18/- (H.P. Price £13.10.0)
ARMSTRONG 251 & Dep. 12 m. pymt. 16/- (H.P. Price £11.10.0)
ARMSTRONG 252 & Dep. 12 m. pymt. 14/- (H.P. Price £9.10.0)
ARMSTRONG 253 & Dep. 12 m. pymt. 12/- (H.P. Price £7.10.0)
ARMSTRONG 254 & Dep. 12 m. pymt. 10/- (H.P. Price £5.10.0)
ARMSTRONG 255 & Dep. 12 m. pymt. 8/- (H.P. Price £3.10.0)
ARMSTRONG 256 & Dep. 12 m. pymt. 6/- (H.P. Price £1.10.0)
ARMSTRONG 257 & Dep. 12 m. pymt. 4/- (H.P. Price £0.10.0)

MOTORS • PICK-UPS

GARRARD SRP91 Mono. Cash £25.10.0
GARRARD Model 100 Mono. Cash £27.10.0
GARRARD Model 100 Mono, Mag PU. Cash £29.10.0
GARRARD SRP 25 Less cart, Single player. (H.P. Price £41.15.0)
GARRARD SRP 30 Less cart, Heavy table. Cash £40.0.0
GARRARD 200 Mono. Cash £34.10.0
GARRARD 201 Mono. Cash £33.10.0
GARRARD 202 Mono. Cash £32.10.0
GARRARD 203 Mono, Mag PU. Cash £31.10.0
GARRARD 204 Mono. Cash £30.10.0
GARRARD 205 Mono. Cash £29.10.0
GARRARD 206 Mono. Cash £28.10.0
GARRARD 207 Mono. Cash £27.10.0
GARRARD 208 Mono. Cash £26.10.0
GARRARD 209 Mono. Cash £25.10.0
GARRARD 210 Mono. Cash £24.10.0
GARRARD 211 Mono. Cash £23.10.0
GARRARD 212 Mono. Cash £22.10.0
GARRARD 213 Mono. Cash £21.10.0
GARRARD 214 Mono. Cash £20.10.0
GARRARD 215 Mono. Cash £19.10.0
GARRARD 216 Mono. Cash £18.10.0
GARRARD 217 Mono. Cash £17.10.0
GARRARD 218 Mono. Cash £16.10.0
GARRARD 219 Mono. Cash £15.10.0
GARRARD 220 Mono. Cash £14.10.0
GARRARD 221 Mono. Cash £13.10.0
GARRARD 222 Mono. Cash £12.10.0
GARRARD 223 Mono. Cash £11.10.0
GARRARD 224 Mono. Cash £10.10.0
GARRARD 225 Mono. Cash £9.10.0
GARRARD 226 Mono. Cash £8.10.0
GARRARD 227 Mono. Cash £7.10.0
GARRARD 228 Mono. Cash £6.10.0
GARRARD 229 Mono. Cash £5.10.0
GARRARD 230 Mono. Cash £4.10.0
GARRARD 231 Mono. Cash £3.10.0
GARRARD 232 Mono. Cash £2.10.0
GARRARD 233 Mono. Cash £1.10.0
GARRARD 234 Mono. Cash £0.10.0

TERMS: C.W.O. or C.O.D. ALL ITEMS CARRIAGE FREE

48-50, Surbiton Road, Kingston-on-Thames, Surrey
Phone KIN. 5549

YOUR CAREER in RADIO & ELECTRONICS?

Big opportunities and big money await the qualified man in every field of Electronics today—both in the U.K. and throughout the world. We offer the finest home study training for all subjects in radio, television, etc., especially for the CITY & GUILDS EXAMS (Technicians’ Certificates); the Grad. Brit. I.R.E. Exam.; the RADIO AMATEUR’S LICENCE; P.M.G. Certificates; the I.T.E.B. Servicing Certificates; etc. Also courses in Television; Transistors; Radar; Computers; Servo-mechanisms; Mathematics and Practical Transistor Radio course with equipment. We have OVER 20 YEARS’ experience in teaching radio subjects and an unbroken record of exam. successes. We are the only privately run British home study College specialising in electronic subjects only. Full details will be gladly sent without any obligation.

To: British National Radio School, Reading, Berks.

Please send FREE BROCHURE to:
NAME ___________________________________________ Block
ADDRESS _________________________________________ Caps.
_________________________________________________________ Please

BRENNELL ENGINEERING CO. LTD.,
231/5 Liverpool Road, London, N.1.
Telephone: NORth 8271 (5 lines)
Modern styling in light grey with legible black engraving.

Constrasted to withstand adverse climatic conditions.

Ever ready, including leads, prods and clips.

Improved internal assemblies.

Re-styled scale plate for easy, rapid reading. 2 basic scales, each 2.5 inches in length.

New standards of accuracy using an electronic calibrated scale plate:

dc 2.5V, f.s.d.
a.c. range 2.75% f.s.d.

Available accessories include a 2500V d.c. multiplier and 5, 10 and 25A shunts for a.c. current measurement.

D.C. Current: 100µA f.s.d. — 1A f.s.d. in 5 ranges. A.C. Voltage: 10V f.s.d. — 1000V f.s.d. in 5 ranges. A.C. Millivolt range: 0 — 100 mV f.s.d.

Write for leaflet.

Mk 4 MULTIMINOR

The Mk 4 MULTIMINOR is an entirely new version of this famous AVO instrument and supersedes all previous models. It is styled on modern lines, with new high standards of accuracy, improved internal assemblies, and incorporating particular properties not available on previous models.

The instrument is supplied in an attractive black carrying case, which also houses a pair of leads with interchangeable prods and clips, and an instruction booklet. It is packed in an attractive display carton. Robust real leather cases are available, if required, in two sizes, one to take the instrument with leads, clips and prods, and the other to take only the instrument itself and also a high voltage multiplier and a d.c. shunt.

BROADWAY ELECTRONICS
92 MITCHAM ROAD, TOOTING, S.W.17

Phone: BALham 3984

(four minutes from Tooting Underground Station)
R in ohms.

Alternatively, the impedance of any of these circuits can be altered without changing \( f_i \) if the capacitances are multiplied by the same number used to divide the resistance values, e.g., to double the circuit impedance, leaving \( f_i \) unaltered, double the resistances and halve the capacitances.

Resistors are made in preferred values, and will not give a required frequency exactly. This accounts for the frequencies 1061 c/s, 1160 c/s, 1181 c/s in the diagrams, which are the nearest to 1000 c/s using fixed resistors.

Once component values have been chosen, a locus diagram for the network will show how the output varies with frequency above and below \( f_i \). What this special frequency is can be seen from the diagram, e.g. in Fig. 2, \( f_i \) is the frequency at which the output is 70% of the input, and the phase shift is 45°. Capacitive reactance decreases with frequency, so in (a) the phase shift and attenuation are greatest at low frequencies, while in (b) phase shift and attenuation are greatest at high frequencies.

Notice how as the phase shift increases to 90° the output decreases to zero. We thus have a complete picture of the response of the circuit for different frequencies.

**Constant Output**

It can be seen that although the circuits of Fig. 2 have a semi-circular locus, in both the output varies down to zero because the complexor radiates from the point Q. If the end of the complexor can be moved further up the diagram until the complexor becomes a radius as in Fig. 3, it will then be possible to vary the phase over a very wide range while keeping the output constant in amplitude.

All that is needed is a centre-tapped input voltage. For this we can use two equal resistors, or a centre-tapped transformer, but the most useful arrangement is probably a "phase splitter" using a valve or transistor. The circuit is shown in Fig. 3. The phase of course varies with frequency as before, and \( f_i \) is now the frequency of 90° phase shift. The output is constant and equal to the "input voltage" which is half the total applied voltage.

An important point is that the anode voltage of a valve is in antiphase to the grid voltage, while the cathode voltage is in phase with the grid. This reversal of phase means that for circuit (b) of Fig. 3, the locus diagram is turned through 180°, so that the output is lagging the input instead of leading as with circuit (a). Grid (or cathode) potential is in antiphase to anode potential (referred to point T as zero potential). Both are additive across the phase-shifting circuit.

In this arrangement the phase can be varied by changing the value of R and C, and the output will remain constant, providing the values of RL are low so that no appreciable change in loading occurs. Two such circuits in cascade can give an overall phase-shift of 180° and this can form the basis of a very satisfactory type of a.f. oscillator.

**Ladder Networks**

To produce this phase shift of 180° by means of a ladder network requires three sections. The locus diagrams (Fig. 4) of ladder networks consisting of equal resistances and equal capacitances are not quite
circular in shape. Because the network has three sections, the locus curves into the third quadrant, reaching zero at 270°.

The output at f₁, here the frequency of 180° phase shift, is almost too small to show on the diagrams since it is only 1/29th of the input voltage, but this does not prevent the network from being successfully used in an oscillator, providing there is a sufficient amplifier gain. Since a single valve or transistor gives a phase reversal in the usual arrangement, an oscillator using a single valve or transistor is possible with a ladder network.

The 180° phase shift of the network is cancelled out again by the phase reversal of the amplifying stage to give an overall phase shift of zero as is required for oscillation.

It should be noticed that with these ladder networks, the frequency is six times higher for shunt capacitances and series resistances than vice versa, assuming that the component values are the same in both circuits. This is why in Fig. 4 the series resistances in (b) for a frequency of roughly 1kc/s are six times as high as the shunt resistances in (a).

Used in a transistor oscillator, the frequency would be somewhat different owing to the loading effect of the transistor.

Zero Phase Shift
It only makes sense to employ a phase shifting network to produce zero phase shift when this is obtained at one particular frequency, which in an oscillator determines the frequency of oscillation.

A high-pass network produces a leading phase shift, while a low-pass network produces a phase lag. If we combine the two we might expect that at some frequency the two phase shifts would exactly cancel, making the effective phase shift zero.

This is in fact what happens in the three networks of Fig. 5, and the output also passes through a maximum at f₁, the frequency of zero phase shift, although this maximum is only one third of the input voltage. The output therefore is slightly peaked at f₁ which is at the top of the circular locus, this time a complete circle, but this peaking of the output is relatively unimportant.

What matters in a phase shift oscillator is the phase shift, which takes place with any variation of frequency about f₁, since oscillation can only be maintained at a frequency where the overall phase shift is zero.

The third of these circuits, Fig. 5 (c) is the most widely used. It is the Wien Network, but all three have the same frequency response, as shown in the locus diagram. At f₁ the phase shift is zero, so positive feedback applied through the network in an oscillator will produce oscillation at this frequency. Usually negative feedback is also applied, and this will alter the locus diagram, moving the end of the output complexor upwards from the point Q. This should increase the rate at which the phase angle changes with frequency variation, so making the circuit more effective.

The combination of positive and negative feedback forms a bridge circuit, and since there is zero phase shift at f₁ a balance or null at f₁ would be possible, as in a Wien Bridge for measuring purposes, but in

![Fig. 5: Three networks having the same "peaked" frequency response.](image)

![Fig. 6: Three networks with the same "valley" response.](image)
ELECTRONIC TIMERS
£3.10.0 each
(Cases extra at 16/- each)

- TIMERS are supplied complete with socket and circuit diagram and provides a variable 'ON' variable 'OFF' control

TIME RANGE
3 - 8 seconds each channel continuously adjustable
(Range can be altered by changing capacitor)

SUPPLY
240 - 250 Volts A.C.

RELAY CONTACTS
Single pole. Normally open. 5 amp 250 volts. None inductive.

CONSTANT VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS
Input 190 - 260 volts 50 cycles. Output matched to Half Wave Rectifier to give 310/340 volts. 30 MA D.C. Transformer only. £3 each. (Ideal for front ends of power packs).

LIMITED OFFER ONLY — SEND CASH WITH ORDER TO:
E.C.I. LTD.
341a SOHO ROAD . HANDSWORTH . BIRMINGHAM 21

NEW FROM PITMAN
Telecommunication Principles
R. N. Renton

One might have thought that a book on principles could have remained unchanged and valid indefinitely, but such has been the pace of developments in telecommunication during the last decade or two that a revised edition of this standard work was thought necessary. The biggest single change is a new chapter dealing with semi-conductor devices (Theory and Application). In addition the book deals with properties of new magnetic and dielectric materials (including square-loop materials and ferrites). The revised City and Guilds Syllabuses are fully covered and recent questions have been added to ensure that this textbook retains its high reputation for easy comprehension and accuracy.

New third edition 50s. net

from all booksellers Pitman Parker St. London

NEW!
The Instant Heat Soldering Kit complete with tips, extension barrel, probe and solder. COMPLETE £3.19.6d. GUN ONLY £2.17.6d.

Some jobs can only be accomplished professionally by using the exclusive rigid single-pole construction of the Burgess SG 1225. Ask for a demonstration from your local dealer or fill in the coupon below for full details.

Please send details of NAME
ADDRESS

BURGESS PRODUCTS CO. LTD., Electric Tools Division, Sapcote, Leics. Tel: Sapcote 292 Telex 34549

SG 1225 KIT.
DE LUXE LUXE KITS FROM £10

A-Speed Player Radio
Cabinet £17 15 sh. Rich in luxury, 8 watt, loud and clear. Perfect for the radio enthusiast who wants the very best. Sound quality, volume and tone control.

TO BUILD YOURSELF

RETURN OF POST DESPATCH
Post 1s. List 1s., C.O.D. 2s. 6d. extra. (Export—Send remittance and extra postage, no C.O.D.)

Q MAX CHASSIS CUTTER

Crystal Mike Inserts
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NEW ELECTROLYTICS TUBULAR TUBULAR CAN TYPES
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FREE INSIDE NEXT MONTH'S ISSUE!

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

JUNE 1966

24-PAGE POCKET GUIDE TO TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS

Another in the 'PRACTICAL WIRELESS' circuit series. This second guide will deal with transistor circuit techniques, covering r.f., i.f., and a.f. amplifiers, and the many other circuit arrangements found in contemporary radio and electronic equipment.

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE
- SUB MINIATURE 300mW AMPLIFIER
- "IMPERIAL" 3-BAND TRANSMITTER
- TRANSISTOR SET BOOSTER

MAKE SURE OF YOUR COPY! Hand this Form to your Newsagent

TO: .................................................. (Name of Newsagent)

please reserve/deliver the June issue of PRACTICAL WIRELESS (2/6) on sale May 5th and continue until further notice.

NAME ........................................................

ADDRESS ..............................................
an oscillator there must be an excess of positive feedback for oscillation, so the bridge must be unbalanced.

"Bridged-T" Networks

After mentioning the four-branch arrangements known as bridges, we now turn to circuits which are "bridged" in the more obvious sense of having one component connected like a bridge across two other components.

The output of the networks in Fig. 5 is from terminals SQ. If, instead, the output is taken from terminals SP, the three networks will re-arrange as shown in Fig. 6 where (a) and (b) are symmetrical "Bridged-T" arrangements. There is now a minimum at f1 instead of a maximum, because the original "peaked" output has been subtracted from the input to produce a "valley" response.

The re-arranged circuits also can be used in an oscillator, but are placed in a negative feedback path. As before, a surplus of positive feedback at f1 is needed to produce oscillation, and this has the effect of reversing the complexor in the locus diagram, so that conditions are virtually the same as when one of the original three networks of Fig. 5 is employed.

Many different types of a.f. oscillator are possible incorporating one or another of the phase-shifting networks described, as a substitute for an L-C tuned circuit. Tuned amplifiers and filters are also possible, and in these feedback is used to magnify the effect of the network, so that a more sharply peaked response to the signal input results than is depicted by the locus diagram.

Parallel-T Network

Another circuit of interest is the parallel-T network (Fig. 7). This can be described as a true null network because it is complete in itself and gives zero output at a particular frequency f1. In this circuit, unlike the previous ones, it is no longer possible to choose all the components alike in value, and certain ratios must be observed. The simplest arrangement makes the shunt impedances half of the series impedances.

The output follows a circular locus which has a diameter equal to the input. At the frequency f1 the output decreases right down to zero, so the arrangement is applicable as a filter. An output taken from terminals PQ instead, will be maximum at f1, and equal and in phase with the input.

Used in an oscillator the circuit requires less amplification than other arrangements, but is restricted to fixed frequency applications, because tuning would require a triple-ganged potentiometer with one section half the resistance of the others.

The full capabilities of all versions of this network are not obvious without a more complete analysis, and it appears that with different ratios one variation of the parallel-T network can produce oscillation from a single transistor.

All of the networks described have been voltage-transfer networks, but the corresponding current transfer networks are easily derived from them, and are often preferred for use in transistorised oscillators.

---continued from page 57---

CLUB SPOT

band Transatlantics. Armed with ten watts of s.s.b./c.w. and 300 feet of wire the net total for the night was some 50 cups of cocoa, 4lbs. of sausages and six contacts across the pond.

The club owns two 40ft. masts, both homebrew and a demonstration of the simple erecting of these (four men 10 minutes, and a bit of luck, from scratch) was demonstrated by "Verulam" at the Woburn Mobile Rally last year where the club also manned the talk-in stations.

A lecturer is in attendance most meetings either resident or visiting. A fortunate annual event is a visit from Mr. G. Turner of the GPO Engineering Dept., when TV1/BCI is the topic for the evening. Other lecturers in the past year have included Antennas (G3HRH), Working DX (G3AAZ), SSB (G3DZW), and Receiver alignment (J. Akim, Marconi Instruments).

Demonstrations have also proved very popular and have included some well-known names such as T. Withers (G3HGE), Vic Hartopp (J. Beams), and Green and Davis.

The Club has its own test equipment the more impressive of which is v.h.f./u.h.f. signal generators (Marconi), General Purpose Oscilloscope, and a 5-band home-brew transmitter.

Tuning the stubs on the Quad for max. front-to-back ratio. Note the novel method of keeping the ladder up. (Method not patented!)
BRAND NEW AM/FM (V.H.F.) RADIOGRAM
CHASSIS AT £15.5.0 (Carriage Paid)

Chassis size 15 x 62 x 5/8 in., high. New manufacture. Dial 141 x 6 in. in 2 colours, predominantly cream. 200-250v. A.C. only. Pick-up, Bias, Speaker, A/C, D and Dipole Sockets. Five push-buttons— L.W., K.W., S.W., FM and Gram. Aligned and tested. O.P. Transformer Type control: 100-550 M.; 200-550 M.; 20-50 M., 27-19.6 M., 21-17.6 M., 18-15.6 M., 15-12.6 M., 12-9.6 M., 9-6.6 M.; 6-4.2 M.; 5-3.7 M.; 4-3.1 M.; 3-2.4 M.; 2-1.8 M.; 1-1.2 M.; 0.5-0.6 M. 5-60 Mc/s. 5-60 Mc/s. LW, SW, AM and Gram. 6-17 mc/s. EI209 rect. ECG31, BP90, EI4090, RL64. Five push-buttons required. 12 x 6in. ELLIPTICAL SPEAKER. 50/- to purchasers of this chassis.


TAPE AMPLIFIER FOR COLLARO OR MAGNA-VOX TAPE DECKS—2 TRACK

SELF-POWERED VHF TUNER CHASSIS
Covering 88-545 M.E. Dime. 8 x 6 x 6 in., high. Valves: ECC85, ECC85 and 2-EFL8's with metal rectifier. Metals transformer. Fully wired and tested ONLY £8.21.6 (six paid). Boom diameter 12/6. Footer 6d. per yard.

GLADSTONE RADIO
66 ELMS ROAD, ALDERSHOT, Hants.
(2 mins. from Station and Ranel.)
CLOSED WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
Aldershot 22440

FOR PTFE INSULATION
FOR PVC INSULATION

LITESOLD TRANSFORMERS permit safe operation from any mains power point. Free details of the whole wide range of ADAMIN and LITESOLD soldering equipment in brochure SP10.

LITEDSOLD DEVELOPMENTS LTD., 28 Sydenham Road, Croydon, Surrey. Telephone: CRO 8589

The SUPER 6
LONG & MEDIUM WAVE TRANSISTOR RADIO

A quality radio available as a kit or ready-built. The sparkling performance and superb finish of the completed receiver give you value equivalent to a £12-12-0 commercial model.

* All new parts: 6 transistors and diode. 450w output. Superhet circuit.

8 WATT PUSH-PULL O.P. AMPLIFIER £5.5.0
(6/- Carr.)
200-240A.C. mains. Bass, treble and volume controls. E650, E660 and 2-EL24's. Chassis 32 x 32 x 3/8 in. With 8 in. brass, for 2-ohm speakers. Front panel (normally screwed to chassis) may be removed and used as flying panel. With cream/black control panel. £6.0.0. Full kit.

BATTERY ELIMINATOR
For 4 low consumption valves (86 range) 90v., 10mA and 1.4v. 105 mA. 45/6. A.C. Also for 250mA. 1.4v. and 250mA. 1.2v. £4.0.0. COMPLETE KIT ONLY for 250mA. 1.2v. and 250mA. 1.8v. £6.0.0. Full kit. 350mW output. Superhet circuit.

ADAMIN THERMAL STRIPPERS

The new ADAMIN thermal wire strippers allow one-handed operation, using a simple tweezer action. They strip coverings of up to about 5/32 inch diameter with absolutely no risk of damaging the conductors.

FOR PTFE INSULATION
FOR PVC INSULATION

use Model 2B24 (illustrated), available for 24 volts only.
and similar low temperature materials.
use Model 2B6, available for 12 or 24 volts.

The new ADAMIN thermal wire strippers allow one-handed operation, using a simple tweezer action. They strip coverings of up to about 5/32 inch diameter with absolutely no risk of damaging the conductors.
THE SINCLAIR AUDIO-

Build a SINCLAIR Hi-Fi System

By building ALL three Sinclair designs featured this month you can become the proud owner of a unique A.M-F.M/Stereo Hi-Fi system that will give complete satisfaction and save pounds compared with other systems. Each unit is complete in itself and you will have two audio units, each of which can be used separately as an independent self-contained personal receiver. These designs cover all aspects.

The Micro-6. It has amazing range and power and combines readily with the Z.12.

For quality, the Micro FM gives all you want both as a tuner and a pocket receiver for personal listening.

The Z.12 more than replaces larger conventional amplifiers for price, size and power. Two in stereo cannot be bettered.

A CONSTRUCTOR TELLS US

"I was determined to finish it (The Micro FM) at one sitting. Having completed it, I am amazed at its quality of reproduction, and am spending far too much time listening to it; it even works on trains which is more than can be said of AM radio."

(Signed) D.V.B., Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

ALL YOU WANT FROM AN F.M. TUNER AND RECEIVER IN A SINGLE UNIT

When Sinclair Radionics decided to design an F.M receiver which could be carried in the pocket and yet satisfy the most stringent demands likely to be made of it, it was realised from the start that radical departures would have to be made from conventional F.M design techniques. The problems of alignment would have to be eliminated for constructors. Sensitivity had to be such that good reception could be enjoyed using no more than the telescopic aerial necessary to keep the set truly portable. Audio quality had to be at least as good as that from sets where size and price were not important considerations.

Sinclair Radionics achieved this and much more in their Sinclair Micro FM. Today, it enjoys the unique distinction of being the only set of its kind in the world, it can be used as a tuner and as an independent pocket size personal F.M receiver.

In appearance, this fully-fielded F.M. Superhet F.M is as outstanding as it is in its performance. The brushed and polished aluminium front panel with spun aluminium tuning dial makes it the most elegant, professionally styled set ever made available to constructors. Yet with this and many other important features, the Micro F.M costs pounds less and enables constructors to enjoy F.M reception to the full at once.

Complete kit of parts including transistors, aerial, case, from panel, dial, earpiece and instructions

£5.19.6

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

The Sinclair Micro F.M is a completely self-contained double-purpose F.M superhet housed within a case less than 3½ in. high x 1¾ in. wide with a depth of 1½ in. It uses 7 transistors and 5 diodes in its superhet F.M circuitry. The R.F. amplifier is followed by a self-oscillating mixer and 3 stages of I.F. amplification which dispense with I.F. transistors and all problems of alignment. The first I.F. amplifier produces a square wave of constant amplitude which is converted into uniform pulses so arranged that the original modulations are reproduced exactly. A pulse-occluding detector ensures improved linearity and therefore better audio quality at the output stages. After amplification the signal is channelled to one output for feeding to amplifier or recorder and to another in which the receiver's own audio outputstage enables the Micro F.M to be used as an independent self-contained pocket portable. A.F.C. is used to lock the programme tuned in; the telescopic aerial included with the kit will be found sufficient for all but the most distant areas.

- Supply voltage—4V from supply container standard battery.
- Consumption—5Ma.
- Sensitivity—Typically 3mV Signal to Noise Ratio—30dB at 30 microvolts.
- Audio frequency response—1.5-15,000 c/s.
- Two Audio Outputs—One for feeding to amplifier or tape recorder.
- One for feeding to earpiece to enable set to be used as a portable receiver.
- A.F.C. for automatically locking on to each station tuned in.
- Inserting plug of earpiece or tuner lead switches set ON.

SINCLAIR MICRO-6

SIX STAGE A.M. RECEIVER

- 4½ in. x 1½ in. x ¾ in.
- Weight—1 oz.
- Bandspread for Luxembourg
- Build it in an evening
- Plays anywhere

No transistor set in the world has ever yet compared with this six-stage marvel for power, range and size. It gives you the whole of Europe to listen to. The Micro-6 has 2 stages of R.F. amplification, double diode detection and 3 stage high gain A.F. amplifier. A.G.C. corrects fading from distant stations. Tunes over medium wave-band. The whole set complete with ferrite red aerial and batteries is contained in a case smaller than a matchbox, and is a delight to build.

All parts inc. transistors, case and dial assembly in white, gold, black, earpiece and instructions

59/6

FULL SERVICES FACILITIES AVAILABLE TO SINCLAIR CUSTOMERS

SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD.
22 Newmarket Road, Cambridge
Telephone 52731
COMES TO YOU READY FOR IMMEDIATE USE

89/6

FOR 6-20V OPERATION
SIZE 3in. x 3/4in. x 1 1/4in.
IDEAL FOR 12 VOLT BATTERY OPERATION
MAKES A SUPER STEREO ASSEMBLY

Three Money-Saving Offers to Z.12 Purchasers

PACK 'A' Saves you 19/-

PACK 'B' Saves you 9/-

PACK 'C' Saves you 11/-

12 Watts RMS Output

For size alone, the Z.12 marks another important advance in quality design, for its amazing compactness opens up exciting new vistas in amplifier housing and application. Combined with this is the fantastic power and superb quality of the Z.12 which can provide an effortless output of 12 watts R.M.S. continuous sine wave from its unique eight transistor circuit. Basically intended as the heart of any good mono or stereo hi-fi system, the size and efficiency of this Sinclair unit make it equally useful for a car radio (with the Micro-6 for example), a high quality radio with the Micro FM, in a guitar, P.A. or intercom system, etc. Other applications are sure to suggest themselves to constructors. The manual included with the Z.12 details many mono and stereo tone and volume control circuits by which inputs can be matched (and switched in) to the pre-amp. The size, performance and price of the Z.12 all favour the constructor seeking the finest in transistorised audio reproduction—it is in fact today's finest buy in top grade high fidelity.

Technical Specification

- 8 special HF transistors.
- Ultralinear class B output and generous neg. feed back.
- Response—15 to 50,000 c/s ±1db.
- Output suitable for 3, 7.5 and 15 ohm loads. Two 3 ohm speakers may be used in parallel.
- RMS Output—12 watts continuous sine wave (24w peak).
- 15 watts continuous music power (30w peak).
- Input—2mV into 2K ohms
- Signal to noise ratio—better than 60dB

New

PZ.3 Mains Power Unit
An entirely new design by Sinclair using a unique transistorised smoothing system giving exceptionally smooth DC output. Will power two Z.12 units for stereo etc. For AC mains 200/250v. 79/6

For which I enclose cash/cheque/money order.
Practical Wireless Classified Advertisements

The pre-paid rate for classified advertisements is 1/6d per word (minimum order 1/2-), box number 1/6d extra. Semi-displayed setting £4 12s. 6d. per single column inch. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to PRACTICAL WIRELESS and crossed "Lloyd's Bank Ltd." Treasury notes should always be sent registered post. Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to the Advertisement Manager, PRACTICAL WIRELESS, George Newnes Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, London, WC2, for insertion in the next available issue.

SOUND RECORDINGS


TAPE RECORDERS, TAPES, Etc.

TAPES TO DISC — using finest professional equipment—45 rpm=18s. S.A.E. leaflet. DEROSY, 22 Heron Lane, Lancaster.

SERVICE SHEETS


SERVICE SHEETS, Radio and Television, 4/- post paid. VEST AND EMERY, 17 Hallgrove Street, Durham.

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio, TV, 5,000 models. List 1/-, S.A.E. inquiries, TELRAY, 11 Maudland Bank, Preston.

SERVICE SHEETS (75,000), 4/- each. Callers welcome. Always open. 5 South Street, Oakenhaw, Brad'oird.

SERVICE SHEETS

4/- each, plus postage

We have the largest display of Service Sheets for all makes and types of Radios and Televisions, etc., in the country. Speedy service. To obtain the Service Sheet you require please complete the attached coupon.

Name: ................................................
Address: ...........................................

To: S.P. DISTRIBUTORS
44 Old Bond St., London, W.1

Please supply Service Sheets for the following:

Make: ..................................................
Model No. ...........................................
Mode: ..................................................

Make: ..................................................
Model No. ...........................................

I require the new 1966 List of Service Sheets at 1/6 each plus postage.

(please delete items not applicable). I enclose remittance of: ...........................................

MAIL ORDERS ONLY May PW

RECEIVERS & COMPONENTS

TRANSISTORS, UNMARKED, UNTESTED. 40 for 10/-, ½ each, 4 packets post free, Relays, thyristors, fuses, etc., in special catalogue free. General catalogue of Mechanical and Electrical Test Equipment, etc. (5,000 items), free. K. R. WHISTON (Dept. PRW), New Mills, Stockport.

SPEAKER REPAIRS, Comes fitted. Satisfaction guaranteed. L. S. REPAIRS, Pleckley, Ashford, Kent.

R & R RADIO & TV SERVICE

Dep't P.W.
MARKET STREET, BACUP, LANCS.
Telephone 465

SALVAGE VALVES

Tested before dispatch

GP96 4/6 2U20 5/- 2P28 5/- 3P29 5/-
GP96A 2U20 5/- 2P28 5/- 3P29 5/-
GP104 3/6 2U20 5/- 2P28 5/- 3P29 5/-
GP106 3/6 2U20 5/- 2P28 5/- 3P29 5/-
GP108 3/6 2U20 5/- 2P28 5/- 3P29 5/-
GP110 3/6 2U20 5/- 2P28 5/- 3P29 5/-

These valves may be exchanged or refunded.

SILICON PLANAR Transistors. Matched complementary pairs 18V, 200mA, hFE 60 to 100 at 10V. Powers unique 2N3403-45. 255V 560mA at 9V, High gain NPN, 2N3711 hFE 160 to 650 at 9V—JELECTROVALUE, 60 Mansfield Place, Aspley, Newcastle.

RECEIVERS & COMPONENTS

(continued)

19 SETS (A sets complete) with Power Packs, Control Box and all Connectors, tested and working R and T, 26/10/- plus 5/- carriage and packing. Sets only, £4, 20/- c. and p. Head Sets £1. 46 SETS, new, unpacked, complete with 2 Head Sets, Connectors, Haversack, 26/10/- carriage 17/6. WALDEN, Main Road Garage, South Green, Billecley, Essex.

TRANSISTORS AND DIODES

OCT1, OC44, NKT213, OC881, 3/-; Matched Sets: 2 OC881, 1 OC186, 5/-; GET111, 5/-; NKT224, 5/-; OC672, 5/-; NKT218, 5/-; NKT215, 35/-.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS and P.W. catalogue in thousands 6/6 each. S.A.E. for complete list refunded.

THE RADIO CONSTRUCTOR'S CENTRE

“HEATHKITS” can now be seen in London and purchased on easy terms. Free brochure. DIRECT TV REPLACEMENTS LTD., Dept. PWG1, 150 Hamilton Road, West Norwood, S.E.27. GGIP Hill 6166.

Asorted High Stab Resistors, 7/6, 100. Assorted Sphynx P.F. Condensers, 7/6, 100. Copper Laminate Board. 12in. x 12in., 5/- single or double sided.

Paroxin Sheet, 1/6in. x 12in. x 12in., 3/4.

Thin Poxylon sheet. approx. 1/6in. x 12in. x 12in. 6 apiece for 5/-.

White Plastic Sheet, approx. 12in. x 6in. x 24in., suitable dial, insulation, cases, etc., 4 sheets for 5/-.


P.O. Relay 2000 ohm, 1B, 5/-, 1M, 1B, 6/-.

Key Switches, 4 poles, 2 throw, 3/6, 3 position DP/DP centre off, 5/-, 3 clo-clo centre off, 6/-, DP/DP 2 for 5/-.

Plug, Sockets and Sockets, 18 way, 3/6 pair. 6/6.


Power Pack and L.P. Amplifier for 30 Set. 15/-.

Battery Ever-Ready, 6V 7/6, 6V 12 for 25/-. Small Component Boxes, 12/6, for 60 sample 6d.

My Metal Screen for 5gP7 with fittings 6/6. 250mA Fuses 3 x 11m. 6/-, 100 volt Half Generator, 7/6.

Valves New Boxed, 6V6, 4V6, EP61, 5/-, 6ALS 5/6.

Price Sheet WW Rotary, 15 ohms, 3.6 amm. 12/6.

Details of Instrument Case Assembly free. Send large addressed envelope.

Eisco Speakers, 5in. 5/-, 7 x 4in. 7/-, 8in. 8/-.

Terms Cash with order. Post 2/- on orders under 20/-.

E. R. NICHOLLS

Mail Order and Retail Shop
46 LOWFIELD ROAD
of SHAW HEATH, STOCKPORT
CHESHIRE
BUILD 24 INTERESTING DESIGNS
with your own components and transistors on a printed-circuit chassis.

"EXPERIMENTAL" PRINTED CIRCUIT KIT
Contents
(1) 2 Copper Laminate Boards 4½" x 2½".
(2) Resist. (3) Resist. Solvent.
(5) Cleanser/Degreaser.
(16) Page illustrated booklet.

"PRINTED CIRCUITS FOR AMATEURS"
containing full etching instructions.

24 SUGGESTED PROJECTS

3 SUBMINIATURE RADIO RECEIVERS
The smallest 3 designs yet offered to the Home Constructor. All in a set. Based on the "Triflexon" circuit. Let us know if you want small volume only.

SILICON RECIEVERS—800 P.V.—5.0 amp
$3 each post paid. 11 valve R.A.F. Receivers R352/2A—$1 plus 1/2/6 carriage. 112 Groby Road, Lincoln.

RESISTORS
Lab mixed 4½ per hundred.
Postage 1/6d. 500 or more post free. C.W.O. Mail Orders only. 203 Long Lane, Finchley, N.3.

PADDEN MOVING COIL, head phones and moving coil mix with loud and plus. 12½ post.
G. WEBSTER (ELECTRICAL) 9a Greyfriars Road, Coleham, Shrewsbury.

24 TRANSISTOR PRINTED CIRCUIT RADIO
in distant audio amplifier. quadrupler detector.

FOR SALE
MORSE MADE EASY!
The Famous RHYTHM RECORDED COURSE cuts the practice time down to an absolute minimum.
One student, aged 20, took only 13 DAYS, and another, aged 88, took under a week to learn it. If you wish to read Morse easily and naturally please enclose 8d. in stamps for two international reply coupons for full explanatory leaflet to
G.C.H., 45 Green Lane, Furley, Surrey.

SPECIAL OFFER
GEVAERT TAPE, 50 ft. with Stop and Leader Tapes, 8½ or 6½, post paid.
LIST PRICE 4 GNS.
LEE ELECTRONICS
400 Edgware Road, Paddington 5521
Send for Free List and details of above

FOR SALE
STROUD AUDIO 5 watt guitar amplifier with tremolo, £12. E. H. WILEY, 1 Boulton Square, West Bromwich, Staffs.

HAMMERITE HAMMER PATTERN BRUSH PAINT FOR PANELS AND BOXES

FOR SALE
1 watt S.T.C. 300 m/c's N.P.N. Silicon Planar. 100% Transistors limited stocks. £1 for.

SUN SOLAR CELL KITS
24 page Booklet on Experiments inc. 4 Sun Solar Cells, 11½ set.

COURSES
78 BROAD STREET CANTERBURY, KENT

METAL WORK
METAL WORK: All types cabinets, chassis cases, etc., to your specifications. PHILLPOTT S'S METAL WORKS LTD., Chapman St. Loughborough.
WANTED


WANTED
WILLIAM CARVIS LTD. 103 North Street, Huddersfield 7


WE BUY New Valves for cash, large or small quantities, old types or the latest. Send details. Quotations by return. WALTON’S WIRELESS STORES, 15 Church Street, Wolverhampton.

URGENTLY WANTED: New Centre Spindle for Marconi ARGDD Auto Radiogram. WESTWOOD, 44 Sandringham Road, Wombourn, Nr. Wolverhampton.

MISCELLANEOUS

ELECTRONIC MUSIC?

Then how about making yourself an electric organ? Constructional data available—fully illustrated, complete and notable! It has 5 octaves, 2 manuals and pedals with 24 stops—uses 41 valves. With its variable attack you can play Classics and Swing.

Write NOW for free leaflet and further details to G. & S., 30 Maude Street, Darlington, Durham. Send 3d. stamp.

CONVERT ANY TV SET into an Oscilloscope, Diagrams and instructions 12/6. REDMOND, 42 Dean Close, Portslade, Sussex.

SITUATIONS VACANT


RADIO AND TV Exam. and Courses by Britain’s finest Home-study School, Coaching for B.I.E.R.E., City and Guilds Amateur’s Licence, R.T.E.B., R.M.G. Cert., etc. FREE brochure from BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL, Russell Street, Reading.

A FULL-TIME TECHNICAL EXPERIENCED SALESMAN required for Retail Sales. Write, giving full details of age, previous experience and salary required to the Manager, HENRY'S RADIO LTD., 38 Edgeware Road, London, W.2.


TRAIN FOR SUCCESS WITH ICS


Write for FREE prospectus and find out how ICS can help you in your career.

ICS, DEPT. 541 PARKGATE ROAD, LONDON, S.W. 11.

BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS

AUDIO, America’s foremost journal. Year’s subscription 43/-, specimen copy 4/- All American radio journals supplied—list free.

WILLEN (Dept. 40), 61a Broadway, London, E.15.

ENVIRONMENTAL


URBAN AND GUILDS (Electrical, etc.) on “Satisfaction or refund of fee” terms. Thousands of passes. For details of modern courses in all branches of Electrical Engineering, Electronics, Radio, TV Automation, etc., send for 156-page handbook—FREE. B.I.E.T. (Dept. 169K), 29 Wright’s Lane, London, W.8.

RADIO OFFICERS’ Training Courses. Write Principal, Newport and Monmouthsire College of Technology.

“OCEAN LINERS and other ships require Radio Officers. State if Attendance or Postal Course desired. Approved Training Centre: Radio School, 91 Lancaster Rd., Preston, Lancs.”

SURPLUS HANDBOOKS

15 Set Circuits and Notes... 3/6 P.P. 6d.
11B Instruction Handbook... 1/9 P.P. 6d.
S.B. 0 Instruction Handbook... 2/6 P.P. 6d.
31 Set Instruction Handbook... 3/6 P.P. 6d.
18 Set Wireless-Telegraphy course and notes... 6/6 P.P. 6d.
5 Bel Wireless-Telegraphy Instruction Handbook... 8/6 P.P. 9d.
Frequency Meters... 1/6 P.P. 6d.
Wavemeter Class D Handbook... 3/6 P.P. 6d.
18 Bel Circuit Details and Notes... 3/6 P.P. 6d.
A.R.S.D. Instruction Manual... 1/6 P.P. 6d.
B107 Instruction Handbook... 6/6 P.P. 9d.
C100/B38 Receiver Handbook... 1/9 P.P. 6d.
BC100A Circuit Diagram... 1/6 P.P. 6d.
R1004A Circuit Diagram and Details... 1/6 P.P. 6d.
R354 Circuit Diagram and Details... 1/6 P.P. 6d.
RPM, 8, 88 Circuit Diagram and Details... 1/6 P.P. 6d.
Radio... 1/6 P.P. 6d.
Amplifier A1234 Circuit Diagram... 1/6 P.P. 6d.
Transmitter TI114 Circuit Diagram and Details (all models)... 3/6 P.P. 6d.
Resistor Colour Code Indicators. Indicates the value of a resistor at a glance... 1/6 P.P. 6d.

WANTED

All mail orders to: Instructional Handbook Supplies
Dept. 3.W., Talbot House, 58 Talbot Gardens, Roundhay, Leeds 8

PLEASE MENTION

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

WHEN REPLYING TO

ADVERTISEMENTS

EDUCATIONAL

BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS (continued)

SITUATIONS VACANT

City and County of Bristol Education Committee

BRISTOL TECHNICAL COLLEGE

Applications invited for following new post, duties to commence 1st September, 1966.

DEPARTMENT OF NAVIGATION, MARINE RADIO & RADAR

ASSISTANT LECTURER, Grade B, in Marine Radio & Radar. Applicants must have P.M.G. Certificate in Radio Telegraphy (first class) and B.O.T. Radar Maintenance Certificate. Special consideration given to applicants with additional qualifications such as H.N.C. and O.N.C. in Electrical Engineering or Electronics.

Salary: £955—£1,625 p.a.

Starting salary dependent upon approved experience and qualifications.

Further particulars and application forms (to be returned within 14 days) from Registrar, Bristol Technical College, Ashley Down, Bristol, 7.

Please quote Ref. T66/19/1 in all communications.
GET THIS GREAT NEW ROAD ATLAS ONLY 3'-'

- LARGE SCALE-8 MILES TO 1" (Ireland 10 miles to 1")
- A & B ROADS NUMBERED WITH OFFICIAL CODES
- 48 PAGES OF ROAD MAPS of Great Britain and Ireland
- MOTORWAYS, EXISTING AND UNDER CONSTRUCTION
- 32 DETAILED MAPS OF PRINCIPAL TOWN CENTRES
- TOWN-TO-TOWN MILEAGE CHART
- FULL COLOUR GUIDE TO NEW BRITISH ROAD SIGNS

PRACTICAL motorist MAPS
AT ALL NEWSAGENTS AND BOOKSTALLS
HOME RADIO (Mitcham) LTD., 187 London Road, Mitcham, Surrey. Phone: MIT 3282

One of the most interesting sections of our Components Catalogue is the KITS SECTION, which runs to 169 different items. Here is an extract from the page dealing with RADIONIC KITS...

"Designed for both the beginner (aged 10 and upwards) and the expert in electronics. The only tools required are the spanner and a pair of scissors. Build and rebuild as often as you wish and check circuit at a glance through the transparent panel. Extra components can be purchased to expand sets as required. Adopted by Universities, Technical Colleges, Schools and the Armed Forces for electronics training."

KT 46 Set No. 1. Fourteen different circuits can be made, including regenerative receivers for earphone operation........... £5.18.6
KT 48 Set No. 2. Twenty different circuits, T.R.F. and Reflex receivers......................... £6.19.6
KT 50 Set No. 3. Twenty-two different circuits, including microphone and pick-up amps. and receivers for loud speaker operation. £10.19.6
KT 52 Set No. 4. Twenty-six different circuits, including a 2-transistor super-heterodyne receiver........................ £14.19.6

Would you like to see the other 209 pages, listing 5,800 items, 900 of them illustrated, plus a 21-page supplement and a Semi-Conductor Centre brochure? Then post the coupon now with your cheque or P.O. for 9/- (7/6 plus 1/6 P. & P.). Remember, every catalogue contains five coupons, each worth one shilling when used as directed.

SPECIAL OFFER
Mail Order Only

HIGH GRADE RECORDING TAPES
3in. Long Play 3/6 5in. Long Play 1/6
5in. Long Play 13/6

POCKET TRANSISTOR RADIOS
Golden Eagle Medium Wave 6 Transistors............. £7.7.6
Golden Eagle Medium and Long Wave 7 Transistors........ £10.10.9

TRANS/CEIVER
Raleigh 9 Transistor Trans/CEIVER 28.3 micr................ £28.10.0
This is for the Licensed Amateur Radio Operator

MULTI-METERS
Eagle EP10K 10 OPV .... £4.0.0
Eagle EP50K 50 OPV .... £8.19.6
Eagle EP20K 20 OPV .... £8.19.6
Eagle EP10K 10 OPV .... £12.19.6
Eagle EP20K 20 OPV .... £12.19.6
Eagle EP50K 50 OPV .... £15.19.4
F.A. Column Speakers Five Bin. Units 10 watts 150................ £10.10.0
Speaker Extension Cabinet, 15A, 8in. 22/6, 10in. 32/4, 12in. 42/6

Send now for special offer list on components and audio equipment.
All goods sent by return. Post and Packing FREE.

SIGHILD LTD., 4 GORSEY MOUNT ST., STOCKPORT, Ches

A book for every electronics engineer...

TRANSPORTER POCKET BOOK

A comprehensive guide to the characteristics and use of the various types of transistor now available. The manufacture of the various types of transistor, up to and including the latest epitaxial planar, field effect and metal-oxide silicon transistors, is described in detail in order to make clear the different characteristics of each. Includes notes on the use and handling of transistors, and chapters on solid state circuit techniques and recent developments.

304 pages 250 illustrations 25s.
From your Bookseller, or in case of difficulty, 27s. from G. NEWNES LTD., SOUTHAMPTON STREET, W.C.2

NEWNES

A.R.R.L. RADIO AMATEURS HANDBOOK 1966
New Edition 45/- Postage 1/-

World Radio and T.V. Handbook 1966 by Johannes, 29/-, P. & P. 1/-
Transistor Pocket Book by Hibberd, 25/-, P. & P. 1/-
ABC's of Electronic Organs by Crowhurst, 10/-, P. & P. 1/-
Electric Guitar Amplifier Handbook by Darr, 24/-, P. & P. 1/-
New Radio Valve and T.V. Tube Equivalents by Ballant, 6/-, P. & P. 8d.
Practical Transistor Servicing new ed. by Caldwell, 5/-, P. & P. 1/-

Where possible 24 hours service guaranteed.

UNIVERSAL BOOK CO.
12 LITTLE NEWPORT STREET, LONDON, W.C.2
(adjointing Little Street)

2 METRES 4
The thrill of VHF Amateur Radio! Complete kit to the 20-200 Month, costs only 40/- (by post, UK 3/5 extra) also now available, new 100 metres ideal for beginners to VHF radio

JOHNSONS (Radio)
St. Martins Gate, Worcester
TECHNICAL TRAINING
in radio television
and electronics

Whether you are a newcomer to radio and electronics, or are engaged in the industry and wish to prepare for a recognized examination, ICS can further your technical knowledge and provide the specialized training so essential to success. ICS have helped thousands of ambitious men to move up into higher paid jobs—they can help you too! Why not fill in the coupon below and find out how?

Many diploma and examination courses available, including expert coaching for:

- Institution of Electronics & Radio Engineers (Brit.I.R.E.)
- C. & G. Telecommunication Techns' Certs.
- C. & G. Supplementary Studies
- Radio Amateurs' Examination
- P.M.G. Certs in Radiotelegraphy
- General Certificate of Education, etc.

Examination Students coached until successful

NEW SELF-BUILD RADIO COURSES

Learn as you build. You can learn both the theory and practice of valve and transistor circuits, and servicing work while building your own 5-valve receiver, transistor portable, signal generator and multi-test meter—all under expert tuition. Transistor Portable available as separate course.

POST THIS COUPON TODAY
for full details of ICS courses in Radio, T.V. and Electronics.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Dept. 171, Intertext House, Parkgate Road, London, S.W.11
Please send me the ICS prospectus—free and without obligation.

(state Subject or Exam.)

ADDRESS
I

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
D. & B. TELEVISION (WIMBLEDON) LTD.
131 KINGS Norton ROAD • SOUTH WIMBLEDON • LONDON S.W. 19
Telephone: CHErrywood 3955

ALL BRAND NEW VALVES GUARANTEED 3 MONTHS
Postage and Packing on Valves 6d. each.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AZ25</td>
<td>10/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ30</td>
<td>11/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ32</td>
<td>8/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ34</td>
<td>5/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ36</td>
<td>3/6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cash Add carriage 10/-

PRICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ECL86</td>
<td>£1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECL88</td>
<td>£1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECL89</td>
<td>£1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECL90</td>
<td>£1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECL91</td>
<td>£1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECL92</td>
<td>£1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECL93</td>
<td>£1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECL94</td>
<td>£1.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cash with order only, regret no C.O.D.

"No trade or export"

GUITAR AMPLIFIERS

with TREMOLO

12 months' guarantee (valves 3 months)

Five jack socket inputs with four separate mixing volume controls. High gain of 10 million makes it suitable for all types of guitars and microphones. Separate Tremolo and Treble controls. Master gain control. Tremolo speed and depth adjustable. Remote tremolo switch socket. 7.5 and 15 watt outputs. 80 and 60 watt valves. ECL86, ECL88, ECL90, ECL92, ECL94. 15 watt valves ECC83, 6906. Two extra valve BOG2 used in the tremolo circuit. Tremolo operates on one input only. Black and gold front panel (black tremolo type only at present). chassis finished silver grey hammar.

TRANSISTOR BARGAINS!

FANTASTIC OFFER!


Switching Transistors, N.K.T. 124/5. Tremendous gain 6 for 10/-.

Large Car Radio type Output Transistors, N.K.T. 405. 10/- each.

CONDENSERS


Very good selection from 3.3pf to 6,800 pf.

(10/- per 100).

NORMAL VALUE £0.05.

Paper 200V Condensers. 3,000/1.000/6.000/1,000/0.000 pf. 44/4uf Your choice. 7/6 per 100. £3.00 per 1,000.

RESISTORS

Low wattage. Mixed. 10/- per 100.

Mixed ± watt to ± watt. Close Tolerance. Very wide range of values. Polythene wrapped on cards of 10. MIXED VALUES ONLY.

Give-away price. 50/- per 1,000 plus 5/- post and packing.

(NORMAL VALUE OVER £5.00)

SIGNAL INJECTOR

R.F./I.F./A.F. Transistors, components and circuit to make. ONLY 10/- COMPLETE.

ACOS PICK-UP HEADS

Complete with needles.

This is the price that you would expect to pay for the needles only!

Monaural 14/-

Stereo 21/-

DIAMOND Stereo 36/6

Will fit most record changers. CAN BE PROFITABLE!

Many more bargains! We will send you a list with your order! You will not find better value for money ANYWHERE!!

G. F. MILWARD

17 Peel Close, Drayton Bassett, Near Tamworth, Staffs.

Tamworth 2321

Post only
LOOK! AT OUR PRICES

GERMANIUM RECTIFIERS
GJ7M 24V ½ Amp
or 2/6 each + 6d. postage 24/-
Doz. Postage 6d.

MINIATURE GERMANIUM DIODES
6/- doz. Postage 6d.
BY 100 SILICON RECTIFIERS
800v. P.I.V. 500mA
or 7/6 each + 4d. postage 78/-
Dox. Postage 6d.

TANK AERIALS
6 Section. Total length 10' 10". Perfect for Vertical Aerial or Fishing Rod.
10/6 each 1/6 P. & P.

VEROBOARD Now in Stock
21/2" x 5" 3/8
3½" x 5" 5/2
Postage 6d. each extra.

TRANSISTOR HOLDERS
3 or 5 pin type
1/- each + 4d. postage 11/6
Dox. Postage 6d.

PETHERICK'S
Dept. P
22 HIGH STREET, BEFORD, N. Devon
Tel.: Bideford 3217

KEY BOOK paper backs
HI-FI AND AUDIO
by A. T. Collins

SIMPLE RADIO CIRCUITS
by A. T. Collins
A Complete 'Build Your Own Radio' Guide. Simple Mains Short Wave Receiver, Medium Wave Transistor Receiver, Dual Wave One-valve, etc.
3s. 6d. each from All Booksellers

SWLS • SWLS • SWLS • SWLS

Hark!
— the DX is calling!

JOYSTICK
Variable Frequency ANTENNA SYSTEM

This revolutionary and pad-pend aerial system possesses the unique property of an even response over all frequencies between 2200 and 3000 metres.
Every JOYSTICK Aerial System is supplied with a special Joystick to which the aerial can be connected. Just connect your RX—II is ready to go and gives an unprecedented 100% of signal strength especially for 'dips' and 'wave'-dwellers—EVEN FROM UNDERGROUND! Naturally the advantage of using the JOYSTICK 'up-in-the-air' is even greater.
4000 Joystick aerials all over the world have already shown that this is the first major breakthrough for 20 years in the field of aerials. The performance for such a compact unit (7.6in. assembled) is staggering. Even the sceptics have been convinced once they have understood the basic principles and have followed the simple 'tune-up' procedure given in the detailed instructions.

New Joystick Range

There is now a whole new range of Joystick Aerial Systems made to match your QTH. Your rig and your pocket! The SYSTEMS over SWL TX/RX, indoor and outdoor module and new AERIALS! Made only to the finest materials the SYSTEMS are reliable and permanent! Read all about them in our new brochure—

GUARANTEE: Partridge operate a rigid, 100% Money Back Guarantee if you're not completely satisfied.

Read testimonials from all over the world!
The Imperial Hi-Fi Stereophonic 4 waveband chassis has the most advanced specifications yet offered in this country. There is a built-in ferrite rod aerial, seven piano key buttons, Long/Medium/Short and VMF bands. Complete with two 10" elliptical loudspeakers, plus a mono/ stereo 4-speed automatic change-over. Complete £19.6. Chassis only 15/-.

Special terms available of £10.10. deferred terms available of 18 monthly payments of £1.91. (total H.P. of £33.13.6) - 15/-, P. & P. Send £6.50 now.

This fabulous 'Empress' Hi-Fi radiogram chassis is offered complete with 10" loudspeaker plus 4 speed autochanger. At only £43.0. This is the bargain of the year. Chassis only 15/-.

Special terms available of £6.30 deferred followed by 18 monthly payments of £0.73. (total H.P. of £13.50) - 15/-, P. & P. Send £6.18.0 now.

All Lewis Radio equipment including valves are fully guaranteed for one year. Send your cheque or P.O. today while stocks last to Dept. 64.
Packed with concise servicing data
.... the “gen” at your fingertips in one authoritative volume for day-to-day use!

TAPE RECORDER SERVICING MANUAL

by H. W. HELLYER
A.M.T.S., A.I.P.R.E., A.M.I.S.M.

Tape recorders present special problems to the service engineer. Many decks are quite complex mechanically, whilst high performance is required of the associated electronic circuitry. The best aid the service engineer can have in dealing with recorders is adequate information. This book provides concise service data, including circuit diagrams and numerous layout diagrams and views of mechanisms and adjustments, for the majority of tape recorders and decks that have been released in this country. The notes are compiled partly from manufacturers’ official data, from trade sources, and also from bench notes and observations made by the author in the course of a number of years’ practical servicing. Also contains an authoritative introductory section on the principles and practice of tape recording, practical repair procedures, and microphones and matching.

Covers 282 models in 344 pages supported by over 345 drawings, exploded views and circuit diagrams 63s.

Published by NEWNES


Complete this form and post today

To George Newnes Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.

Please send me TAPE RECORDER SERVICING MANUAL for which I enclose remittance of 63s.

Name ........................................................................

Address .....................................................................
The following blueprints are available from stock. Descriptive text is not available but the date of issue is shown for each blueprint. Send, preferably a postal order to cover cost of the blueprint (stamps over 6d. unacceptable) to Blueprint Department, Practical Wireless, George Newnes Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.

- The Strand Amplifier... (Oct. 1962) 5/-
- The PW Signal Generator... (Oct. 1962) 5/-
- The Berkeley Loudspeaker Enclosure... (Dec. 1962) 5/-
- The Luxembourg Tuner... (Dec. 1962) 5/-
- The PW Troubadour... (June 1962) 7/6
- The PW Everest Tuner... (June 1962) 7/6
- The PW Britannic Two... (May 1962) 6/-
- The PW Mercury Six... (May 1962) 6/-
- Beginner’s Short Wave Two... (Nov. 1963) 5/-
- S.W. Listener’s Guide... (Nov. 1963) 5/-
- Beginner’s 10-watt Transmitter... (Dec. 1963) 5/-
- Transmitting and Aerial Data... (Dec. 1963) 5/-
- P.W. “Sixteen” Multirange Meter... (Jan. 1964) 5/-
- Test Meter Applications Chart... (Jan. 1964) 5/-
- The Celeste 7-transistor Portable Radio... (June 1963) 5/-
- The Spinette Record Player... (June 1963) 5/-
- Transistor Radio Mains Unit... (June 1964) 5/-
- 7 Mc/s Transceiver... (June 1964) 5/-
- The Citizen (December 1961)... (Dec. 1961) 5/-
- The P.W. 35-watt Guitar Amplifier (May 1964)... 5/-
- The Mini-amp (November 1961)... (Dec. 1961) 5/-
- The PT Multimeter (October 1961) P.T. ... (Nov. 1961) 5/-
- The Beginner’s Short Wave Superhet (Dec. 1964)... 5/-
- The Empire 7 Three-band Receiver (May 1965)... 5/-
- Electronic Hawaiian Guitar (June 1965)... 5/-
- Progressive S.W. Superhet (February 1966)... 5/-

---

PLEASE NOTE THAT WE CAN SUPPLY NO BLUEPRINTS OTHER THAN THOSE SHOWN IN THE ABOVE LIST. NOR ARE WE ABLE TO SUPPLY SERVICE SHEETS FOR COMMERCIAL RADIO, TV OR AUDIO EQUIPMENT.

---

THE ABOVE LIST IS SHOWN IN ORDER OF PUBLICATION DATE AND INCLUDES A DETAILS OF PRICE, WHERE APPLICABLE.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS query service

Before using the query service it is important to read the following notes:

(a) We cannot undertake to design equipment or to supply wiring diagrams or circuits, to individual requirements.
(b) We cannot undertake to supply detailed information for converting war surplus equipment, or to supply circuitry.
(c) It is usually impossible to supply information on imported domestic equipment owing to the lack of details available.
(d) We regret we are unable to answer technical queries over the telephone.
(e) It helps us if queries are clear and concise.
(f) We cannot guarantee to answer any query not accompanied by the current query coupon and a stamped addressed envelope.

QUERY COUPON
This coupon is available until 4th May, 1966 and must accompany all queries in accordance with the rules of our Query Service.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS, MAY, 1966
1966 150-PAGE CATALOGUE

Fully detailed and illustrated components, equipment and Hi-Fi. All types and makes. 5000 Stock lines. 1000 Quartz Frequencies. 800 Valves. 1500 Power Amplifiers. The finest and largest range available. A mine of information.

Price 6/- post paid.

FREE with Catalogue: 6/- Value Discount vouchers gives 2/- in pound discount on purchases.

(Catalogue must be returned with orders)

CATALOGUE COSTS NOTHING AFTER USING VOUCHERS

(1) GLOBEMASTER LW/LW/SW PORTABLE


(2) POWER AMPLIFIERS. 10 watts RMS output. 100mV input, 30 c/s to 20 kc/s ± 1db. 6-Transistor Push-Pull. Panel size 4 x 2 x 1 in. H x W x D. 225 mV output. TPA10/3 3.5 ohm speaker. £5.19.6, p.p. 2/6.

TPA10/15 12-16 ohm speaker. £5.19.6, p.p. 2/6

(Mains unit for 1 or 2 amplifiers. 89/6, p.p. 2/6)

The finest High Fidelity at Unbeatable Prices

(3) BUILD A QUALITY TAPE RECORDER


* TWO TRACK

* FOUR TRACK

£26 P.P. 2/6

£30 P.P. 2/6

Decks separately. 2 Track 10 gns. 4-track £13.10.0.

(4) REGENT-6 LW/SW POCKET RADIO

6-Transistor superhet, Gear tuned, Push-pull output. Moulded cabinet 3 x 3 x 1 in. Phone socket. Printed circuit design. TOTAL COST TO BUILD 85/- P.P. 2/5.

(5) NOMBREX SIGNAL GEN.

150 kc/s to 350 Mc/s. 10 c/s to 100 c/s. Audio Gen. £9.10.0, P.P. 2/6

Audio Gen. £16.15.0, P.P. 2/6

(6) 5 WATT AMPLIFIER

6-Transistor Push-pull, 3 ohms, 6mV into 1K. 12/18V supply, 2 x 2 x 1 in.

BUILT AND TESTED (optional mains units 84/- P.P. 2/6).

£79.6 P.P. 2/5

New matching Preamp, 6 Inputs, treble/ bass/ treble/volume controls. £6-15 mV output. 9-18V supply. £79.6 P.P. 2/7. For use with any Amplifier.

(7) ROADSTER LW/LW TRANSISTOR CAR RADIO

Supplied as Preassembled panels. Permeability tuned superhet. Push-button wave-changer. Push-pull output. Fits any car, 7 x 4 x 2 in. 12 volt (-) earth.

ASSEMBLY £8.19 P.P. 2/7

TOTAL COST TO BUILD £8.19 P.P. 2/7

(Speaker, Battery, Car Fixing Kit, 20/-).

(8) V.H.F. FM TUNER

87/105 Mc/s Transistor Superhet. Gear tuned. Terrific quality and sensitivity. For valve or transistor amplifiers. 4 x 3 x 2.5 in.

TOTAL COST TO BUILD £6.19.6 P.P. 2/6

(Cabinet Assembly 20/- extra)

(9) MV/LW QUALITY SUPERHET RADIO TUNER

Fully tunable superhet with excellent sensitivity and selectivity. Output up to 1 volt peak. Complete with front panel, etc. 9 volt operated.

TOTAL COST TO BUILD £3.19.6 P.P. 2/6

LET US QUOTE FOR COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR CIRCUIT. SEND A LIST. QUICK REPLY. QUALITY COMPONENTS AT VALUE FOR MONEY PRICES. ALSO TEST EQUIPMENT AND HI-FI.

HENRY'S RADIO LTD.
303 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2
PADDOCK WOOD 10889

Open Mon. to Sat. 9-6. Thurs. 1 p.m.
Open all day Saturday.